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Our Sun has confronted humanity with overwhelming evidence that it is comprised of
condensed matter. Dismissing this reality, the standard solar models continue to be an-
chored on the gaseous plasma. In large measure, the endurance of these theories can be
attributed to 1) the mathematical elegance of the equations for the gaseous state, 2) the
apparent success of the mass-luminosity relationship, and 3) the long-lasting inﬂuence
of leading proponents of these models. Unfortunately, no direct physical ﬁnding sup-
ports the notion that the solar body is gaseous. Without exception, all observations are
most easily explained by recognizing that the Sun is primarily comprised of condensed
matter. However, when a physical characteristic points to condensed matter, a postori
arguments are invoked to account for the behavior using the gaseous state. In isolation,
many of these treatments appear plausible. As a result, the gaseous models continue to
be accepted. There seems to be an overarching belief in solar science that the problems
with the gaseous models are few and inconsequential. In reality, they are numerous and,
while often subtle, they are sometimes daunting. The gaseous equations of state have
introduced far more dilemmas than they have solved. Many of the conclusions derived
from these approaches are likely to have led solar physics down unproductive avenues,
as deductions have been accepted which bear littleor no relationship to the actual nature
of the Sun. It could be argued that, for more than 100 years, the gaseous models have
prevented mankind from making real progress relative to understanding the Sun and the
universe. Hence, the Sun is now placed on trial. Forty lines of evidence will be pre-
sented that the solar body is comprised of, and surrounded by, condensed matter. These
‘proofs’ can be divided into seven broad categories: 1) Planckian, 2) spectroscopic,
3) structural, 4) dynamic, 5) helioseismic, 6) elemental, and 7) earthly. Collectively,
these lines of evidence provide a systematic challenge to the gaseous models of the Sun
and expose the many hurdles faced by modern approaches. Observational astronomy
and laboratory physics have remained unable to properly justify claims that the solar
body must be gaseous. At the same time, clear signs of condensed matter interspersed
with gaseous plasma in the chromosphere and corona have been regrettably dismissed.
As such, it ishoped that this exposition will serve as an invitation to consider condensed
matter, especially metallic hydrogen, when pondering the phase of the Sun.
The Sun is a world so diﬀerent from our own ...
However [relative to understanding its structure],
one must not lose heart; over the past few years sci-
ence has made a lot of progress, and those who come
after us will not fail to make even more.
Father Angelo Secchi, S.J., 1875 [1, p.300, V.I]∗
1 Introduction
A long time ago, men like Gustav Kirchhoﬀ, Johann Z¨ ollner,
William Thomson (Lord Kelvin), and James Jeans viewed
the photosphere (or the solar body) as existing in the liquid
state [2,3]. Despite their stature, scientists, since the days of
Herbert Spencer and Angelo Secchi, slowly drifted towards
∗Translations from French were executed by the author.
the concept that the Sun was a ball of gas surroundedby con-
densed matter [2,3].†
Others, of equal or greater prominence, including August
Ritter, Jonathan Lane, Franz Schuster, Karl Schwarzschild,
Arthur Eddington, Subrahmanyan Chandrashekhar, and John
Bahcall, would have their chance to speak [2,3]. The Sun
became a fully gaseous plasma.
As a consequence, the gaseous Sun has imbedded itself
at the very foundation of astronomy. Few would dispute that
†In the mid-1800s, ﬁve great pillars had given birth to the gaseous
Sun: 1) Laplace’s Nebular Hypothesis, 2) Helmholtz’ contraction theory,
3) Cagniard de la Tour’s critical phenomena and Andrew’s critical tempera-
tures, 4) Kirchhoﬀ’s formulation of his law of thermal emission, and 5) the
discovery of pressure broadening in gases. Each of these has previously been
addressed in detail [2].
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the Sun is a gas and that our understanding of all other stars
and the entire universe, is inherently linked to this reality.
Therefore, any endeavor to touch the phase of the Sun must
be viewed as an attempt to reformulate all of astronomy.
Yet, when astrophysics remained a young science, ob-
servational astronomers, such as James Keeler, Edwin Frost,
and Charles Abbot [4], objected to the theoretical basis for
a gaseous Sun. August Schmidt was the ﬁrst to mathemati-
cally dismiss the solar surface as illusion. Speaking of him,
Charles Abbot, the director of the Smithsonian Observatory
would write, “Schmidt’s views have obtained considerable
acceptance, but not from observers of solar phenomena” [5,
p.232]. In 1913, Charles Maunder made the point even more
forcefully, “But under ordinary conditions, we do not see the
chromosphere itself, but look down through it on the photo-
sphere, or general radiating surface. This, to the eye, cer-
tainly looks like a deﬁnite shell, but some theorists have been
so impressed with the diﬃculty of conceiving that a gaseous
body like the Sun could, under the conditions of such stupen-
dous temperatures as there exist, have any deﬁnedlimit at all,
that they deny that what we see on the Sun is a real boundary,
and argue that it only appears so to us through the eﬀects of
the anomalousrefractionor dispersion of light. Suchtheories
introduce diﬃculties greater and more numerous than those
that they clear away, and they are not generally accepted by
the practical observers of the Sun” [6, p.28]. Alfred Fowler,
the ﬁrst Secretary of the International Astronomical Union,
shared these views, “The photosphere is thus regarded as an
optical illusion, and remarkable consequences in relation to
spots and other phenomena are involved. The hypothesis ap-
pearstotakenoaccountofabsorption,and,while ofacertain
mathematical interest, it seems to have but little application
to the actual Sun” [7].
With time, however, the voices of the observational as-
tronomers were silenced by the power and elegance of the
mathematical arguments [2,3]. Those who could not follow
sophisticated theory could no longer become professional as-
tronomers. At Cambridge, the Mathematical Tripos became
and remained an accepted path to a Ph.D. degree in astron-
omy [8]. Theory [9–14],∗ rather than observation, came to
dictate the phase of the Sun and all solar phenomena were
explained in terms of a gaseous entity.
As gasesare unableto supportstructure,additionalmeans
were adopted to explain solar observations. Magnetic ﬁelds
∗Eddington’s mass-luminosity relationship [9, p.145–179] stands as one
of the great triumphs of the gaseous models. Today, this ﬁnding is well es-
tablished in observational astronomy and Eddington’s derivation is worthy of
a detailed treatment. Due to space limitations, the topic will not be addressed
herein. Suﬃce it to state that Eddington’s derivation was dependent on the
validity of Kirchhoﬀ’s law and no eﬀort has been made to account for the
relationship if the stars were made of condensed matter. At the same time, it
must be noted that through the mass-luminosity relationship, an observation
linked to distant objects, came to dictate the phase of the Sun. The relation-
ship is not contingent on the behavior of the Sun itself, although the latter
does lie on the main sequence of the stars.
became the solution to every puzzle [12], even though gases
are incapable of their generation.† Over time, theoretical ap-
proaches claimed one victory after the next, until it seemed
as if the Standard Solar Models [11,13,14] were unshakable.
Gases were inappropriately endowed with all of the proper-
ties of condensed matter.
In reality, a closer examination would have revealed that
many theoretical achievements were inapplicable. Some of
the diﬃculties stemmed from improper experimental conclu-
sions. The universality of several laws [15–20], on which the
entire solar framework rested [9, p.27–58], was the product
of faulty assumptions [21–24]. These errors were introduced
when theoretical physics remained in its infancy. But now,
they were governed by other branches of physics (i.e. black-
body radiation and condensed matter physics [15–20, 25]),
not by astronomy. The most pressing problems were never
properly solved by the physics community [21–24].
Solar theory was replete with oversights and invalid as-
sumptions, but the shortcomingswould be extremely diﬃcult
to detect. Problems which were ‘solved 100 years ago’ still
lurkedinthebackground[19,20]. Toomuchforwardprogress
was desired with too little attention paid to the road traveled.
Most viewed that only a few minor problems remained with
gaseousequationsof state [13,14]. Evidencethat the Sunwas
not a gas was dismissed with complex schemes often requir-
ing the suspension of objectivity.
Nonetheless, many lines of evidencehad revealedthat the
body of the Sun must be comprised of condensed matter (see
Table I). Slowly, arguments initially advanced by men like
Gustav Kirchhoﬀ [26] and James Jeans [27,28] began to re-
emerge. Moreover, they were joined by an arsenal of new
observations. Today, at least forty proofs can be found dis-
puting the gaseous nature of the Sun. There are surely more
to be discovered.‡ Conversely, not one direct proofexists that
the body of the Sun must be considered a gaseous plasma.
It is clear that the lines of evidence for condensed mat-
ter which are contained herein§ are worthy of a cohesive dis-
cussion. For the purpose of this presentation, they are subdi-
videdandreorganizedinto sevenbroadcategories: 1) Planck-
ian, 2) spectroscopic, 3) structural, 4) dynamic, 5) helioseis-
mic, 6) elemental, and 7) earthly. Each proof will be dis-
cussed relative to the liquid metallic hydrogen (LMH) model
[36,39,47,48] wherein condensed hydrogen, pressurized in
the solar interior, assumes a graphite-like lattice on the pho-
tosphere [39,40,45,48], a more metallic nature in sunspots
andfaculae [40,45,52],a diﬀuse presencein a somewhat cool
†Magnetic ﬁelds are the product of underlying microscopic structure in
condensed matter. As such, whenever a magnetic ﬁeld is generated on Earth,
condensed matter must be involved, either to directly generate it, or to cause
the ordered ﬂow of charge.
‡Solar astronomers, upon further consideration, will recognize that their
own subject areas might also provide additional lines of evidence. With time,
these complimentary proofs will eventually surface.
§The author presents a complete list of his relevant works [2–4,29–62]
in order to facilitate the study of these problems.
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I. Planckian Lines of Evidence §2 p.92 IV. Dynamic Lines of Evidence §5 p.118
1. Solar Spectrum §2.3.1 p.95 25. Surface Activity §5.1 p.118
2. Limb Darkening §2.3.2 p.97 26. Orthogonal Flows §5.2 p.121
3. Sunspot Emissivity §2.3.3 p.98 27. Solar Dynamo §5.3 p.121
4. Granular Emissivity §2.3.4 p.100 28. Coronal Rain §5.4 p.122
5. Facular Emissivity §2.3.5 p.101 29. Coronal Loops §5.5 p.123
6. Chromospheric Emissivity §2.3.6 p.102 30. Chromospheric Condensation §5.6 p.124
7. K-Coronal Emissivity §2.3.7 p.103 31. Splashdown Events §5.7 p.125
8. Coronal Structure Emissivity §2.3.8 p.103 32. Solar Winds and the Solar Cycle §5.8 p.125
II. Spectroscopic Lines of Evidence §3 p.104 V. Helioseismic Lines of Evidence §6 p.127
9. UV/X-ray Line Intensity §3.1 p.104 33. Solar Body Oscillations §6.1 p.127
10. Gamma-Ray Emission §3.2 p.104 34. Mass Displacement §6.2 p.128
11. Lithium Abundances §3.3 p.105 35. Higher Order Shape §6.3 p.129
12. Hydrogen Emission §3.4 p.106 36. Tachocline and Convective Zones §6.4 p.129
13. Elemental Emission §3.5 p.108 37. Solar Core §6.5 p.129
14. Helium Emission §3.6 p.109 38. Atmospheric Seismology §6.6 p.129
15. Fraunhofer Absorption §3.7 p.112
16. Coronal Emission §3.8 p.112
III. Structural Lines of Evidence §4 p.114 VI. Elemental Lines of Evidence §7 p.129
17. Solar Collapse §4.1 p.114 39. Nucleosynthesis §7.1 p.129
18. Density §4.2 p.115
19. Radius §4.3 p.115
20. Oblateness §4.4 p.115 VII. Earthly Lines of Evidence §8 p.130
21. Surface Imaging §4.5 p.116 40. Climatic §8.1 p.131
22. Coronal Holes/Rotation §4.6 p.116
23. Chromospheric Extent §4.7 p.117
24. Chromospheric Shape §4.8 p.118
Table 1: Forty Lines of Evidence for Condensed Matter — The Sun on Trial.
corona [57,58,60],and a solid character in the core [50].∗
Of these lines of evidence, the thermal proofs will al-
ways remain central to understanding the condensed nature
of solar material. They are tied to the most important ques-
tions relative to light emission [15–20] and have the ability
to directly link physical observation to the presence of a vi-
brational lattice, a key aspect of all matter in the condensed
phase [21–24]. Hence, the discussion begins with the thermal
lines of evidence, as inherently related to blackbody radia-
tion [15–25, 63] and to the earliest scientiﬁc history of the
Sun [2,3].
∗The model adopts a liquid state for the surface of the Sun, as this is
in keeping with macroscopic observations. However, an extended structural
lattice, not simply a random assembly of degenerate atoms, is required, as
demonstrated in §2. Of course, on the scale of solar dimensions, even a
material with the rigidity of a solid on Earth (i.e. with a high elastic modu-
lus), might well appear and behave macroscopically as a liquid on the photo-
sphere.
2 Planckian (or Thermal) Lines of Evidence
The Sun emits a spectrum in the visible and infrared region
of the electromagnetic spectrum (see Fig.1) whose detailed
analysis provides a total of eight lines of evidence relative
to the presence of condensed matter.† For gaseous models,
solar emission must be explained using the most complex
of schemes, resting both on the validity of Kirchhoﬀ’s law
of thermal emission [15,16] and on the ‘solar opacity prob-
lem’ [42].
Agassi reminds us that “Browsing through the literature,
one may ﬁnd an occasional use of Kirchhoﬀ’s law in some
†These proofs require the longest descriptions, as they touch many con-
cepts in physics. Since they deal with thermal phenomena, they can also
be referred to as the ‘Planckian’ lines of evidence, in recognition of Max
Planck’s contribution to this area of physics [19,20]. Beyond physics, Max
Planck’s philosophical writings (see references in [64]) and personal con-
duct [65], despite the evil of his times, have much to oﬀer to modern society.
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Fig. 1: Schematic representation of the visible spectrum of the Sun
(adapted from Fig.1–3 in [66]). To a ﬁrst approximation, the so-
lar spectrum is very nearly identical to that of a blackbody with a
temperature of ∼5,800K (dashed line).
experimental physics, but the only place where it is treated at
all seriously today is in the astrophysical literature” [63]. In
reality, it would not be an overstatement to argue that Kirch-
hoﬀ’s law [15,16] constitutes the very core of accepted so-
lar theory. Any problems with its formulation would send
shock waves not only throughout stellar astrophysics, but to
every corner of modern astronomy. Hence, the discussion
with respect to the thermal lines of evidencecommenceswith
a review of Kirchhoﬀ’s law [15,16] and of blackbody radia-
tion [17–25]. This will be followed by an overview of these
principles, as applied to the Sun and the resulting solar opac-
ity problem [42].
2.1 Blackbody Radiation and Kirchhoﬀ’s Law
The author has previously stated that, “Kirchhoﬀ’s law is
one of the simplest and most misunderstoodin thermodynam-
ics” [24].∗ Formulatedin1860[15,16],thelawwas advanced
to account for the light emitted from objects in response to
changes in temperature. Typically, in the mid-1800s, the ob-
jects were black, as they were covered with soot, or black
paint, for best experimental results [21, 23,24]. Thus, this
ﬁeld of research became known as the study of ‘blackbody
radiation’ [21,23,24]. Kirchhoﬀ attempted to synthesize an
overarching law into this area of physics in order to bring a
certain uniﬁcationto laboratoryﬁndings. At the time, physics
was in its infancy and theorists hoped to formulate laws with
‘universal’ consequences. Such was Kirchhoﬀ’s goal when
his law of thermal emission was devised.
Theheart of Kirchhoﬀ’slaw states that, “If a space be en-
tirely surrounded by bodies of the same temperature, so that
no rays can penetrate through them, every pencil in the in-
terior of the space must be so constituted, in regard to its
quality and intensity, as if it had proceeded from a perfectly
black body of the same temperature, and must therefore be
∗A detailed series of publications related to the analysis of Kirchhoﬀ’s
law has previously appeared. These can be consulted by those who seek a
more extensive discussion of the subject matter (see [21–24]).
independent of the form and nature of the bodies, being de-
termined by the temperature alone...In the interior therefore
of an opake red-hotbody of any temperature, the illumination
is always the same, whatever be the constitution of the body
in other respects” [16, §16].†
Blackbody radiation was governed strictly by the temper-
ature and the frequency of interest. The nature of the walls
was irrelevant. Kirchhoﬀ introduced the idea that blackbody
radiation somehow possessed a ‘universal’ signiﬁcance and
was a property of all cavities [15,16].
Eventually, Max Planck [19,20] provided a mathemati-
cal form for the spectral shape of blackbody emission sought
by Kirchhoﬀ [15,16]. Kirchhoﬀ’s law became ingrained in
Planck’s formulation[20, §24–§62]. By extension, it also be-
cameanintegralpartofthelawsofWien[17]andStefan[18],
as these could be simply derived from Planck’s equation [20,
§31–§60]. In turn, the laws of radiation, came to form the
veryfoundationofthegaseousmodels(seee.g.[9,p.27–58]).
Since blackbodyradiation was thought to be of a ‘univer-
sal’ nature and independent of the nature of the walls, Max
Planck, was never able to link his equation to a direct phys-
ical cause [21,23,24].‡ He spoke of any such attempt as a
‘hopeless undertaking’ [20, §41]. In this respect, blackbody
radiation became unique in physics. Planck’s equation was
not linked to anything in the material world, as Kirchhoﬀ’s
law [15,16] had dictated that the process was detached from
physical causality [20,21].
With his law, Gustav Kirchhoﬀwas informingthe physics
community that the light emitted by an object will always
correspond to the same ‘universal’ spectrum at a given tem-
perature, provided that the object be enclosed and the entire
system remain at thermal equilibrium. Any enclosure con-
tained the same blackbodyradiation. The nature of the enclo-
sure was not relevant to the solution, given that it was truly
opaque. Perfectly reﬂecting enclosures, such as those made
from silver, should function as well as perfectly absorbing
enclosures made from graphite or coated with carbon black.
In reality, Kirchhoﬀ erred in believing that the nature of
†Note how this last sentence immediately implied that, if the solar inte-
rior could be viewed as enclosed, then the radiation existing within it must be
of the same form (intensity versus frequency) as that emitted by a blackbody
at the temperature in question.
‡In processes where light is emitted, there are ﬁve aspects to consider:
1) the physical setting, 2) separate energy levels created in this setting,
3) a transition species which will make use of these energy levels, 4) the
production of a photon, and 5) an equation. For instance, for Lyman-α ra-
diation these correspond to 1) the hydrogen atom, 2) the two electronic or-
bitals involved in the transition — principle quantum numbers N=2 and N=1,
3) the electron as the transition species, 4) the Lyman-α emission at 1216Å,
and 5) the Rydberg formula. Alternatively, in speaking of the proton nuclear
magnetic resonance line from water, these correspond to 1) the hydrogen
atoms of the water molecules placed in a magnetic ﬁeld, 2) the hydrogen nu-
clear spin up or spin down states, 3) the hydrogen nuclear spin as a transition
species, 4) the hydrogen line at 4.85 ppm, and 5) the Larmor equation. Anal-
ogous entries can be made for any spectroscopic process in physics, with the
exception of blackbody radiation. In that case, only the 4th and 5th entries
are known: 4) the nature of the light and 5) Planck’s equation [21].
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the enclosure did not matter [21–24]. Perfectly reﬂecting en-
closuresmanifesttheradiationoftheobjectstheycontain,not
blackbodyradiation(see[22]fora proof). Toargueotherwise
constitutes a violation of the First Law of Thermodynamics.
Furthermore, if Kirchhoﬀ’s law was correct, any enclosed
material could serve as an experimental blackbody. But, lab-
oratory blackbodies are known to be extremely complex de-
vices, typically involving the use of specialized ‘nearly per-
fectly absorbing’ materials over the frequencies of interest.∗
Max Planck believed that “...in a vacuum bounded by
totally reﬂecting walls any state of radiation may persist”
[20, §61]. In itself, this was contrary to what Kirchhoﬀ had
stated, as noted above, “...In the interior therefore of an
opake red-hot body of any temperature, the illumination is
always the same, whatever be the constitution of the body
in other respects” [16, §16]. Throughout his text on ther-
malradiation[20],MaxPlanckrepeatedlyintroducesa‘small
carbon particle’ to ensure that the radiation he was treating
was truly black [21,23]. He viewed the particle as a cata-
lyst and believed that it simply accelerated the move towards
black radiation. In reality, he had introduced a perfect ab-
sorber/emitter and thereby ﬁlled the cavity with the radiation
desired (see [22] for a proof). If Kirchhoﬀ’s law was correct,
this should not be necessary. The carbon particle was much
more than a simple catalyst [21,23].
Another repercussion to Kirchhoﬀ’s statement was the
belief that objects could radiate internally. In fact, Planck
would use this approach in attempting to derive Kirchhoﬀ’s
law (see [20, p.1–45]).† Yet, conduction and/or convection
properly govern heat transfer within objects, not internal ra-
diation. Thermal radiation constitutes an attempt to achieve
equilibrium with the outside world.
The idea that all opaque enclosures contain blackbodyra-
diation was demonstrably false in the laboratory and Kirch-
hoﬀ’s law of thermal emission, invalid [21–24].‡ Rather, the
best that could be said was that, at thermal equilibrium and
in the absence of conduction or convection, the absorption of
radiation by an object was equal to its emission. This was
properlyformulated by Balfour Stewart in 1858, one year be-
fore Kirchhoﬀ developed his own law [22,25].
∗For an extensive list of references on laboratory blackbodies and the
materials used in their preparation, see [23].
†In his derivation, Planck did not permit his volume-elements to reﬂect
light [20, p.1–45]. As a result, all these elements became perfectly absorb-
ing and he was able to obtain Kirchhoﬀ’s law. However, had he properly
included reﬂection, he would have convinced himself that Kirchhoﬀ’s law
was invalid (see [21–24] for a complete discussion).
‡One cannot expect scientists to revisit the validity of every law upon
which they shall base their work. As such, if 20th century astronomers com-
mitted a misstep in applying Kirchhoﬀ’s law to the Sun, it is not at all clear
how this could have been prevented. Indeed, when the author was ﬁrst con-
sidering these problems, he actually believed that Kirchhoﬀ’s law was valid
(i.e. [29]), but that the Sun simply failed to meet the requirements set forth
by enclosure. It was only later, following an extensive review of blackbody
radiation [21–24], that he came to realize that there was an error in the law
itself.
The universality which Kirchhoﬀ sought was not present.
Regrettably, Max Planck had embraced this concept and, as
a direct consequence, blackbody radiation was never linked
to a direct physical cause. Tragically, the astrophysical com-
munity would come to believe that blackbodyradiation could
be produced without the presence of condensedmatter. Upon
this ex nihilo generation, it built the foundations of a gaseous
Sun [9, p.27–58] and the framework of the universe.
2.2 Kirchhoﬀ’s Law, Solar Opacity, and the Gaseous
Models of the Sun
Given thermal equilibrium, Kirchhoﬀ’s belief that all opaque
enclosures contained blackbody radiation had profound con-
sequences for astronomy. If the Sun was considered to be
an enclosure operating under thermal equilibrium, then by
Kirchhoﬀ’s law, it was ﬁlled with blackbody radiation (e.g.
[9, p.27–58]). Nothingwas requiredto producethe radiation,
other than adherence to Kirchhoﬀ’s condition. Even so, use
of the laws of thermal emission [15–20] explicitly required
the presence of thermal equilibrium in the subject of interest
(i.e. conductionand convectionmust not be present [21–24]).
As for the Sun, it operates far out of equilibrium by every
measure, emitting a large amount of radiation, but absorbing
essentially none. Furthermore, it sustains clear diﬀerential
convection currents on its surface, as reported long ago by
Carrington [67,68]. Consequently, how could the proponents
of the gaseous models justify the use of the laws of thermal
emissionto treatthe interiorof theSun [9,13,14]? Howcould
an object like the Sun be considered enclosed?
Arthur Eddington viewed the Sun as ﬁlled with radiation
which was essentially black. For him, the Sun acted like a
slowly leaking sieve [9, p.18]. In speaking of the application
of Stefan’s law [18] to the solar interior, Eddington argued,
“To a very high degree of approximation the last two results
are immediately applicable to the interior of a star. It is true
that the radiation is not in an ideal enclosure with opaque
walls at constant temperature; but the stellar conditions ap-
proach the ideal far more closely than any laboratory exper-
iments can do” [9, p.99–100]. He justiﬁed these statements
based on the very opaque nature of stellar material which he
inferred by considering a distant star, Capella [9, p.100].
Stefan’s law codiﬁed a fourth power dependence on tem-
perature (T4) [18]. At the same time, the gaseous Sun was
thought to sustain a core temperature of roughly 1.6×107 K
[13, p.9] while displaying an apparent surface temperatureof
only 6,000 K. Therefore, application of Stefan’s law [18] to
imaginary concentric spheres [13, p.2] located in the interior
oftheSunwouldresult ina greatdealmorephotonsproduced
in the core than ever emitted by its surface. Through the ap-
plication of such logic, the Sun could be viewed as a slowly
leaking sieve and essentially perfectly enclosed. Eddington
inferred that the opacity, or ability to absorb a photon, within
the Sun was extremely elevated. Under these circumstances,
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light produced in the solar interior could not travel very far
before being absorbed(see [9, p.100] and [14, p.185–232]).∗
Arthur Milne argued that the interior of a star could be
viewed as being in local thermal equilibrium, thereby insist-
ing that Kirchhoﬀ’s law could be applied within the Sun.
Speaking of the solar interior, he stated, “If the atoms are
suﬃciently battered about by colliding with one another, they
assume a state (distribution of stationary states) character-
istic of thermodynamic equilibrium at temperature T” [69,
p.81–83]. Unfortunately,these words describethe conditions
required for the onset of conduction [70]. Thermal equilib-
rium could never exist at the center of the Sun, as the set-
tingprevailingatthecorewouldfacilitatea non-radiativepro-
cess [21–24].†
Max Planck has clearly stated that thermal equilibrium
canonlyexist in theabsenceofall conduction,“Now thecon-
dition of thermodynamic equilibrium requires that the tem-
peratureshallbe everywherethe same andshall notvary with
time ...For the heat of a body depends only on the heat radi-
ation, since on account of the uniformity in temperature, no
conduction of heat takes place.” [20, §24]. That is why he
insisted that the walls of the enclosure be rigid (e.g. [20, §24–
25]), as no energy must be carried away through the action of
the momentum transfer which accompanies collisions. Ac-
cordingly, Milne’s arguments, though they rest at the heart of
the gaseous solar models, are fallacious. It is inappropriate
to apply Stefan’s law to the interior of the Sun, as conductive
forces violate the conditions for enclosure and the require-
ments for purely radiative heat transfer.‡
In his treatise on heat radiation, Planck warned against
applying the laws of thermal emission directly to the Sun,
“Now the apparent temperature of the Sun is obviously noth-
ing but the temperature of the solar rays, depending entirely
on the nature of the rays, and hence a property of the rays
and not a property of the Sun itself. Therefore it would be
not only more convenient, but also more correct, to apply this
notation directly, instead of speaking of a ﬁctitious tempera-
∗Eddington concluded that “the stars on the main series possess nearly
the same internal temperature distribution” and inferred core temperatures
in the millions of degrees [9, p.177–178]. Given his belief that the laws of
thermal emission [15–20] could be applied to the core of the stars, the tem-
peratures he inferred would result in the production of photons with X-ray
energies. Over thousands of years, these photons would slowly work their
way out to escape at the photosphere. But as they traveled to the surface,
they would slowly lose energy and become shifted to ever lower frequencies.
Finally, upon reaching the surface, they would emit in the visible region of
the electromagnetic spectrum. To accomplish the feat, the gas models re-
quired that perfect and gradual changes in opacity enabled a blackbody spec-
trum produced at X-ray frequencies to be slowly converted to one existing in
white light. The issue has previously been addressed by the author [3,36,42]
and provides an example where accepted science required the suspension of
disbelief.
†The density at the center of the Sun is believed to approach 150 g/cm3
[14, p.483], a value compatible with conductive solids on Earth.
‡The Sun is known to possess powerful magnetic ﬁelds and a solar dy-
namo. Their existence strongly argues for conduction within condensed mat-
ter (see [35,39] and §5.3).
ture of the Sun, which can be made to have meaning only by
the introduction of an assumption that does not hold in real-
ity” [20, §51]. Planck must have recognizedthat the Sun pos-
sessed convectioncurrentson its surface [41],as Carrington’s
discovery [67] would have been well-established throughout
scientiﬁcally educated society.
To further complicate matters, astrophysics must create
suﬃcient opacity in the Sun. Opacity acts to contain and
shift the internal radiation essential to the gaseous models. It
has been said that absorption of radiation in the solar interior
takes place through the summation of innumerable processes
(including bound-bound, bound-free, free-free, and scatter-
ing reactions [14, p.185–232]). Such a hypothesis consti-
tutes the ‘stellar opacity problem’.§ The blackbody spectrum
which could be produced in the laboratory using simple ma-
terials like graphite,soot, or metal-blacks[21–24], at oncere-
quired the summation of a large set of processes which were
not known to contribute to the production of the blackbody
spectrum on Earth [41,42]. The central problem for gas mod-
els is not that the Sun sustains clear convection at the level
of the photosphere, nor that inferred conduction exists at its
core. Rather, it was that Kirchhoﬀ’s law was not valid and
that Planck’s equation had not been linked to the physical
world [21–24]. The laws of thermal emission could not be
applied to the Sun. It was not reasonable to account for the
production of a blackbody spectrum using opacity calcula-
tionswhichdependedonprocessesunrelatedtothermalemis-
sion [42]. The production of blackbody radiation required
much more than imaginary enclosures. It required the pres-
ence of nearly perfectly absorbing condensedmatter, as well-
demonstrated by all laboratory experiments over the course
of more than 200 years (see [21–24] and references therein).
2.3 The Eight Planckian Lines of Evidence
The eight Planckian (or thermal) lines of evidence, on their
own, provide suﬃcient proof that the Sun is comprised of
condensed matter. Each of these proofs includes two com-
ponents 1) a discussion of some aspect of thermal radiation,
and2)theassociatedstructuralimplications. Ithas beenwell-
established in experimental physics that the thermal emissiv-
ity of a material is directly linked to its structure [71]. Fur-
thermore, condensed matter is known to possess varying di-
rectional emissivities which play a key role in understanding
the structures associated with the Sun, includingthe degreeto
which one might infer that they are metallic [66,72,73].
2.3.1 Solar Spectrum #1
Theblackbodylineshapeofthesolarspectrum(seeFig.1)has
been known since the days of Samuel Langley (see [74, Plate
12 and 21] and [75, Plate IV]).¶ Still, though astrophysics
§The author has previously addressed the stellar opacity problem [42].
¶The ﬁrst Planckian proof [45] was initially treated in [29,35,36,42,43].
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has tried to explain the production of this light for nearly 150
years [2,3], little real progress has been made in this direc-
tion. As demonstrated in Section 2.2, the gaseous models fail
to properly account for the occurrence of the solar spectrum.
Gases are unable to emit a continuous spectrum. Rather, they
emitinbands(see[21,70]andreferencestherein). Evenwhen
pressure broadened, these bands cannot produce the black-
bodylineshape. Moreover,whengases are heated, theiremis-
sivitycanactuallydrop[21,70],indirectcontradictionofSte-
fan’s law [18]. Under these circumstances, the answer cannot
be found in the gaseous state. One must turn to condensed
matter.
Throughout history, the production of a blackbody spec-
trum [21,23,24] has been facilitated by the use of graphite
[76–84] or soot. For this reason, even after the formulation
of Kirchhoﬀ’s law, astronomers envisioned that graphite par-
ticles ﬂoated on the surface of the Sun [2,3]. Hastings recog-
nizedthat thesolar surfacewas too hotto permitthe existence
of carbon in the condensed state [85]. He noted that “Grant-
ing this, we perceive that the photosphere contains solid or
liquid particles hotter than carbon vapor, and consequently
not carbon” [85]. As a result, in 1881, he suggested that
“...the substance in question, so far as we know it, has prop-
erties similar to those of the carbon group” [85]. Hastings
wanted something which had the physical characteristics of
graphite, especially related to emissivity. Yet, the only aspect
of graphite which could contribute to its emissive character-
istics was its lattice structure. He was indirectly searching for
a material which might share the lattice arrangement known
to exist in graphite (see Fig.2), but which might likewise be
reasonably expected to exist on the surface of the Sun.
Fig. 2: Schematic representation of the layered hexagonal lattice
found in graphite (adapted from Fig.1 in [48]).
Eventually, Cecilia Payne determined that the stars were
largely made of hydrogen[86] and Henry Norris Russell [87]
extended the conclusion to the Sun.∗ Whatever was responsi-
∗See [47] for a detailed discussion on the composition of the Sun.
bleforthethermalspectrumhadtobecomposedofhydrogen.
Then, in 1935, a seminal work appeared which had the
potential to completely alter our understanding of the stars
[36,39]. Eugene Wigner (Nobel Prize, Physics, 1963) and
H.B. Huntington [88], proposed that at suﬃcient pressures,
hydrogen could become metallic. More importantly, they
would make a direct link between the structure of metallic
hydrogen and that of graphite itself, “The objection comes
up naturally that we have calculated the energy of a body-
centered metallic lattice only, and that another metallic lat-
tice may be much more stable. We feel that the objection is
justiﬁed. Of course it is not to be expected that another sim-
ple lattice, like the face-centered one, have a much lower en-
ergy, — the energy diﬀerences between forms are always very
small. It is possible, however, that a layer-like lattice has a
much greater heat of formation, and is obtainableunder high
pressure. This is suggested by the fact that in most cases of
Table I of allotropic modiﬁcations,one of the lattices is layer-
like1...” [88]. The footnote in the text began, “Diamond is a
valence lattice, but graphite is a layer lattice ...” [88].
With time, Brovman et al. [89] would propose that metal-
lic hydrogen might be metastable. Like diamonds, it would
require elevated pressures for formation, but remain stable at
low pressures once synthesized. Neil Ashcroft and his group
hypothesized that metallic hydrogen might be metastable be-
tween its solid and liquid forms [90,91].
Metallic hydrogenremainselusiveinourlaboratories(see
[39,92] for recent reviews). Nonetheless, this has not pre-
vented astrophysics from invoking its existence within brown
dwarfs and giant planets [93–95], or even in neutron stars
[96]. In fact, based on expected densities, temperatures, and
elemental abundances obtained using the gaseous models for
the solar core, metallic hydrogen has been said to exist at the
center of the Sun [97–99].†
In previous astrophysical studies [93–99], thermal emis-
sion has not guided the selection of the form which metallic
hydrogenwould adopt. As a result, they have sidestepped the
layered graphite-like structure ﬁrst suggested by Wigner and
Huntington [88]. Nonetheless, it seems clear that metallic
hydrogen, based on the inferred solar abundance of hydro-
gen [86,87]and extensive theoretical support (see [39,92]for
†Setsuo Ichimaru was primarily concerned with nuclear reactions in
high density plasmas [97–99]. His work on the solar core is based on as-
sumptions for the composition of the solar interior [97, p.2] which are de-
rived from the gaseous models, “In the Sun ...the mass density and the tem-
perature are estimated to be 156 g/cm3 and 1.55x107, respectively. The mass
fraction of hydrogen near the core is said to be 0.36and thus the massdensity
of metallic hydrogen there is 56.2 g/cm3” [98, p.2660]. Ichimaru places spe-
ciﬁc emphasis on the One-Component Plasma (OCP) [97, pp.103 & 209].
He assumed that the lattice points were those of a body-centered cubic [97].
The body-centered cubic is a solid structure. Its existence within the Sun had
not been justiﬁed beyond inferred densities. Ichimaru’s assumptions would
have been easily supported by recent seismological evidence which demon-
strates that the solar core experiences solid bodyrotation (see [50] and §6.5in
this work). His supposition has important consequences for driving nuclear
reactions within the Sun (see [44,48] and §7.1 in this work).
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reviews), constitutes an ideal building material for the entire
Sun which is appropriate for 21st century thought.
Thus, theoretical condensed matter physics unknowingly
provided astronomy with everything needed to explain the
origin of the thermal spectrum (see Fig.1). Payne and Rus-
sell had determined that the Sun was composed of hydro-
gen [86,87]. Under the enormous pressures which existed in
the solar interior, Wigner and Huntington [88] allowed that
this hydrogen could be converted to the metallic state and
adopt the lattice structure of graphite. Work by Brovman et
al. [89] enabled metallic hydrogen, formed under high pres-
sure conditions within the solar interior, to be metastable at
the surface. Thermal emission could then result from lattice
vibrations [21], occurring within layered metallic hydrogen,
much like what occurs with graphite on Earth.
In contrast to the gaseous models, where photons take
millions of years to escape from the solar core [9], in a liq-
uid metallic hydrogen(LMH) Sun, light can be instantly pro-
ducedatthelevelofthephotosphere,usingmechanismsiden-
tical to those found within graphite. Complex changes in in-
ternal solar opacities are not required [42]. The solar spec-
trum can be explainedwithout recourseto unsuitedgases [21,
70], imaginary enclosures [9], dismissal of observed conduc-
tion [69] and convection [67,68], the need for local thermal
equilibrium [69], or Kirchhoﬀ’s erroneous law [15,16]. The
conjecture that solar thermal emission is produced by hydro-
genin the condensedstate onthe surface ofthe Sun is simpler
than any scheme brought forth by the gaseous models. Fur-
thermore, it uniﬁes our understanding of thermal emission in
the stars with that of laboratory models on Earth. But most
importantly, it results in the incorporation of a structural lat-
tice directly onto the photosphere, providing thereby a basis
upon which every other physical aspect of the Sun can be di-
rectly explained — from the presence of a true surface to the
nature of all solar structures. Hydrogen’s ability to exist as
condensed matter within the solar body, photosphere, chro-
mosphere, and corona, appears all but certain. The remainder
of this work should help to further cement this conclusion.
2.3.2 Limb Darkening #2
According to Father Angelo Secchi, while Galileo denied the
existence of limb darkening (see Figs. 3, 4), the phenomenon
had been well established by Lucas Val´ erius of the Lincei
Academy, “...the image of the Sun is brighter in the center
than on the edges.” [1, p.196, V.I].∗
In 1902, Frank Very demonstrated that limb darkening
was a frequency dependent phenomenon [101] which he at-
tributed to scattering in the solar atmosphere and reﬂection
with carbon particles.†
Very’s study of solar emission [101] eventually led to the
law of darkening initially developed by Karl Schwarzschild
∗The second Planckian proof [45] was initially treated in [3,35,40,42].
†As nearly perfect absorbers, carbon particles make for poor reﬂectors.
Fig. 3: Image of the Sun displaying how the intensity of the
disk decreases towards the limb [100]. Note this image was de-
scribed as follows, “Sunspot group in context. The diameter of
the Sun is 100 times larger than the diameter of the Earth. This
image was recorded with our ﬁnder telescope at about the same
time as the 15 July images and movies. Target: The Sun; Date:
15 Jul 2002”. It is reproduced herein thanks to the generosity
of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences (www.solarphysics.
kva.se/NatureNov2002/press images eng.html — accessed online
9/15/2013). The SST is operated on the island of La Palma by the
Institute for Solar Physics of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sci-
ences in the Spanish Observatorio del Roque de los Muchachos of
the Instituto de Astrof´ ısica de Canarias.
Fig.4: Schematicrepresentationof thewhitelight intensityvariation
across the solar disk which is responsible for visible limb darkening.
The extent of intensity variation is frequency dependent [101].
[102],wherebythe observedphenomenoncould be explained
by relying on the assumption that radiative equilibrium ex-
isted within the stars. Once again, this was viewed as a great
triumph for gaseous models (see [3] for additional details).
Arthur Eddingtonwould come to adopt Milne’s treatment
[103]ofthe law of darkening[9,p.320–324]. However,all of
these approaches shared a common ﬂaw: they were based on
the validity of Kirchhoﬀ’s law [15,16]. Karl Schwarzschild’s
derivation began with the words, “If E is the emission of a
black body at the temperature of this layer and one assumes
that Kirchhoﬀ’s law applies, it follows that the layer will ra-
diate the energy Eadh in every direction” [102, p.280 — in
Meadows].
Beyond the validity of Kirchhoﬀ’s law, these derivations
sidestepped the reality that clear convection currents existed
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on the exterior of the Sun [67,68]. Remarkably, just a few
yearsafterpublishinghisclassic derivationofthelawofdark-
ening [103], Milne himself argued that local thermal equilib-
rium did not apply in the outer layers of the stars [69]. Arthur
Eddingtonalsorecognizedthatthelaws ofemissioncouldnot
be used to treat the photosphere,“The argumentcannotapply
to any part of the star which we can see; for the fact that we
see it shows that its radiation is not ‘enclosed’” [9, p.101].
As such, how could Kirchhoﬀ’s law be invoked to explain
limb darkening?
To further complicate the situation, any explanation of
limb darkening for gaseous models would once again resur-
rect the solar opacity problem [42]. How could the exterior
of the Sun generate a perfect blackbody spectrum using an
assembly of processes not seen within graphite?
Gas models accounted for limb darkening by insisting
that the observer was sampling diﬀerent depths within the
Sun (see Fig.5). When viewing the center of the disk, our
eye was observingradiationoriginatingfurtherin the interior.
This radiation was being released from a layer which was at
a higher temperature. Hence, by the Wien’s law [17] it ap-
peared brighter. As for limb radiation, it was being produced
at shallower depths, thereby appearing cooler and darker.
These ideas were reliant on the belief that the surface of
the Sun was merely an illusion,∗ a conjecture which will be
refuted in §3.1, §3.2, §3.7, §4.3, §4.5, §5.1, §5.2, §5.5, §5.7,
§6.1, §6.2, and §6.3.
Fig. 5: Schematic representation of how limb darkening is explained
inthe gasmodels. When viewing thecenter of thesolar disk, the line
of sight travels to a greater depth (L), where it reaches a hotter layer
in the solar body. Conversely, when the limb is visualized, the line
of sight (L) is restricted to a cooler upper layer. One of the fallacies
of this explanation is that the outer layers of the photosphere cannot
be considered enclosed (i.e. we can see through them when we vi-
sualized the center of the disk). So, photospheric radiation could not
be blackbody, even assuming that Kirchhoﬀ’s law was valid. Ed-
dington himself had reached this conclusion [9, p.101].
In the end, the simplest explanation for limb darkening
lies in the recognition that directional spectral emissivity oc-
∗To this day, astronomy continues to maintain that the Sun’s surface is
an illusion, as seen in this text produced by the National Solar Observatory,
“The density decreases with distance from the surface until light at last can
travel freely and thus gives the illusion of a visible surface” [104, p.4].
curs naturally within condensed matter [66, 71–73]. Poor
conductors tend to have elevated normal emissivities which
gradually fall as the angle of observation is decreased (see
Fig.6). This is precisely what is being observed across the
solardisk. Goodconductorsoftendisplaylowernormalemis-
sivities, which can graduallyincrease as the angle of observa-
tion is decreased, prior to decreasing rapidly as the viewing
angle becomes parallel to the surface (see Fig.6).
Fig. 6: Schematic representation of directional spectral emissivities
for non-conductors (A) and conductors (B). Note that in non-metals,
the spectral emissivity decreases monotonically with viewing angle.
Conversely, in metals, while the normal emissivity can be substan-
tially reduced, the emissivity can rise with increasing angle before
precipitously dropping (adapted from [72]).
Limb darkening revealed that the solar photosphere was
condensed, but not highly metallic.† Graphite itself behaves
as an excellent emitter, but only a modest conductor. It can
be concluded, based on Figs. 4 & 6, that the liquid metal-
lic hydrogen which comprises the solar surface is not highly
metallic. The inter-atomic distances in this graphite-like lay-
ered material (a Type-I lattice) would be slightly larger than
those found in the more metallic sunspots (a Type II lattice),
as previously described by the author [35,39,40].
2.3.3 Sunspot Emissivity #3
Galileo viewed sunspots (see Fig.7) as clouds ﬂoating very
near the solar surface [105].‡ His great detractor, Christoph
Scheiner, initially saw them as extrasolar material [2], but
eventually became perhaps the ﬁrst to view them as cavi-
ties [1, p.15, V.I]. This apparent depression of sunspots was
conﬁrmed by Alexander Wilson [2] who, in 1774 [106], used
precisegeometricargumentstoestablishtheeﬀectwhichnow
bears his name [1, p.70–74]. In 1908, George Ellery Hale
discovered that sunspots were characterized by intense mag-
netic ﬁelds [107]. This remains one of the most far reaching
ﬁndings in solar science.
†As a side note, Frank Very had suggested [101] that the limb darkening
of the Sun might be associated with the solar granulations [3,101]. As will
be seen in §2.3.4, the thought was not without merit.
‡The third Planckian proof [45] was initially the 13th line of evidence
[35]. It has been presented, in greater detail, within [4,40,45].
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Fig. 7: Part of a sunspot group near the disk center acquired with the
Swedish 1-m Solar Telescope [100]. This image has been described
as follows by the Institute for Solar Research of the Royal Swedish
Academy of Sciences, “Large ﬁeld-of-view image of sunspots in
Active Region 10030 observed on 15 July 2002. The image has
been colored yellow for aesthetic reasons ... Dark penumbral
cores — Observations: G¨ oran Scharmer, ISP; Image processing:
Mats L¨ ofdahl, ISP; Wavelength: 487.7 nm; Target: AR10030;
Date: 15 Jul 2002”. This image is available for publication thanks
to the generosity of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences
(www.solarphysics.kva.se/NatureNov2002/press images eng.html
— accessed online 9/15/2013). The SST is operated on the island
of La Palma by the Institute for Solar Physics of the Royal Swedish
Academy of Sciences in the Spanish Observatorio del Roque de los
Muchachos of the Instituto de Astrof´ ısica de Canarias.
In addition to the Wilson eﬀect, sunspot emissivity has
been found to drop signiﬁcantly with increasing magnetic
ﬁeld strength [108,109]. The magnetic ﬁelds within sunspot
umbra are known to have a vertical orientation. Their inten-
sity increases in the darkest regions of the umbra (e.g. [110,
p.75] and [111, p.80]). Sunspot emissivity has also been hy-
pothesized to be directional, with increasing emissivity to-
wards the limb [111, p.75–77]. In this regard, Samuel Lan-
gley had observed, “With larger images and an improved in-
strument, I found that, in a complete ring of the solar surface,
the photosphere, still brilliant, gave near the limb absolutely
less heat than the umbra of the spots” [112, p.748]. Edwin
Frost echoedLangley,“A rather surprising result of these ob-
servations was that spots are occasionally relatively warmer
than the surrounding photosphere” [113]. Today, the appar-
ent directional changes in the emissivity of sunspots has been
dismissed as due to ‘stray light’ [111, p.75–77].
Since a gaseous Sun is devoid of a real surface, the ‘Wil-
son Eﬀect’ cannot be easily explained within these bounds.
Once again, optical depth arguments must be made (e.g. see
[110, p.46] and [114, p.189-190]). In order to account for
the emissivity of sunspots, gaseous models propose that mag-
netic ﬁelds prevent the rising of hot gases from the solar in-
terior [104]. Hence, the spot appears cool. But sunspots
can possess light bridges (see Secchi’s amazing Fig.33 in [1,
p.69, V.I]). These are characterized by higher emissivities
and lower magnetic ﬁelds [111, p.85–86]. The problem for
the gaseous models is that light bridges seem to ‘ﬂoat’ above
the sunspot. How could these objects be warmer than the
material below? Must a mechanism immediately be found
to heat light bridges? Sunspots are ﬁlled with substructure,
including that which arises from Evershed ﬂow. Such sub-
structure is well visible in Fig.7. However, gases are unable
to support structure. How can a gaseous solar model properly
account for Evershed ﬂow, while dismissing the surface as an
illusion? The problem, of course, remains that all these illu-
sions actually are behaving in systematic fashion (see §5.1).
Furthermore, in modern astronomy, the apparent change in
sunspot emissivity towards the limb must be dismissed as a
‘stray light’ eﬀect. But the most pressing complication lies
in the reality that gases are unable to generate powerful mag-
netic ﬁelds (see §5.3). They can respond to ﬁelds, but have
no inherent mechanism to produce these phenomena. Along
these lines, how can magnetic ﬁelds be simultaneously pro-
duced by gases while at the same time prevent them from
rising into the sunspot umbra? On Earth, the production of
powerful magnets involves the use of condensed matter and
the ﬂow of electrons within conduction bands, not isolated
gaseous ions or atoms (see §5.3).
In contrast to the gaseous models, the idea that the Sun is
comprised of condensed matter can address all of these com-
plications. The ‘Wilson Eﬀect’, one of the oldest and sim-
plest of solar observations,cancontinueto be explainedwith-
out diﬃculty by using elementary geometry [106], precisely
because a true surface can be invoked [45]. The lowered
emissivity of sunspot umbra, in association with increased
magnetic ﬁeld strengths, strongly suggests that sunspots are
metallic in nature. Langley’s observation that sunspots dis-
play increasedlimb emissivity relative to the photospherecan
be explained as related to metallic eﬀects.∗ The increased
emissivity and lower magnetic ﬁeld strength observed within
light bridges could be explained by assuming that they, like
the photosphere, are endowed with a Type I lattice [35,39,
40] with lowered metallic properties. Conversely, the de-
creased normal emissivity of sunspot umbra along with their
increased magnetic ﬁeld strength suggests a more metallic
Type II lattice [35,39,40]in these structures.
In sunspots, the electrons responsiblefor generatingmag-
netic ﬁelds can be viewed as ﬂowing freely within the con-
duction bands available in metallic hydrogen. This implies
∗This is not to say that stray light cannot present problems. However,
these eﬀects should make faculae even less apparent towards the limb, fur-
ther highlighting the importance of the increase in emissivity which those
structures display (see §2.3.5). Deﬁnitive answers may come eventually by
examining large sunspots.
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that the lattice within sunspot umbrae are positioned so that
the hexagonal hydrogen planes (see direction A in Fig.2)
are nearly orthogonal to the solar surface (see Fig.8). In
the penumbra, they would be oriented more horizontally, as
demonstrated by the magnetic ﬁeld lines in this region. The
accompanying emissivity would be slightly stronger, result-
ing in the penumbra appearing brighter. As such, the emis-
sivity in layered metallic hydrogen appears to be highly de-
pendent on the orientation of the hexagonal hydrogen planes.
Likewise, it has been observed that sound waves travel
faster within sunspots than within the photosphere[116,117].
These ﬁndings are supportive of the idea that sunspots are
denser and more metallic than the photosphereitself. The use
of condensed matter brings with it both structure and func-
tion.
Fig. 8: Schematic representation of the appearance of a pair of
sunspots on an active solar surface. The horizontal thick line il-
lustrates the location of the photosphere, the thin lines the layers of
metallic hydrogen, and the dashed lines the magnetic ﬁeld. The two
shaded circles outline the position of sunspots. In the lower por-
tion of the ﬁgure, the layers of metallic hydrogen are below the level
of the photosphere, but are being pushed up by intercalate elements
whichhave entered thegasphase (see§5.1 in[48]). In theupper por-
tion of the ﬁgure, the layers of metallic hydrogen have now broken
through the photospheric level. The two sunspots are being linked
solely by magnetic ﬁeld lines, as the metallic hydrogen which once
contained them has vaporized into the solar atmosphere. This ﬁgure
is an adaptation based on Fig.22 in [115]. Along with this legend, it
previously appeared in [52].
2.3.4 Granular Emissivity #4
When observed at modest resolution, the surface of the Sun
is covered with granules (see Fig.9).∗ The appearance of
∗The fourth Planckian proof [45] was initially part of the 14th line of
evidence [45]. It has been presented, in greater detail, within [40] which
these structures caused considerable controversy within as-
tronomy in the mid-1800s [40], but they have been well de-
scribed and illustrated [118–122] since the days of Father
Secchi [1, p.48–59, V.I]. Individual granules have limited
lifetimes, can be arranged in mesogranules, supergranules,or
giant cell [40,118–122], and seem to represent a convective
process.†
Fig. 9: High resolution image of solar granules acquired by Vasco
Henriques on May 23, 2010 using the Swedish 1-m Solar Tele-
scope (SST). Bright granules are surrounded by dark intergranu-
lar lanes which can contain magnetic bright points (see §2.3.5).
This image has been described as follows, “The SST is operated
on the island of La Palma by the Institute for Solar Physics of the
Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences in the Spanish Observatorio
del Roque de los Muchachos of the Instituto de Astrof´ ısica de Ca-
narias — High resolution granulation — Observer: Vasco Hen-
riques; Image processing: Vasco Henriques Date: 23 May 2010”.
http://www.solarphysics.kva.se (accessed online 9/15/2013).
Though granules are dynamic convective entities which
are constantly forming and dying on the surface of the Sun,
they have been found to observe the laws of Aboav-Weaire
and of Lewis [123–125], along with the perimeter law, for
space ﬁlling structures in two dimensions [126]. That gran-
ules can be viewed as crystals was ﬁrst hypothesizedby Cha-
cornacin 1865[127]. Clearly, the laws of space ﬁlling cannot
be applied to gases which expand to ﬁll the space of con-
tainers. They cannot, on their own, restrict the spatial ex-
tent which they occupy. The laws of space ﬁlling can solely
be observed by materials which exist in the condensed state.
Adherence to these laws by granules [126] constitutes im-
portant evidence that these structures are comprised of con-
densed matter.
Studies reveal that granules can contain ‘dark dots’ at
their center, linked to ‘explosive’ structural decay. Rast [128]
has stated that this decay “can be better understood if granu-
contains an extensive list of references on the subject.
†This aspect of solar granules will be discussed in §5.1 as it is linked to
activity on the solar surface. For the time being, the focus will remain on the
structural and emissive aspects.
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lation is viewed as downﬂow-dominated-surface-driven con-
vection rather than as a collection of more deeply driven up-
ﬂowing thermal plumes”. These arguments depend on the
presence of a true solar surface. Noever has linked the de-
cay of granules associated with the appearance of ‘dark dots’
to the perimeter law alone [126], once again implying that
structure determines dynamic evolution.
Granules are characterized by important emissive char-
acteristics. These structure tend to be brighter at their center
and surroundedby dark intergranularlanes (see Fig.9) whose
existence has been recognized by the mid-1800s [40].
Inordertoaccountfortheemissivepropertiesofgranules,
the gaseous models maintain that these structures represent
convective elements. Hot gases, rising from deep within the
Sun, emerge near the center of these formations, while cooler
material, held in the dark intergranularlanes, slowly migrates
towards the solar interior. In this case, emissivity is linked to
temperature changes alone, as dictated by Wien’s law [17].
This hypothesis rests on the validity of Kirchhoﬀ’s law [15,
16,20–24] and depends upon subtle changes in solar opacity
[42] in adjacent regions of the solar surface. As seen in §2.1
and §2.2, these arguments are invalid.
Within the context of the LMH model [35,39], granules
are viewed as an integral portion of the true undulating sur-
face of the Sun. Their complex radiative properties can be
fully explainedby consideringdirectional spectral emissivity.
As sub-components of the photosphere, the same mechanism
invoked to understand limb darkening §2.3.2 can be used to
explain granular emissivity.
The normal emissivity of these bubble-like structures re-
mains somewhat elevated. As the viewing angle moves away
from the normal,∗ emissivity progressively drops in accor-
dancewith the knownbehaviorof non-metals(see Fig.6). In-
tergranularlanes appear dark, not because they are cooler (an
unlikely scenario in the same region of the Sun), but rather,
because less photons are observed when the surface being vi-
sualized becomes increasingly coincident with the direction
of emission. In a sense, with respect to thermal emission,
each granule constitutes a mini-representation of the macro-
scopic limb darkening observed across the disk of the Sun
(see §2.3.2), an idea ﬁrst expressed by Very [101].
In the LMH model, granules therefore possess a Type
I lattice [35, 39], which is somewhat less metallic than the
Type-II lattice found in sunspots. This is revealed by the lack
of strong magnetic ﬁelds associated with granules and by the
slowly decaying center-to-limb variation in directional emis-
sivity observed on the solar surface (see §2.3.2). In a man-
ner analogous to what is observed in sunspots, the emissiv-
ity of layered metallic hydrogen would imply that the hexag-
onal hydrogen planes are oriented parallel to the solar sur-
face at the center of a granules providing higher emissiv-
∗Normal viewing occurs when the line of sight is perpendicular to the
surface.
ity, or brighter appearance, in this instance. The orienta-
tion should become more vertical in the intergranular lanes,
thereby accounting for their darker appearance. The LMH
model [35,39]dispenses with optical depth and variable tem-
perature arguments. It elegantly accounts for solar emission
using a single phenomenon(directional spectral emissivity in
condensed matter) applicable across the full range of solar
observations.
2.3.5 Facular Emissivity #5
In visible light, faculae are diﬃcult to observe at the center
of the solar disk, but often become quite apparent towards
the limb.† Father Secchi noted the diﬃculty of observing
faculae at the center of the disk [1, p.49, V.I] and George
Ellery Hale commented on the enhanced emissivity of facu-
lae towards the limb, “The bright faculae, which rise above
the photosphere, are conspicuous when near the edge of the
Sun, but practically invisible when they happento lie near the
center of the disk ...” [129, p.85–86]. Solar faculae appear
to ﬂoat on the photosphere itself. The structures have long
been associated with sunspots [130]. Wang et al. recently
postulated that these objects could result from the conversion
of sunspots, wherein the horizontal magnetic ﬁeld contained
within penumbraemakes a transition to a vertical ﬁeld in fac-
ulae [131]. Faculae are known to possess strong magnetic
ﬁelds [132–134].
The emissivity of faculae as they approach the solar limb
[135] cannot be reasonably explained within the context of
the gaseousmodels. The acceptedscheme, Spruit’s ‘hot wall’
[136, 137] model is illustrated in Fig.10. When the facu-
lae are at the center of the disk, the observer is able to see
deeperintotheWilsondepressiontotheﬂuxtube‘ﬂoor’[137,
p.926]. This ﬂooris thoughtto be at a lower temperatureand,
accordingtothelaws ofblackbodyemission[15–20],appears
relatively dark. As for the ‘walls’ of the ﬂux tube, they are
said to sustain elevated temperatures and appear bright when
compared to the deeper ‘ﬂoor’. As the ﬂux tube moves to-
wards the limb, the observercan no longer observethe ‘ﬂoor’
and one of the ‘hot walls’ becomes increasinglyvisible. With
time, even that ‘hot wall’ disappears. This agrees with obser-
vation: facular emissivity is initially indistinguishable from
that of the photosphere at disk center. It then increases and
becomes bright with respect to the rest of the solar surface, as
theses objects move towards the limb. Finally, the emissivity
decreases precipitously at the limb.
To help explain the emissivity of faculae, the gas models
suggest macroscopic structures, ‘cool ﬂoors’ and ‘hot walls’.
Gases are incapable of generating such features. In faculae,
ﬂuxtubes aresaid tobe permittingheat fromthesolar interior
to rise into the ‘hot walls’. Yet, to account for the darkness
†The ﬁfth Planckian proof, as related to facular emissivity, was initially
presented as the 15th line of evidence [45].
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Fig. 10: Schematic representation of Spruit’s ‘hot wall’ model [136,
137]. A) Faculae are represented as depressions in the solar surface.
Depending on the line of sight, the observer will sample either a
‘cool ﬂoor’, or a ‘hot wall’. B) When sampling at the center of
the solar disk, he/she will only be able to visualize a ‘cool ﬂoor’
whose temperature approaches that of the granules on the surface.
Under the circumstances, the faculae are not visible. However, as
these objects move towards the limb, the line of sight will initially
sample more of the ‘hot wall’ and the faculae appear brighter. When
the edge of the Sun is approached, the hot walls can no longer be
readily sampled and the emissivity of the faculae are perceived to
drop rapidly.
within sunspots, the models had required that ﬁeld lines in-
hibited the upward ﬂow of hot gases beneath the umbra (see
§2.2.3).
It is immediately apparent that the emissive behavior just
describedwithin faculaeexactly parallels the knownradiative
properties of metals, as previously illustrated in Fig.6. Facu-
lae possess strong magnetic ﬁelds [132–134]. In combination
withtheirdirectionalemissivity, thisall butconﬁrmsthatthey
are metallic in nature.
In addition to faculae, an extension of Spruit’s hot wall
model has been invoked to explain the presence of magnetic
bright points found within the dark intergranular lanes of the
granules [138]. As the name implies, magnetic bright points
are also believed to possess strong magnetic ﬁelds [12,138,
139]. Moreover, they display powerful center-to-limb varia-
tions in their emissivity [138], being most visible at the cen-
ter of the solar disk within the dark intergranular lanes. In
the case of magnetic bright points, it is the ‘ﬂoor’ which is
viewed as bright, as light is said to originate from “deeper
photospheric layers that are usually hotter” [138].∗
The problem rests in the realization that magnetic bright
points are located within the dark intergranular lanes. As a
result, in order to explain the presence of locally strong mag-
neticﬁelds withinthese objects,it is hypothesizedthat an“ef-
ﬁcient turbulent dynamo transforms into magnetic ﬁelds part
of the kinetic energy of the granular convection” [138]. This
∗These layers were not hotter in Spruit’s model [136,137].
serves to emphasize the problems faced by the gas models.
Within the context of the LMH model [35, 36, 39], the
presence of faculae and magnetic bright points on the solar
surface are elegantly explained by invoking lattice structure.
Since faculae are associated with sunspots [130] and even
thought to be ejected from these structures [131], it is rea-
sonable to propose that they can be metallic in nature (see
Fig.6), that their structural lattice mimics the type II lattice
found in sunspots, and that they have not yet relaxed back to
the Type-I lattice found in granules. In this case, the bright-
ness of faculae implies that their hexagonal hydrogen planes
lie parallel to the solar surface. This should account for both
emissivity and the presence of associated magnetic ﬁelds in
these structures.
Intheend,thesimplestexplanationfortheoriginformag-
neticbrightpointsmaybethattheyarenothingmorethanfac-
ular elements. Rising from internal solar regions, they have
not fully relaxed from a Type II to a Type I lattice, but have
been transported through granular ﬂow to deeper intergran-
ular lanes. Their center-to-limb emissivity variations may
well rest in the realization that they are hidden from view by
the granules themselves as the limb is approached. Hence,
their numbers appear to fall towards the edge of the solar
disk [138].
2.3.6 Chromospheric Emissivity #6
While hydrogen-αemissions are responsible for the red glow
of the chromosphere visible during an eclipse, this region of
the Sun also emits a weak continuous spectrum [56] which
has drawn the attention of solar observers for more than 100
years [140–147].† Relative to this emission, Donald Menzel
noted, “...we assumed that the distribution in the continu-
ous chromospheric spectrum is the same as that of a black
body at 5700◦, and that the continuous spectrum from the ex-
treme edge is that of a black body at 4700◦. There is evidence
in favor of a lower temperature at the extreme limb in the
observations by Abbot, Fowle, and Aldrich of the darkening
towards the limb of the Sun” [142].
The gaseous models infer that the chromosphere has an
average density of ∼10−12 g/cm3 [115, p.32].‡ Despite a 105
drop in density with respect to the photosphere, these treat-
mentscontinuetoadvancethatthe continuousemissionin the
chromosphere is being produced by neutral H, H−, Rayleigh
scattering, and electron scattering (see [145,146] and [150,
p.151–157]). But, none of these processes can be found in
graphite (see §2.1 and §2.2).
†The sixth Plankian proof [45] was initially presented as the 26th line of
evidence [56].
‡In these models, the photosphere is assumed to have a density of ∼10−7
g/cm3, while the outer chromosphere has a density of ∼10−15 g/cm3 [148].
This constitutes an 8 order of magnitude decrease in just a few thousand
kilometers. As a point of reference, the density of the Earth’s atmosphere
at sea level is ∼1.2×10−3 g/cm3 [149] or ∼10,000 greater than calculated
photospheric densities for the gas models.
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Alternatively, within the context of the LMH model, the
chromospheric continuous emission provides evidence that
condensedmatter exists in this regionof the solar atmosphere
[56]. This is in keeping with the understanding that continu-
ous spectra, which can be described using blackbody behav-
ior, must be produced by condensed matter [21–24]. In this
regard, the chromosphere may be viewed as a region of hy-
drogen condensation and recapture within the Sun. Though
generating condensed matter, the chromosphere is not com-
prised of metallic hydrogen.∗
2.3.7 K-Coronal Emissivity #7
The white light emitted by the K-corona is readily visualized
duringsolareclipses.† ObservingfromIowain1869,William
Harkness “obtained a coronal spectrum that was continuous
except for a single bright green line, later known as coronal
line K1474” on the Kirchhoﬀ scale [151, p.199]. Eventually,
it became clear that the continuous spectrum of the K-corona
was essentially identical to photosphericemission [152–156],
with the important distinction that the former was devoid of
Fraunhofer lines. In addition, the spectrum of the K-corona
appeared to redden slightly with increasing distance from the
solar surface, “microphotograms for solar distances varying
from R=1.2s to R=2.6s show that the coronal radiation red-
dens slightly as the distance from the Sunis increased”[156].
The reddening of the K-coronal emission suggested that the
corona was cooling with increased distance from the solar
surface.‡
Within the context of the gas models, the corona is ex-
tremely hot and thus, cannot be self-luminous in the visible
spectrum. Rather, these models maintain that coronal white
light must represent photospheric radiation. But as the ther-
∗Metallic hydrogen requires extreme pressures for formation [39, 92]
which can only exist within the solar body. As a result, though condensation
is occurring within the chromosphere and corona, the resulting products are
not metallic. Rather, it is likely that chromospheric material is comprised
of dense hydrogen wherein molecular interactions between hydrogen atoms
still persists [92]. Conversely, condensed matter which has been ejected from
the solar body can be metallic in character and has been proposed to become
distributed throughout the corona [60]. The solar atmosphere can simultane-
ously support the existence of two forms of hydrogen: chromospheric non-
metallic material, like as coronal rain or spicules (see §5.4, §5.6 and [53,59])
and coronal material which resembles photospheric Type-I metallic hydro-
gen (see §2.3.7 and §2.3.8) and [57,58,60]) and which can be found in the
corona and its associated structures (see §3.8, §4.6, §5.5, §5.7 and §6.6 for
complimentary evidence).
†The seventh Plankian proof [45] was initially presented as the 27th line
of evidence [57,60].
‡Yet, the “single bright green line” which had been observed by Hark-
ness would eventually be identiﬁed as originating from highly ionized iron
(i.e. FeXIV). Within the gaseous context, the only means of generating these
ions would involve the presence of extreme temperatures in the corona. Con-
versely, the ions could be produced if condensed matter can be postulated
to exist in this region of the Sun. The origin of highly ionized ions in the
corona constitutes one of the most elegant lines of evidence for the presence
of condensed matter in this region of the Sun, supporting the idea that the
corona is, in fact, cool (see [60] and §3.8 for a complete discussion).
mal spectrumfromthe photosphereis punctuatedwith Fraun-
hofer absorption lines (see §3.7), some mechanism must be
devised to explain their absence in coronal light. As such,
proponentsof the gaseous models have proposedthat coronal
light is being scattered by highly relativistic electrons [115,
148,157,158]. The Fraunhofer absorption lines are hypoth-
esized to become highly broadened and unobservable. Rel-
ativistic electrons require temperatures in the millions of de-
grees. These temperatures are inferred from the line emis-
sions of highly ionized ions in this region of the Sun (see
§3.8). Unfortunately, such a scheme fails to account for the
reddening of the coronal spectrum [156].
In contrast, the LMH model [35,39] states that the solar
corona contains photospheric-like condensed matter (Type I)
and is, accordingly, self-luminous [57]. It is well-known that
the Sun expels material into its corona in the form of ﬂares
and coronal mass ejections. It is reasonable to conclude that
this material continues to emit (see §2.3.8) and may eventu-
ally disperse into ﬁnely distributed condensed matter in this
region of the Sun. The reddening of the coronal spectrum
implies that the apparent temperatures of the corona are no
greater than those within the photosphere.§ The apparent
temperature slowly decreases, as expected, with increased
distance from the solar surface. The production of highly
ionized ions in the corona reﬂects condensed matter in the
outer solar atmosphere (see §2.3.8, §3.8, and §5.5). As for
the Fraunhofer lines, they do not appear on the spectrum of
the K-corona owing to insuﬃcient concentrations of absorb-
ing species exist in this region of the Sun. There is no need to
invoke scattering by relativistic electrons.
2.3.8 Coronal Structure Emissivity #8
The corona of the active Sun is ﬁlled with structures easily
observed using white-light coronographs [154,155].¶ Flares
[159–162], prominences and coronal mass ejections [163–
171], streamers [172–174], plumes [175], and loops [176–
178], can all be visualized in white light.
The mechanismfor generatingwhite-lightin this wide ar-
ray of structures remains elusive for the gaseous models, in
part because the densities, in which they are hypothesize to
exist, are lower than ∼10−15 g/cm3 [148]. Moreover, the re-
lease of white-light by these structures tends to be explosive
in nature, particularly when ﬂares are involved [179–186].
These phenomena cannot be adequately explained by rely-
ing on gradual changes in opacity [42] or the action of rela-
§The author has stated that the true energy content of the photosphere
would correspond to real temperatures in the millions of degrees. The vast
majority of this energy is trapped within the translational degrees of freedom
associated with the diﬀerential convection currents. The conduction bands
responsible for the solar magnetic ﬁelds likewise harness some of the solar
surface energy. The apparent temperature of ∼6,000K corresponds to the en-
ergy contained within the photospheric vibrational degrees of freedom [41].
¶The eighth Plankian proof [45] was initially presented as the 28th line
of evidence [58].
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tivistic electrons to scatter photospheric light [160,161,164,
187,188]. Currently, many of these structures are believed to
derive their energy from coronal magnetic sources overlying
active regions [12]. That is a result having no other means of
accounting for this extensive and abrupt release of energy in
the gaseous Sun [179].
Within the context of the LMH model [35,39], the white-
light emitted by coronal structures is associated with their
condensed nature. Since many of these formations originate
from eruptions taking place at the level of the photosphere,
such a postulate appears reasonable. As a result, coronal
structures should be regardedas self-luminous. The explosive
increase in white-light is related to powerfullattice vibrations
associated with their formation[21]. Long ago, Z¨ ollner [189]
hadinsisted that ﬂares involvedtherelease ofpressurizedma-
terial from within the Sun [3]. These mechanisms remain the
most likely, as they properly transfer energy out of the solar
body, not back to the surface from the corona (see §5.1).
3 Spectroscopic Lines of Evidence
Though Gustav Kirchhoﬀ erred [21–24] relative to his law of
thermal emission [15,16], his contributions to solar science
remain unchallenged. Not only was he amongst the ﬁrst to
properly recognize that the Sun existed in liquid state [2,26],
but as the father of spectral analysis, along with Robert Bun-
sen, he gave birth to the entire spectroscopic branch of solar
science [190,191]. Using spectroscopic methods, Kirchhoﬀ
successfully identiﬁed the lines from sodium on the Sun and
this led to an avalanche of related discoveries, spanning more
than a century [190,191]. Indeed, all of the thermal proofs
discussed in §2, are the result of spectroscopic analysis, cen-
tered on the blackbody spectrum observable in visible and
infrared light. It is ﬁtting that the next series of proofs are
spectroscopic, this time centering on line emission of indi-
vidual atoms or ions. These eight lines of evidence highlight
anew the power of Kirchhoﬀ’s spectroscopic approaches.
3.1 UV/X-ray Line Intensity #9
The Sun is diﬃcult to study in the ultraviolet (UV) and X-ray
bands due to the absorption of this light by the Earth’s atmo-
sphere.∗ As a consequence, instruments like the AIA aboard
NASA’s Solar Dynamic Observatory (see Fig.11) are being
used for these observations [192, p.ix]. When the Sun is ob-
served at these frequencies, striking evidence is produced on
the existence of a real solar surface. Harold Zirin describes
the ﬁndings as follows, “The case in the UV is diﬀerent, be-
cause the spectrum lines are optically thin. Therefore one
would expect limb brightening even in the absence of tem-
perature increase, simply due to the secant increase of path
length. Although the intensity doubles at the limb, where we
see the back side, the limb brighteninginside the limb is mini-
mal ...Similarly, X-ray images show limb brightening simply
∗This proof was ﬁrst presented as the 25th line of evidence [55].
due to increased path length.” [193]. Fig.11 presents this
phenomenonin X-Ray at 94Å, for a somewhat active Sun.†
Fig. 11: AIA X-Ray image of an active Sun obtained on 5/28/2010
at 94Å displaying limb brightening and surface activity. This im-
age (20100528 013015 512 0094.jpg) has been provided Courtesy
of NASA/SDO and the AIA, EVE, and HMI science teams using
data retrieval (http://sdo.gsfc.nasa.gov/data/aiahmi).
When the observer is directly examining the center of
the opaque solar disk, weak spectral lines are obtained at
these frequencies. The lines brighten slightly as observation
moves towards the limb, owing to a slightly larger fraction
of the solar atmosphere being sampled (line of sight 2 versus
1 in Fig.12). However, immediately upon crossing the solar
limb, a pronouncedincrease in spectroscopic intensity can be
recorded. In fact, it approximately doubles, because a nearly
two-fold greater line of sight is being viewed in the solar at-
mosphere. This can be understood if one would compare a
line of sight very near line 3 in Fig.12 (but still striking the
solar disk) with line 3 itself.
In this manner, UV and X-ray line intensities can pro-
vide strong evidence that the Sun possesses an opaque sur-
face at these frequencieswhich is independentof viewing an-
gle. Limb darkening is not observed, as was manifested in
the visible spectrum (see §2.3.2), in that condensed matter is
notbeingsampled. Rather, thebehaviorreﬂects thatgases are
being monitored above a distinct surface through which UV
and X-ray photons cannot penetrate.‡
3.2 Gamma-Ray Emission #10
Occasionally, powerful gamma-ray ﬂares are visible on the
surface of the Sun and Rieger [194] has provided evidence
that those with emissions >10 MeV are primarily visualized
†A 171Å UV image from the quite Sun has been published [192, p.38].
The Solar Dynamic Observatory website can be accessed for images at other
frequencies in the ultra-violet (http://sdo.gsfc.nasa.gov/data/aiahmi).
‡Note that these ﬁndings further bring into question the optical depth
arguments that had been brought forth to explain limb darkening within the
gaseous models in §2.3.3. Should the Sun truly possess a vacuum-like photo-
spheric density ofonly 10−7 g/cm3 [148], then the limb should not act as such
a dramatic boundary relative to the intensity of UV and X-ray emissions.
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Fig. 12: Schematic representation of path lengths present when the
outer atmosphere (area outlined by dashes) of the Sun (body in gray)
is viewed from the Earth. Paths 1 and 2 terminate on the solar sur-
face. Just beyond the limb, path 3 samples the front and back side
of the solar atmosphere, resulting in a two fold increase in line in-
tensity. This ﬁgure is an adaptation based on Fig.2.4 in [192] and,
along with this legend, was previously published [55].
near the solar limb (see Fig.13).∗ Speaking of Rieger’s ﬁnd-
ings, Ramaty and Simnett noted that “Gamma-ray emitting
ﬂares are observed from sites located predominantlynear the
limb of the Sun ...This eﬀect was observed for ﬂares de-
tected at energies >0.3 MeV, but it is at energies >10 MeV
that the eﬀect is particularly pronounced ...Since in both of
these cases the bulk of the emission is bremsstrahlung from
primary electrons, these results imply that the radiating elec-
trons (are) strongly anisotropic, with more emission in the di-
rectionstangentialto thephotospherethanin directionsaway
from the Sun” [195, p.237].
Fig. 13: Schematic representation of approximate ﬂare positions
with >10 MeV of energy on the solar disk displaying their predom-
inance near the limb. This ﬁgure is meant only for illustrative pur-
poses and is an adaptation based on Fig.9 in [194] which should
be examined for exact ﬂare locations. This ﬁgure was previously
published in [49].
The production of anisotropic emission would typically
imply that structural constraints are involved in ﬂare produc-
tion. Since the gaseous Sun cannot sustain structure, another
means must be used to generate this anisotropy. Based on
theoretical arguments, Ramaty and Simnett consequently ad-
∗This proof was ﬁrst presented as the eighteenth line of evidence [49].
vance that: “...the anisotropy could result from the mirror-
ing of the charged particles in the convergent chromospheric
magnetic ﬁelds” [195, p.237]. The anisotropy of gamma-ray
emission from high energy solar ﬂares is thought to be gener-
ated by electron transport in the coronal region and magnetic
mirroringof convergingmagnetic ﬂux tubes beneaththe tran-
sition region [195]. The energy required for ﬂare generation
could thereby be channeled down towards the solar surface
from the corona itself. Conveniently, the chromosphere in-
stantly behaves as an ‘electron mirror’. Devoid of a real sur-
face, another mechanism was created to act as a surface.
The inability to generate ﬂare anisotropy using the most
obvious means — the presence of a true photospheric surface
— has resulted in a convoluted viewpoint. Rather than obtain
the energy to drive the ﬂare from within the solar body, the
gaseousmodels must extract it fromthe solar atmosphereand
channel it down towards the surface using an unlikely mech-
anism. It remains simpler to postulate that the anisotropy ob-
served in high energy solar ﬂares is a manifestation that the
Sun has a true surface. The energy involved in ﬂare gen-
eration can thereby arise from the solar interior, as postu-
lated long ago by Z¨ ollner [189]. In this respect, the LMH
model [35,39] retains distinct advantages when compared to
the gaseous models of the Sun.
3.3 Lithium Abundances #11
Kirchhoﬀ’sspectroscopicapproaches[190,191]haveenabled
astronomers to estimate the concentrations of many elements
in the solar atmosphere.† Application of these methods have
led to the realization that lithium was approximately140-fold
less abundant in the solar atmosphere than in meteors [196,
197].
In order to explain this discrepancy, proponents of the
gaseous stars have advanced that lithium must be transported
deep within the interior of the Sun where temperatures
>2.6×106 K are suﬃcient to destroy the element by convert-
ing it into helium [7Li(p,α)4He] [198]. To help achieve this
goal, lithium must be constantly mixed [198–200] into the
solar interior, a process recently believed to be facilitated by
orbiting planets [201,202]. Though these ideas have been re-
futed [203], they highlight the diﬃculty presented by lithium
abundances in the gaseous models.
As for the condensed model of the Sun [35,39], it ben-
eﬁts from a proposal [54], brought forth by Eva Zurek, Neil
Ashcroft, and others [204], that lithium can act to stabilize
metallic hydrogen [88,92]. Hence, lithium levels could ap-
pear to be decreased on the solar surface, as a metallic hy-
drogen Sun retains the element in its interior. At the same
time, lithium might be coordinated by metallic hydrogen in
the corona, therefore becoming sequestered and unavailable
for emission as an isolated atom.
†This proof was initially discussed in [54]. See [47], for a detailed dis-
cussion of how elemental abundances have been estimated.
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In this manner, lithium might be unlike the other ele-
ments, as these, including helium, are likely to be expelled
from the solar interior (see §5.1) as a result of exfoliative
forces [48]. Lithium appears to have a low abundance, but,
in reality, it is not being destroyed. This would better rec-
oncile the abundances of lithium observed in the solar at-
mosphere with that present in extrasolar objects. Clearly, if
lithium is being destroyed within the stars, it becomes diﬃ-
cult to explain its abundance in meteors. This problem does
notarisewhenabundancesareexplainedusingaLMHmodel,
as metallic hydrogen can sequester lithium into its lattice.
3.4 Hydrogen Emission #12
The ‘ﬂash spectrum’ associated with solar eclipses character-
izes the chromosphere.∗ The strongest features within this
spectrum correspond to line emissions originating from ex-
cited hydrogen atoms. As far back as 1931, the outstand-
ing chromospheric observer, Donald H. Menzel, listed more
than twenty-three hydrogen emission lines originating from
this region of the Sun (see Table 3 in [205, p.28]). It is the
cause of these emissions which must now be elucidated. The
most likely scenario takes advantage of the condensation ap-
pearing to occur in the chromospheric layer (see §5.4 §5.6
and [56,59]).
By modern standards, the nature of the chromosphere re-
mains a mystery, as Harold Zirin reminds us, “The chromo-
sphere is the least-well understood layer of the Sun’s atmo-
sphere...Part of the problem is that it is so dynamic and tran-
sient. At this height an ill-deﬁned magnetic ﬁeld dominates
the gas and determines the structure. Since we do not know
the physical mechanisms, it is impossible to produce a real-
istic model. Since most of the models ignored much of the
data, they generally contradict the observational data. Typ-
ical models ignore other constraints and just match only the
XUV data; this is not enough for a unique solution. It re-
minds one of the discovery of the sunspot cycle. While most
of the great 18th century astronomers agreed that the sunspot
occurrence was random, only Schwabe, an amateur, took the
trouble to track the number of sunspots, thereby discovering
the 11-year cycle” [193]. But if mystery remains, it is resul-
tant of the denial that condensed matter exists in this layer of
the Sun.
The chromosphere is characterized by numerous struc-
tural features, the most important of which are spicules (see
Fig.14) [59,150]. Even in the mid-1800s, Secchi would pro-
vide outstanding illustrations of these objects (see Plate A
in [1, V.II]). He would discuss their great variability in both
size and orientation, “In general, the chromosphere is poorly
terminated and its external surface is garnished with fringes
...It is almost always covered with little nets terminated in
a point and entirely similar to hair ...it often happens, espe-
∗This proof was ﬁrst presented as the seventeenth line of evidence [47,
59].
cially in the region of sunspots, that the chromosphere pre-
sents an aspect of a very active network whose surface, un-
equal and rough, seems composed of brilliant clouds analo-
gous to our cumulus; the disposition of which resembles the
beads of our rosary; a few of which dilate in order to form
little diﬀuse elevations on the sides” [1, p.31–36, V.II].
Fig. 14: Schematic representation of spicules overlying the inter-
granular lane on the outer boundary of a supergranule and sur-
rounded by magnetic ﬁeld lines emanating from the solar surface.
While simplistic, this illustration conveys the basic structural ele-
ments needed for discussion. This ﬁgure was previously published
in [59] and is an adaptation based on Fig.IV-13 in [206, p.162].
At ﬁrst glance, spicules are thought to have a magnetic
origin, as these ﬁelds seem to ﬂood the chromosphere [148,
150, 206–215]. In reality, matter within the chromosphere
seems to form and dissipate quickly and over large spatial
extent, with spicules reaching well into the corona [148,150,
206–215]. The random orientation which spicules display,
as noted long ago by Secchi [1, p.31–36, V.II], along with
their velocity proﬁles (see §5.6), should have dispelled the
belief that these structures are magnetic in origin. Rather,
they appear to be products of condensation (§5.6).†
If spicules and chromospheric matter are genuinely the
product of condensation reactions, then their mechanism of
formation might shed great light into the emissive nature of
this solar layer.
3.4.1 The Liquid Metallic Hydrogen Solar Model
The search for answers begins by considering condensation
processes known to occur on Earth [59].
In this respect, while studying the agglomeration of sil-
ver clusters, Gerhart Ertl’s (Nobel Prize, Chemistry, 2007)
laboratory noted that “Exothermic chemical reactions may
be accompanied by chemiluminescence. In these reactions,
the released energy is not adiabatically damped into the heat
bath of the surrounding medium but rather is stored in an ex-
†While non-magnetic, spicules might nonetheless be conﬁned by mag-
netic ﬁelds present in the charged plasmas or coronal metallic hydrogen that
surrounds them, much as illustrated in Fig.14.
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cited state of the product; decay from this excited state to the
ground state is associated with light emission” [216].
The reactionsof interest are seldomstudied. Those which
must arouse attention involve the condensation of two silver
fragments and the formation of an activated cluster species:
Agn + Agm → Ag∗
m+n [216]. With respect to the chromo-
sphere, the important features of these reactions involve the
realization that condensation processes are exothermic.
When silver clusters condense, energy must be dissipated
through light emission. This constitutes a vital clue in ex-
plaining why the chromosphere is rich in hydrogen emission
lines [59,205]. Once an activated cluster is formed, it can
relax by ejecting an excited atom: Ag∗
m+n → Agm+n−1 + Ag∗.
The reactions are completed when the ejected excited species
emits light to reenter the ground state: Ag∗ → Ag + hν.
Taking guidance from the work in metal clusters [216],
hydrogen emission lines in the chromosphere might be seen
as producedthroughthecondensationofhydrogenfragments,
Hn + Hm → H∗
m+n. The resultant condensation product could
then relax through the ejection of an excited hydrogen atom,
H∗
m+n → Hm+n−1 + H∗, which ﬁnally returns to a lower energy
state with light emission, H∗ → H + hν. This could give rise
to all the Lyman lines (N2 > 1 →N1 =1). If one postulates
that the excited hydrogen atom can hold its electron in any
excited orbital N2 >2, H∗∗, then the remaining complement
of hydrogenemission lines couldbeproducedH∗∗ → H∗ + hν
(Balmer N2 > 2 →N1 =2, Paschen series N2 > 3 →N1 =3,
and Brackett series N2 > 4 →N1 =4).
But since the chromosphere is known to possess spicules
and mottles [148, 150, 206–215], it is more likely that hy-
drogen is condensing, not onto a small cluster, but rather,
onto very large condensed hydrogen structures, CHS [59].∗
The most logical depositing species in these reactions would
be molecular hydrogen, as it has been directly observed in
sunspots [217,218], on the limb [219], and in ﬂares [218].
Importantly, the emission from molecular hydrogenis partic-
ularly strong in chromospheric plages [220], providing fur-
ther evidence that the species might be the most appropriate
to consider.
As a result, it is reasonableto postulatethat molecularhy-
drogencould directly interact with large condensed hydrogen
structures, CHS, in the chromosphere [59]. The reaction in-
volved would be as follows: CHS + H2 → CHS–H∗
2. This
would lead to the addition of one hydrogen at a time to large
condensed structures and subsequent line emission from the
ejected excited species, H∗ → H + hν. Numerous reactions
could simultaneouslyoccur, giving rise to the rapid growth of
chromospheric structures, accompanied with signiﬁcant light
emission in all spectral series (i.e. Lyman, Balmer, Paschen,
and Brackett).
∗Chromospheric condensed hydrogen structures, CHS, are likely to be
composed of extremely dense condensed matter wherein molecular hydrogen
interactions linger [92].
3.4.2 The Gaseous Solar Models
The situation being promotedin §3.4.1, concerninghydrogen
line emission in the chromosphere, is completely unlike that
currently postulated to exist within the gaseous Sun [59]. In
the gas models, line emission relies on the accidental excita-
tion of hydrogen through bombardment with either photons
or electrons [206, p.2]. The process has no purpose or rea-
son. Atoms are randomly excited, and then, they randomly
emit.
Przybilla and Butler have studied the production of hy-
drogen emission lines and the associated lineshapes in the
gaseous models. They reached the conclusion that some of
the hydrogen emission lines “collisionally couple tightly to
the continuum” [221]. Their key source of opacity rests with
the H− ion, which has previously been demonstratedto be in-
capable of providing the desired continuous emission [42].
Of course, it is impossible to “collisionally couple tightly
to the continuum” [221] in the gaseous models, as the con-
tinuum originates solely from opacity changes produced by
an array of processes [42]. In the chromosphere, where av-
erage densities are postulated to be extremely low (∼10−15
g/cm3 [148]), continuous emission is thought to be produced
by neutral H, H−, Rayleigh scattering, and electron scatter-
ing (see [145,146] and [150, p.151–157]). Clearly, it is not
possible to tightly couple to all of these mechanisms at once.
Przybilla’s and Butler’s computations [221] involve con-
sideration of line blocking mechanisms and associated opac-
ity distribution functions [222]. Stark line broadening mech-
anisms must additionally be invoked [223].
Beyond the inability of gases to account for the contin-
uous spectrum and the shortcomings of solar opacity calcu-
lations [42], the central problem faced in trying to explain
hydrogen emission and the associated line shapes rests in the
Stark mechanisms themselves. Stark line broadening relies
upon the generation of local electric ﬁelds near the emitting
hydrogen atom. These ﬁelds are believed to be produced by
ions or electrons which come into short term contact with the
emitting species [223]. On the surface at least, the approach
seems reasonable, but in the end, it relies on far too many
parameters to be useful in understanding the Sun.
In the laboratory, Stark broadening studies usually cen-
ter upon extremely dense plasmas, with electron numbers ap-
proaching1017 cm−3 [224]. Stehl´ e, one of the world’s preem-
inent scientists relative to Stark linewidth calculations [223,
225,226], has analyzed lineshapes to infer electron numbers
ranging from 1010 to 1017 cm−3 [227].† She initially assumes
that plasmas existing within the chromosphere (T=10,000K)
have electron numbers in the 1013 cm−3 range [223]. Other
†While the vast majority of plasma studies report electron densities in
the 1017 cm−3 range, the He I studies range from 1015 cm−3 to 1017 cm−3
[224]. The lowest electron numbers, 1015 cm−3, are produced using arc dis-
charge low density plasma settings. However, these could have little rele-
vance in the Sun, as arc experiments rely on the capacitive discharge of large
voltages. They do not depend on ﬂuctuating electromagnetic ﬁelds [228].
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sources call for much lower values. For instance, electron
numbers of ∼1016 m−3 (or ∼1010 cm−3) are obtained from
radio measurements by Cairns et al. [229] and of no more
than ∼1015 m−3 (or ∼109 cm−3) are illustrated in Dwivedi
Fig.3 [157, p.285]. Stark experiments on Earth typically uti-
lize electronnumberswhichare approximately1–100million
times greater than anything thought to exist in the chromo-
sphere.
A minor objection to the use of Stark broadening to ex-
plain the width of the hydrogen lines in the gaseous models
rests on the fact that the appropriate experiments on hydro-
gen plasma do not exist. The plasma form of hydrogen(H II)
is made of protons in a sea of electrons. It lacks the valence
electron required for line emission. The closest analogue to
excited hydrogen in the Sun would be ionized helium in the
laboratory [224], although ionized Argon has been used for
the Hβ proﬁle [227].∗
However,the most serious problemrests in the realization
that these methods are fundamentally based on the presence
of electric or electromagnetic ﬁelds in the laboratory. For in-
stance, the inductively produced plasmas analyzed by Stehl´ e
[227] utilize discharges on the order of 5.8 kV [227]. In-
ductively produced plasmas involve directionally-oscillating
electromagnetic ﬁelds. Spark or arc experiments utilize static
electric ﬁelds to induce capacitive discharges across charged
plates. In every case, the applied electric ﬁeld has a distinct
orientation. Such conditions are diﬃcult to visualize in a
gaseous Sun, particularly within the spicules (see §3.4 and
§5.7), given their arbitrary orientations. Random ﬁeld orien-
tations are incapable of line broadening, as well understood
in liquid state nuclear magnetic resonance.
Stark broadeningrequires constraints on the electric ﬁeld.
In the gaseous models, these must take the form of a charged
particle which approaches, precisely at the correct moment,
an emitting species. The use of such mechanisms to account
for chromospheric line proﬁles is far from justiﬁed. But, as
the gaseous models cannot propose another explanation, ev-
erything must rest on Stark mechanisms, however unlikely
these are to be valid in this setting.
In the end, it is not reasonable that matter existing at the
concentration of an incredible vacuum (∼10−15 g/cm3 [148])
could be Stark broadened, given the extremely low electron
numbers associated with the chromosphere [157,229]. Com-
putations have merely extended our ‘observational range’ to
electron numbers never sampled in the laboratory. According
to the gas models, the chromosphere is a region of extremely
low density, but high density plasmas must be studied to en-
able Stark analysis. Then, while the results of Stark broaden-
ing calculations appear rigorous on the surface, they contain
∗The use of argon to represent hydrogen immediately suggests that these
methods are not relevant to the Sun. Unlike hydrogen, argon has valence
shells containing up to 18 electrons. This many electrons, when either ion-
ized or polarized, presents an analogue with little or no resemblance to hy-
drogen and its lone electron.
experimental shortcomings. Spatially aligned electric ﬁelds
cannot exist throughoutthe spicular region of a fully gaseous
solar atmosphere, lone electrons are unlikely to produce the
desired electric ﬁelds, and atoms such as argon have little rel-
evanceto hydrogen. Inany case, givenenoughcomputational
ﬂexibility, any lineshape can be obtained, but opacity consid-
erations remain [42].
3.4.3 Summary
As just mentioned in §3.4.2, Stark experiments involve elec-
tron densities far in excess of anything applicable to the solar
chromosphere. Using the same reasoning, it could be argued
that metallic hydrogenhas not been created on Earth [39,92].
The criticism would be justiﬁed, but this may be simply a
matter of time. Astrophysics has already adopted these ma-
terials in other settings [93–96] and experimentalists are get-
ting ever closer to synthesizing metallic hydrogen [39,92].
The Sun itself appears to be making an excellent case that it
is comprised of condensed matter.
Unlike the situation in the gaseous solar models, where
hydrogenemission becomes the illogical result of random re-
actions, within the context of the liquid hydrogen model, it
can be viewed as the byproduct of systematic and organized
processes (see §3.4.1). An underlying cause is associated
with line emission, dissipation of the energy liberated dur-
ing condensationreactions. The drivingforce is the recapture
of hydrogen through condensation, leading ultimately to its
re-entry into the solar interior. This tremendous advantage
cannot be claimed by the gaseous models.
Pressure (or collisional) broadening can be viewed as the
most commonmechanism to explainline broadeningin spec-
troscopy. This mechanism can be invoked in the condensed
model,becausetheatmospherethereinis not devoidofmatter
(see §2.3.6, §5.4, §5.5, §5.6, §6.6 and [56,58,59]).
It is possible that line broadening is occurring due to di-
rect interaction between the emitting species and condensed
hydrogen structures in the chromosphere. In this case, emis-
sion would be occurring simultaneously with the ejection of
hydrogen. Under the circumstances, hydrogen line shapes
may be providing important clues with respect to the interac-
tion betweenmolecularhydrogenand largercondensedstruc-
tures in the chromosphere. If Stark broadening mechanisms
play any role in the Sun, it will only be in the context of con-
densed matter generating the associated electric ﬁeld.
3.5 Elemental Emission #13
Beyond hydrogen,the solar chromosphereis the site of emis-
sion for many other species, particularly the metals of the
main group and transition elements.† For gaseous models,
these emissions continue to be viewed as the product of ran-
dom events (see §3.4.2). However, for the LMH model, con-
†This proof was ﬁrst presented as the thirtieth line of evidence [59].
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densation remains the focus (§3.4.1), but this time with the
assistance of the hydrides.
The solar disk and the sunspots are rich in hydrides in-
cluding CaH, MgH, CH, OH, H2O, NH, SH, SiH, AlH, CoH,
CuH, and NiH [230,231]. CaH and MgH have been known
to exist in the Sun for more than 100 years [232]. Hydrogen
appears to have a great disposition to form hydrides and this
is important for understandingthe role which they play in the
chromosphere.
At the same time, the emission lines from CaII and MgII
are particularlystrong in the chromosphere[206,p.361-369].
These represent emissions from the Ca+ and Mg+ ions. Yet,
the inert gas conﬁgurations for these atoms would lead one to
believe that the Ca+2 (CaIII) and Mg+2 (MgIII) lines should
have been most intense in the chromosphere. As such, why is
the Sun amplifying the CaII and MgII lines? Surely, this can-
not be a random phenomenon (§3.4.2),∗ as these should have
led to the buildup of the most stable electronic conﬁguration.
The answer may well lie in reconsidering the condensa-
tion reactions presented in §3.4.1, but this time substituting
CaH for molecular hydrogen. It should be possible for CaH
andacondensedhydrogenstructure,CHS,tointeract,thereby
forming an activated complex, CHS + CaH → CHS-HCa∗.
This complex could then emit a CaII ion in activated state,
Ca+∗, andcapturethehydrogenatom: CHS–HCa∗ → CHS–H
+ Ca+∗. Finally, the emission lines from CaII would be pro-
duced, as Ca+∗ (CaII∗) returns to the ground state: Ca+∗ →
Ca+ + hν. As was the case when discussing the condensation
of molecular hydrogen (§3.4.1), if one permits the electrons
within the excited state of CaII to initially occupy any elec-
tronic orbital, CaII∗∗, then all possible emission lines from
CaII could be produced: Ca+∗∗ → Ca+∗ + hν. A similar
scheme could be proposed for MgH and the other metal hy-
drides, depending on their relative aﬃnity for CHS.
There is an important distinction between this scenario
and that observed with molecular hydrogen (§3.4.1). When
metal hydrides are utilized in this scheme, the condensation
reactions are delivering both a proton and two electrons to
the condensed hydrogen structure. The reactions involving
molecularhydrogendelivereda single electron. This interest-
ing diﬀerence can help to explain the varying vertical extent
of the chromosphere when viewed in Hα, CaII, or HeII (see
∗Here is a brief list of interesting ions and the ionization energies
required for their production: HII=13.6eV; HeII=24.6eV; HeIII=54.4eV;
MgII=7.6eV; MgIII=15.0eV; CaII=6.1eV; CaIII=11.8eV and
FeXIV=361eV [233]. In this respect, note how the ﬁrst ionized form
of helium, HeII, requires 24.6eV for its production. The generation of
many triplet forms of orthohelium HeI∗ will demand energies of ∼20eV.
To remove two electrons from calcium yielding CaIII (the stable Ca+2 ion)
only requires 11.8eV. As a result, how can the gas models account for the
presence of CaII lines at high altitude on the Sun (5-10,000 km), when this
ion only requires 6.1eV for production? If such powerful HeII and HeI∗ can
be observed, why is CaIII, which requires only 11.8eV for its generation
and has the inert gas, [Ar], conﬁguration, not the preferred form of calcium?
This provides a powerful clue that the presence (or absence) of an individual
ion on the Sun is related to chemistry and not to temperature.
§3.6 and §4.7).
When sampling the solar atmosphere, electron densities
appeartorisesubstantiallyasoneapproachesthephotosphere
(see [229]and [157,p.285]). Hence, the lower chromosphere
is somewhat electron rich with respect to the upper regions of
this layer. Thus, in the lower chromosphere,condensationre-
actions involving the ejection of atomic hydrogenand neutral
atoms can abound. As the altitude increases, a greater aﬃn-
ity for electrons arises and condensation can now be facili-
tated by species like as the metal hydrides, which can deliver
two electrons per hydrogen atom.† This explains why CaII
lines in the chromosphere can be observed to rise to great
heights [193].
At the same time, lines from neutral metals, M, are more
prevalent in the lower chromosphere [193]. Since this area
is electron rich, a two electron delivery system is unneces-
sary and reactions of the following form can readily occur:
1) MH + CHS → CHS-HM∗, 2) CHS–HM∗ → CHS–H +
M∗, and 3) M∗ → M + hν. In this case, only a single electron
has been transferred during hydrogencondensation.
Perhaps, it is through the examination of linewidths that
the most interesting conclusions can be reached. The emis-
sion lines of Hα, Ca, and Mg from spicules are very broad,
suggesting a strong interaction between CHS and the ejected
atoms, in association with ejection and light emission [234–
236]. In contrast, spicule emission linewidths from Hβ, Hγ,
Hǫ, the D3 line from He, and the neutral line from oxygen
are all sharp [234]. One could surmise that the interaction
between these species and condensedhydrogenstructures are
weaker upon ejection.
It is reasonable to conclude that the hydrides play an im-
portant role in facilitating condensation within the chromo-
sphere [59]. Hydrides enable the delivery of hydrogen in a
systematic manner and, most importantly, either one or two
electrons, depending on the electron densities present on the
local level. Such an elegant mechanism to account for the
prevalence of CaII and MgII in the chromosphere cannot be
achievedby other models. Moreover,unlike the LMH model,
the gaseousmodelstake noadvantageof the chemicalspecies
known to exist in the solar atmosphere.
3.6 Helium Emission #14
The analysis of helium emission in the chromosphere may
well provide the most fascinating adventure with regard to
the spectroscopic lines of evidence.‡ This stands as ﬁtting
tribute to helium [47], as it was ﬁrst observed to exist on the
Sun [237,238]. These seminal discoveries exploited the pres-
ence of helium within prominences and the disturbed chro-
mosphere [239,240]. Astronomers would come to view so-
lar helium as extremely abundant [241,242], but these con-
†As will be seen in §3.8, it is envisioned that the corona of the Sun is
harvesting electrons.
‡This proof was ﬁrst presented as the 32nd line of evidence [61].
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clusions have been challenged and may need to be revisited
[47,48,61]. There is considerable reason to conclude that the
solar body is actively ejecting He from its interior [47,48].
Thoughhelium can be found in spicules [193]and promi-
nences, it is diﬃcult to observe on the solar disk. It can be
readily visualized in the chromosphere where the spatial ex-
tent of the 30.4 nm HeII emission lines can greatly exceed
those from Hα (see the wonderful Fig.1 in [243]). With
increased solar activity, helium emission can become pro-
nounced in the solar atmosphere (see Fig.15 and [244]).
Fig. 15: Image of consecutive years in the solar cycle taken
in the HeII line at 30.4 nm. NASA describes this image
as follows, “An EIT image in the 304 Angstrom wavelength
of extreme UV light from each year of nearly an entire so-
lar cycle”. Courtesy of SOHO/[EIT] consortium. SOHO is
a project of international cooperation between ESA and NASA.
(http://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/gallery/images/cycle002.html —
Accessed on 9/20/2013).
In the chromosphere,the heliumwhich gives rise to emis-
sion lines can possess both of its electrons (HeI) or lose an
electron to produce an ion (HeII). HeII resembles the hydro-
gen atom in its electronic conﬁguration. However, the situa-
tion concerningHeI can be more complex. When this species
exists in the groundstate, both of its electrons lie in the 1S or-
bital (N=1)with their spins antiparallel, as dictated by Pauli’s
exclusion principle. In the excited state (i.e. 1 electron in the
N=1 shell, and the second electron in any of the N>1 shells),
helium can exist either as a singlet (parahelium — spins re-
maining antiparallel to one another) or as a triplet (orthohe-
lium — spins assume a parallel conﬁguration). Interestingly,
the line emissions from the triplet states of orthohelium can
be quite strong on the limb of the Sun.
For instance, a well-known triplet HeI transition occurs
at 1083nm (10830Å) which is barely visible on the disk, but
it is nearly as intense as Hα on the limb [245, p.199–200].
At the same time, the HeI triplet D3 line at 588 nm can be
enhanced 20 fold when visualization moves from the disk to
the limb [245, p.199-200].∗
∗Lines from neutral helium can be enhanced 50 fold on the limb relative
During the eclipse of March 29, 2006, the triplet D3 line
was carefullyexamined. Itappearedtohavea binodalaltitude
distributionwith a small maximumat ∼250km anda stronger
maximum between 1300-1800km (see Fig.6 in [244]). This
bimodal distribution was not always observed (see Fig.7 in
[244]). But generally, the D3 line is most intense at an alti-
tude of ∼2,000km, with an emission width of approximately
1,600km. The triplet D3 lines show no emission near the
photosphere.
Within the context of gaseous models, it is extremely dif-
ﬁcult to account for the presence of excited HeI triplet states
in the chromosphere. Helium requires ∼20eV† to raise an
electron from the N=1 shell to the N=2 shell. How can exci-
tation temperatures in excess of 200,000K be associated with
a chromosphere displaying apparent temperatures of 5,000-
10,000K, values not much greater than those existing on the
photosphere?
Therefore,since proponentsofgaseousmodelsareunable
to easily accountforthe powerfulD3 line emission, they have
no choice but to state that helium is being excited by coronal
radiation which has descended into the chromosphere [244,
246]. In a sense, helium must be ‘selectively heated’ by the
corona. These proposals strongly suggest that the gaseous
models are inadequate. It is not reasonable to advance that
an element can be selectively excited by coronal radiation,
and this over its many triplet states. At the extreme, these
schemes would imply that coronal photons could strip away
all electrons from chromosphericatoms. Yet, even lines from
neutral atoms are observed.‡
On the other hand, helium emissions can be easily under-
stood in the LMH model [35,36, 39], if attention is turned
toward condensation reactions believed to occur within the
chromosphere (see §3.4, §3.5 and [59,61]).
In this respect, it must be recognized that the famous he-
lium hydridecation (HeH+) “is ubiquitousin discharges con-
taining hydrogen and helium” [247].
First discovered in 1925 [248], HeH+ has been exten-
sively studied [249,250] and thought to play a key role in
certain astrophysicalsettings [251–253]. In the laboratory,its
spectral lines were ﬁrst observed by Wolfgang Ketterle (No-
bel Prize, Physics, 2001) [254,255]. The author has previ-
ously noted, “Although it exists only in the gas phase, its
Brønsted acidity should be extremely powerful. As a result,
the hydrogen hydride cation should have a strong tendency
to donate a proton, without the concerted transfer of an elec-
tron” [61].
Turning to Fig.16, it appears that the action of the helium
hydride cation, HeH+, can lead to a wide array of reactions
within the chromosphere. These processes are initiated with
to the disk [245, p.199-200].
†1eV=11,600K ; 20eV=232,000K.
‡Selective excitation was also used to account for the emission lines
from molecular hydrogen [220]. But it is more likely that these reﬂect the
delivery of a hydrogen cluster (see §3.4.1) with H∗
2 rather than H∗ expulsion.
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its transfer to condensed hydrogen structures, CHS, believed
to be be forming (see §2.3.6, §3.4, §3.5, §3.7, §5.4, §5.6,
§6.6) in this region of the solar atmosphere. As was the case
with hydrogen(§3.4)and elemental (§3.5)emission lines, ev-
erything hinges on the careful consideration of condensation.
Fig. 16: Schematic representation of possible pathways involved
when the helium hydride ion, HeH+, or the excited helium hydride
molecule, HeH∗, react with condensed hydrogen structures, CHS, in
the chromosphere of the Sun. The pathways presented can account
for all emission lines observed from HeI and HeII. Note in this
scheme that excited helium, He∗, is being produced initially through
the interaction of HeH+ with CHS. This excited helium, He∗, if it
assumes the triplet state (orthohelium — electrons in the same ori-
entation: spin up/up or down/down), will become trapped in excited
state. This triplet helium can then be used repeatedly, in cyclic fash-
ion, to condense hydrogen atoms onto chromospheric structures,
CHS (as shown in the lower half of the ﬁgure). Alternatively, if
excited helium He∗ is initially produced in the singlet state (parahe-
lium — electrons in diﬀerent orientation: spin up/down), emission
can immediately occur generating the singlet lines from HeI. This
scheme accounts for the strong triplet HeI transition at 10830Å ob-
served in the ﬂash spectrum of the chromosphere. Unlike the sit-
uation in the gas models, random collisional or photon excitations
are not invoked to excite the helium atoms. De-excitation processes
would also be absent, helping to ensure the buildup of triplet state
orthohelium in this model. This ﬁgure, along with its legend, was
previously published in [61].
First, HeH+ and CHS react to form an activated complex:
CHS + HeH+ → CHS-H-He+∗. If the expulsion of an excited
helium ion (He+∗) follows, full transfer of a proton and an
electron to CHS will have occurred (top line in Fig.16). The
resulting He+∗ would be able to relax back to a lower energy
state through emission, leading to the well known HeII lines
in the chromosphere (top right in Fig.16).
Alternatively,when HeH+ reacts with CHS, the expulsion
of an excited heliumatom (He∗) could follow(see Fig.16)in-
volving the transfer of a proton — but no electron — to the
CHS. As a strong Brønsted acid, HeH+ should permit these
reactions (namely: CHS–HHe+∗ → CHS–H+ + He∗). Expul-
sion of an activated helium atom (He∗) can lead to two condi-
tions, depending on whether the electrons within this species
are antiparallel (parahelium) or parallel (orthohelium).
Within helium, the excited electron is allowed by selection
rules to return to the ground state, if and only if, its spin is
opposed to that of the ground state electron. As a result, only
parahelium can relax back to the ground state: He∗ → He +
hν. This leads to the HeI lines from singlet helium.
As for the excited orthohelium, it is unable to relax, as its
two electrons have the same spin (either both spin up or both
spin down). Trapped in the excited state, this species can at
oncereactwith hydrogen,formingthe excitedheliumhydride
molecule, which, like the helium hydride cation, is known to
exist [256,257]: He∗ + H → HeH∗.
Excited helium hydride can react with CHS in the chro-
mosphere, but now resulting in a doubly activated complex:
CHS + HeH∗ → CHS-H-He∗∗, wherein one electron remains
in the ground state and the other electron is promoted beyond
the 2S shell.∗ To relax, the doubly excited He∗∗ atom, must
permit an electron currently in the 2P or higher orbital, to re-
turn to the 2S or 2P orbitals.
The helium D3 line would be produced by a 33D→23P
transition [245, p.95]. The 23P→23S transition is associated
with the strong triplet HeI line at 10830Å [245,p.95]. Alter-
natively, a 33P→23S transition produces the triplet HeI line
at 3890Å [245, p.95].
Importantly, since excited orthohelium cannot fully relax
back to the ground state, it remains available to recondense
with atomic hydrogen in the chromosphere. This results in
its continual availability in the harvest of hydrogen. A cyclic
process has been created using orthohelium (He∗). The prim-
ing of this cycle had required but a single instance where hy-
drogen was transferred to CHS by HeH+, without the com-
plementary transfer of an electron (top line in Fig.16).† In
this manner, much like what occurred in the case of molecu-
lar hydrogen(§3.4)and the metal hydrides(§3.5),the bodyof
the Sun has been permitted to recapture atomic hydrogenlost
to its atmosphere. It does not simply lose these atoms without
any hope of recovery [59,61,62].
Within the LMH model, the prominence of the helium
triplet lines can be elegantly explained. They result from the
systematic excitation of helium, ﬁrst delivered to condensed
hydrogen structures by the helium hydride cation (HeH+), a
well-known molecule [247–254] and strong Brønsted acid.
Thegenerationoftripletstateexcitedheliumcanbeexplained
in a systematic fashion and does not require unrealistic tem-
peratures in the corona. It is not an incidental artifact pro-
duced by improbably selective excitations generated using
∗The possibility that He∗∗ could have no electrons in the ground state is
not considered.
†The production of CaII emission lines from CaH had resulted in the
transfer of two electrons per hydrogen atom (see §3.5). This can help keep
charge neutrality in condensation reactions involving HeH+.
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coronal photons. Organized chemical reactions govern the
behavior of helium in the Sun, not random events.
3.7 Fraunhofer Absorption #15
When examined under high spectral resolution, the visible
spectrum of the Sun is punctuated by numerous absorption
lines, which appear as dark streaks against a brighter back-
ground.∗ These lines were ﬁrst observed by William Hyde
Wollaston in 1802 [258]. They would eventually become
known as Fraunhofer lines after the German scientist who
most ably described their presence [259]. Fraunhofer lines
can be produced by many diﬀerent elements. They manifest
the absorption of photospheric light by electrons, contained
withingaseousatomicorionicspeciesabovethephotosphere,
which are being promoted from a lower to a higher energy
level.
In 1862, Kirchhoﬀ was the ﬁrst to argue that the Fraun-
hoferlines providedevidencefor a condensedsolar body,“In
order to explain the occurrence of the dark lines in the solar
spectrum, we must assume that the solar atmosphere incloses
a luminous nucleus, producing a continuous spectrum, the
brightness of which exceeds a certain limit. The most proba-
ble supposition which can be made respecting the Sun’s con-
stitution is, that it consists of a solid or liquid nucleus, heated
to a temperature of the brightest whiteness, surrounded by an
atmosphere of somewhat lower temperature.” [190, p.23].
Amongst the most prominent of the Fraunhofer lines are
those associated with the absorption of photospheric light by
the hydrogen atoms. The preeminent Fraunhofer lines are
generated by the Balmer series. These lines are produced
when an excited hydrogen electron (N=2) absorbs suﬃcient
energyto be promotedto yet higher levels (Hα N=2→N=3
656.3nm; Hβ N=2→N=4 486.1nm; Hγ N=2→N=5
434.1nm; Hδ N=2→N=6 410.2nm; etc). They can be
readily produced in the laboratory by placing hydrogen gas
in front of a continuous light source.
In 1925, Albrecht Uns¨ old reported that the solar Fraun-
hofer lines associated with hydrogen did not decrease as ex-
pected [260]. He noted intensities across the Balmer series
(Hα =1; Hβ =0.73; Hγ =0.91; Hδ =1) which where highly
distorted compared to those expected in a hydrogen gas, as
predicted using quantum mechanical considerations (Hα =1;
Hβ =0.19; Hγ =0.07; Hδ =0.03) [260].
Hydrogen lines were known to be extremely broad from
the days of Henry Norris Russell and Donald H. Menzel, who
had observed them in association with solar abundance [87]
and chromospheric studies [205], respectively. Commenting
on the strength of the hydrogen Balmer series, Henry Norris
Russell would write, “It must further be born in mind that
even at solar temperatures the great majority of the atoms of
any givenkind, whether ionized or neutral, will be in the state
of lowest energy...One non-metal, however, presents a real
∗This proof was ﬁrst presented as the sixteenth line of evidence [47,59].
and glaring exception to the general rule. The hydrogen lines
of the Balmer series, and, as Babcock has recently shown, of
the Paschen series as well, are very strong in the Sun, though
the energy required to put an atom into condition to absorb
these series is, respectively, 10.16 and 12.04 volts — higher
than for any other solar absorption lines. The obvious expla-
nation — that hydrogen is far more abundant than the other
elements — appears to be the only one” [87, p.21–22].
In the photospheric spectrum, the hydrogen absorption
lines are so intense that the observer can readily garner data
from the Lyman (N=1 → N=2 or higher), Balmer (N=2 →
N=3 or higher),Paschen(N=3 → N=4 or higher),and Brack-
ett (N=4 → N=6 or higher) series [87,205,260–264].
The central questions are three fold: 1) Why are the hy-
drogen lines broad? 2) Why does hydrogen exist in excited
state as reﬂected by the Balmer, Paschen, and Brackett lines?
and 3) Why is the normal quantummechanical distributionof
the Balmer series distorted as ﬁrst reported by Uns¨ old [260]?
In the gaseous models, diﬀerent layers of the solar atmo-
sphere have to be invoked to account for the simultaneous
presence of Lyman, Balmer, Paschen and Brackett line pro-
ﬁles in the solar spectrum [261–264]. Once again, as when
addressing limb darkening (see §2.3.2), the models have re-
course to optical depth [261–264]. These approaches fail to
adequately account for the production of the excited hydro-
gen absorption.
As noted in §3.4, in the setting of the LMH model, ex-
cited hydrogen atoms can be produced through condensation
reactions occurring in the solar chromosphere. These atoms
could be immediately available for the absorption of photons
arising from photospheric emission. Hence, condensation re-
actions provide an indirect mechanism to support the genera-
tion of many hydrogen Fraunhofer line. Since these lines are
being produced in close proximity to condensed matter, it is
reasonable to conclude that their linewidths are determined
by their interaction with such materials and not from optical
depth and Stark mechanisms (see §3.4). This may help to ex-
plainwhytheintensityoftheBalmerlines, asﬁrst reportedby
Uns¨ old [260], do not vary as expected in gases from quantum
mechanical considerations. Uns¨ old’s ﬁndings [260] strongly
suggest that the population of excited hydrogen atoms is be-
ing distorted by forces not known to exist within gases. Once
again, this calls attention to condensed matter.
3.8 Coronal Emission #16
As was discussed in §2.3.7, the K-corona is the site of con-
tinuous emission which reddens slightly with altitude, but
whosegeneralappearancecloselyresemblesthephotospheric
spectrum [57].† This leads to the conclusion that condensed
matter must be present within this region of the Sun [57].
Still, the nature of the corona is more complicated, as the
same region which gives rise to condensed matter in the K-
†This proof was ﬁrst presented as the 31st line of evidence [60,62].
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corona is also responsible for the production of numerous
emission lines from highly ionized elements (e.g. FeXII-
FeXXV [192]) in the E-corona [60].∗
When examined in light of the gaseous solar models, the
production of highly ionized species requires temperatures in
the million of degrees [192]. Temperatures as high as 30 MK
have been inferred to exist in the corona [192, p.26], even
if the solar core has a value of only 16MK [13, p.9]. Flares
havebeenassociated with temperaturesreaching108 K [273],
and radio sampling has called for values between 108 and
1010 K [245, p.128].
Given the temperatures inferred in attempting to explain
the presence of highly ionized atoms in the K-corona, pro-
ponents of the gaseous models deny that this region can be
comprised of condensed matter. Harold Zirin summarizes the
situation best, “...there is something erroneous in our basic
concept of how ionization takes place” [245, p.183].
Rather than cause a dismissal of condensed matter, such
extreme temperature requirements should lead to the realiza-
tion that the gaseous models are fundamentallyunsound[62].
It is not reasonable to assume that the corona harbors temper-
atures which exceed those found in the core. Furthermore, to
arrive at these extreme values, the corona must somehow be
heated. The “zoo” [148, p.278] of possible heating mech-
anisms is substantial [148, p.239–251]. According to E.R.
Priest, the hypothesizedmechanisms are fundamentallymag-
netic in nature as “all the other possible sources are com-
pletely inadequate” [273]. The problem for gaseous models
can be found in the realization that their only means of pro-
ducing highly ionized atoms must involve violent bombard-
ment and the removal of electrons to inﬁnity. These schemes
demand impossible temperatures.†
It is more reasonable to postulate that elements within
the corona are being stripped of their electrons when they
come into contact with condensed matter. The production
of highly ionized atoms involves electron aﬃnity, not tem-
perature. The belief that the corona is a region characterized
by extremely elevated temperatures is erroneous. The cool
K-coronal spectrum is genuine. The associated photons are
directly producedby the corona itself, not by the photosphere
(see §2.3.7).
∗The story which accompanies the mystical element coronium (or
FeXIV) in the corona and its discovery by the likes of Harkness, Young,
Grotian, and Edl´ en [151–153] has been recalled [265–268]. Wonderful im-
ages of the corona have recently been produced from highly ionized iron (e.g.
FeX-FeXIV) [269–272].
†It will be noted in §5.5, that the gaseous solar models infer widely
varying temperatures within the same regions of the corona when analyzing
coronal loops (see Fig.22). How could it be possible to sustain vastly dif-
fering values in the same region of the solar atmosphere? These ﬁndings are
indicative that we are not sampling temperature, but rather substructures with
distinct electron aﬃnities. These substructures take advantage ofawide array
of species to transfer electrons. Evidence for such a solution can be found
in Fig.1.10 of [192] which describes ﬂare substructure and the associated
variations in emitting species (arcade emitting in FeXII — spine emitting in
FeXXIV and Ca XVII).
Moreover, condensed matter can have tremendous elec-
tron aﬃnities. This is readily apparent to anyone studying
lightningon Earth. Thunderheadclouds have been associated
with the generationof 100 keV X-rays [274,p. 493-495],but
no-one would argue that the atmosphere of the Earth sustains
temperaturesof109 K.Lightningcanform“abovevolcanoes,
in sandstorms, and nuclear explosions” [274, p.67]. It rep-
resents the longest standing example of the power of electron
aﬃnity, as electrons are transferred from condensed matter in
the clouds to the Earth’s surface, or vise versa [274–276].
Metallic hydrogen should exist in the K-corona, as Type-
I material has been ejected into this region (see §2.3.8) by
activity on the photosphere [58]. Electrical conductivity in
this region is thought to be very high [277, p.174]. Thus,
the productionof highly ionized elements can be explained if
gaseous atoms come into contact with this condensed matter.
For example, iron (Fe) could interact with metallic hydrogen
(MH) forming an activated complex: MH + Fe → MH–Fe∗.
ExcitedFe couldthenbeejectedwith anaccompanyingtrans-
fer of electrons to metallic hydrogen: MH–Fe∗ → MH–n¯ e +
Fe+n∗. The emission lines observed in the corona are then
produced when the excited iron relaxes back to the ground
state through photon emission, Fe+n∗ → Fe+n + hν. Depend-
ing on the local electron aﬃnity of the condensed metallic
hydrogen,the number of electrons transferred, n, could range
from single digits to ∼25 [192] in the case of iron.‡
The scheme formulated with iron can be extended to all
the other elements,§ resulting in the production of all coro-
nal emission lines. The governing force in each case would
be the electron aﬃnity of metallic hydrogen which may in-
crease with altitude. Highly ionized species are not produced
through the summation of multiple electron ejecting bom-
bardments. Rather, multiple electrons are being stripped si-
multaneously, in single action, by transfer to condensed mat-
ter. In this manner, the electron starved corona becomes en-
dowed with function, the harvesting of electrons from ele-
ments in the solar atmosphere, thereby helping to maintain
the neutrality of the solar body [60].
In this sense, the chromosphere and corona have compli-
mentary action. The chromosphere harvests hydrogen atoms
and protons. The corona harvests electrons.¶
As for the transition zone (see Fig.1.1 in [192]), it does
not exist. This region was created by the gaseous models in
orderto permit a rapidtransition in apparenttemperaturesbe-
tween the cool chromosphere and hot corona (see [62] for a
completediscussion). Inthemetallichydrogenmodel,theap-
parent temperatures in both of these regions are cool, there-
‡In this regard, it is important to note that most of the ions present in
the “XUV spectrum are principally those with one or two valence electrons”
[245, p.173]. This observation is highly suggestive that systematic processes
are taking place, not random bombardments.
§A least one electron must remain for line emission.
¶While the corona is primarily composed of metallic hydrogen, as will
be seen in §5.4, it can provide a framework to allow for the condensation of
hydrogen in non-metallic form.
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fore a transition zone serves no purpose [62]. The changes
in atomic and ionic compositions observed in the solar at-
mosphere can be accounted for by 1) the varying ability of
molecular species to deliver hydrogen and protons to con-
densed hydrogen structures in the chromosphere as a func-
tion of altitude, and 2) to changes in the electron aﬃnity of
metallic hydrogen in the corona.
This scenario resolves, at long last, the apparent violation
of the Second Law of Thermodynamics which existed in the
gaseous model of the Sun. It is not realistic that the center of
theSunexists at16MK [13,p.9],thephotosphereat 6,000K,
and the corona at millions of degrees. A solution, of course,
would involve the recognition that most of the energy of the
photosphere is maintained in its convectioncurrents and con-
duction bands [37], not in the vibrational modes responsible
for its thermal spectrum and associated apparenttemperature.
But now, the situation is further clariﬁed. The corona is not
being heated — it is cool. No violation of the Second Law of
Thermodynamics exists, even if photospheric convection and
conduction are not considered.
4 Structural Lines of Evidence
The structural lines of evidence are perhaps the most physi-
cally evident to address, as they require only elementary me-
chanical principles to understand.
4.1 Solar Collapse #17
Should stars truly be of gaseous origin, then they are con-
fronted with the problem of solar collapse.∗ Somehow, they
must prevent the forces of gravity from causing the entire
structure to implode upon itself.
Arthur Eddington believed that stellar collapse could be
prevented by radiation pressure [9]. Photons could transfer
their momentumto stellar particlesand therebysupportstruc-
ture. These ideas depend on the existence of radiation within
objects, a proposal which is counter to all laboratory under-
standing of heat transfer. Conduction and convection are re-
sponsible for the transfer of energy within objects [70]. It is
only if one wishes to view the Sun as an assembly of separate
objects that radiation can be invoked.
Eventually,the concept that the Sun was supported exclu-
sively by radiation pressure was abandoned. Radiation pres-
sure became primarily reserved for super-massive stars [13,
p.180-186]. Solar collapse was preventedusing ‘electron gas
pressure’[13,p.132],withradiationpressurecontributinglit-
tle to the solution [13, p.212].
But the idea that ‘electron gas pressure’ can preventa star
from collapsing is not reasonable [3,35,43,48]. The genera-
tion of gaspressure (see Fig.17) requiresthe existenceof true
surfaces, and none can exist within a gaseous Sun.† When a
∗This proof was ﬁrstpresented asthe third line of evidence [3,35,43,48].
†Conversely, the extended nature of our atmosphere is being maintained
through gas pressure precisely because our planet possesses a real surface.
particle travels towards the solar interior, it can simply un-
dergo an elastic collision, propelling a stationary particle be-
neath it even further towards the core. Without a surface, no
net forcecanbe generatedto reversethis process: the gaseous
Sun is destined to collapse under the eﬀect of its own grav-
ity [48].
Fig. 17: Schematic representation of the generation of gas pressure.
As particles travel towards a real surface, they eventually undergo a
change in direction resulting in the creation of a net upwards force.
Donald Clayton, a proponent of the gaseous models, de-
scribes the situation as follows, “The microscopic source of
pressure in a perfect gas is particle bombardment. The reﬂec-
tion (or absorption) of these particles from a real (or imag-
ined) surface in the gas results in a transfer of momentum to
that surface. By Newton’s second law (F = dp/dt), that mo-
mentum transfer exerts a force on the surface. The average
force per unit area is called the pressure. It is the same me-
chanicalquantityappearingin the statement thatthe quantity
of work performed by the inﬁnitesimal expansion of a con-
tained gas is dW = PdV. In thermal equilibrium in stel-
lar interiors, the angular distribution of particle momenta is
isotropic; i.e., particles are moving with equal probabilities
in all directions. When reﬂected from a surface, those moving
normal to the surface will transfer larger amounts of momen-
tum than those that glance oﬀ at grazing angles” [14, p.79].
The problem is that real surfaces do not exist within gaseous
stars and ‘imagined’ surfaces are unable to be involved in a
real change in momentum. ‘Electron gas pressure’ cannot
prevent solar collapse.
Unlike the scenario faced by Eddington with respect to
solar collapse, James Jeans had argued that liquid stars were
immune to these complications, “And mathematical analysis
shews that if the centre of a star is either liquid, or partially
so, there is no danger of collapse; the liquid center provides
so ﬁrm a basis for the star as to render collapse impossi-
ble”[278,p.287]. Bytheirverynature,liquidsareessentially
incompressible. Therefore, liquid stars are self-supporting
and a LMH Sun faces no danger of collapse.
When gas particles strike the Earth’s surface, they undergo an immediate
change in direction with upward directed velocities. Without the presence of
a true surface, a net change in particle velocity cannot occur.
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4.2 Density #18
Hot gases do not self-assemble.∗ Rather, they are well-known
to rapidly diﬀuse, ﬁlling the volume in which they are con-
tained. As a result, hot gaseous ‘objects’ should be tenuous
in nature, with extremely low densities. In this respect, hot
gases oﬀer little evidence that they can ever meet the require-
ments for building stars.
In an apparent contradiction to the densities expected in
gaseous ‘objects’, the solar body has a substantial average
density on the order of 1.4 g/cm3 [279]. In gaseous mod-
els, the Sun is believed to have a density approaching 150
g/cm3 in its core, but only ∼10−7 g/cm3 at the level of the
photosphere [148]. In this way, a gaseous star can be cal-
culated with an average density of 1.4 g/cm3. But gaseous
models would be in a much stronger position if the average
density of the Sun was consistent with that in a sparse gas,
i.e. ∼10−4 g/cm3, for instance. It is also concerning that the
average density of the Sun is very much coincident with that
observed in the outer planets, even though these objects have
much smaller total masses.† The giant planets are no longer
believed to be fully gaseous, but rather composed of metal-
lic hydrogen [93–95], suggestions which are contrary to the
existence of a gaseous Sun.
The Sun has a density entirely consistent with condensed
matter. If the solar bodyis assembled from metallic hydrogen
[35,39], it is reasonable to presume that it has a somewhat
uniform distribution throughout its interior.‡ This would be
in keepingwith the known,essentially incompressible,nature
of liquids.
4.3 Radius #19
Within gaseous models, the Sun’s surface cannot be real and
remains the productof optical illusions [2,4,51].§ These con-
jectures were initially contrived by the French astronomer,
Herv´ e Faye. In 1865, Faye [280] had proposed that the Sun
was gaseous [2,4] and would write, “This limit is in any case
only apparent: the general milieu where the photosphere is
incessantly forming surpasses without doubt, more or less,
the highest crests or summits of the incandescent clouds, but
we do not know the eﬀective limit; the only thing that one
is permitted to aﬃrm, is that these invisible layers, to which
the name atmosphere does not seem to me applicable, would
not be able to attain a height of 3’, the excess of the perihe-
lion distance of the great comet of 1843 on the radius of the
photosphere” [280]. With those words, the Sun lost its true
surface. Everything was only ‘apparent’ (see §1). Real di-
∗This proof was ﬁrst presented as the fourth line of evidence [35,36].
†The Earth has a density of 5.5 g/cm3; Jupiter 1.326 g/cm3; Saturn 0.687
g/cm3; Neptune 1.638 g/cm3; Uranus 1.271 g/cm3 [279].
‡Setsuo Ichimaru had assumed, based on the gaseous models, that the
core of the Sun had a density of 150 g/cm3 when he considered that it could
be composed of metallic hydrogen [97–99]. He did not address the compo-
sition of the solar body or atmosphere.
§This proof was ﬁrst presented as the 21st line of evidence [51].
mensions,like diameteror radius, no longerheld anyvalidity.
Nonetheless, Father Secchi considered the dimensions of the
Sun to be a question of signiﬁcant observational importance,
despite problems related to their accurate measure [1, p.200–
202, V.I].
Today,the radiusofthe Sun(∼696,342±65km)continues
to be measured [51] and with tremendous accuracy — errors
on the order of one part in 10,000 or even 2 parts in 100,000
(see [281]for a table). Suchaccuratemeasurementsof spatial
dimensions typify condensed matter and can never character-
ize a gaseous object.¶ They serve as powerful evidence that
the Sun cannot be a gas, but must be composed of condensed
matter.
The situation relative to solar dimensions is further com-
plicated by the realization that the solar diameter may well be
variable [282]. Investigations along these lines are only qui-
etly pursued [283], as the gas models are unable to easily ad-
dress brief ﬂuctuations in solar dimensions. The stability of
gaseous stars depends on hydrostatic equilibrium and relies
on a perfect mechanical and thermal balance [13, p.6–67].
Failing to maintain equilibrium, gaseous stars would cease to
exist.
Conversely, ﬂuctuating solar dimensions can be readily
addressed by a liquid metallic hydrogen Sun, since this en-
tity enables localized liquid/gas (or solid/gas) transitions in
its interior (see [48,51,52]and §5.1).
4.4 Oblateness #20
JamesJeansregardedthehighprevalenceofbinariesasoneof
the strongest lines of evidence that the stars were liquids [27,
28].  Indeed, it could be stated that most of his thesis rested
upon this observation. As a spinning star became oblate, it
eventually split into two distinct parts [27,28]. Oblateness
can be considered as a sign of internal cohesive forces within
an object and these are absent within a gaseous star. As a
result, any oblateness constitutes a solid line of evidence that
a rotating mass is comprised of condensed matter.
The physics of rotating ﬂuid masses has occupied some
of the greatest minds in science, including Newton, Maclau-
rin, Jacobi, Meyer, Liouville, Dirichlet, Dedekind, Riemann,
Poincar´ e, Cartan, Roche, and Darwin [3]. The problem also
captivated Chandrashekhar (Nobel Prize, Physics, 1983) for
nine years of his life [284].
Modern studies placed the oblateness of the Sun at
8.77×10−6 [287]. Though the Sun appears almost perfectly
¶As a point of reference relative to the accuracy of measurements, ma-
chinists typically work to tolerances of a few thousands of an inch. Ac-
cording to a young machinist (Luke Ball, Boggs and Associates, Columbus,
Ohio), a “standard dial caliper is accurate to ± 0.001”, and a micrometer
provides greater accuracy to ± 0.0001”. The Mitutoyo metrology company
was founded in 1934, and they produce a digital high-accuracy sub-micron
micrometer that is accurate to .00002.”
 This proof was ﬁrst presented as the eighth line of evidence [3,35,36,
50].
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round, it is actually oblate [50].∗ To explain this behavior, as-
trophysicists invoked that the Sun possessed a constant solar
density as a functionof radial position [287]. This proposalis
in direct conﬂict with the gaseous solar models[13,14]which
conclude that most of the solar mass remains within the cen-
tral core. An essentially constant internal density is precisely
what would be requiredwithin the contextof a liquidmetallic
Sun [35,39].
At present, helioseismic measurements (see §6) indicate
that the degree of solar oblateness may be slightly smaller
[288,289], but the general feature remains. The degree of
solar oblateness may well vary with the solar cycle [290].
As was the case for variations in solar radius (§4.3), these
changes pose diﬃculties for the gaseous models. That the
Sun is slightly oblate provides excellent evidence for internal
cohesive forces, as seen in condensed matter.
4.5 Surface Imaging #21
With the advent of the 1-m Swedish Solar Telescope (SST),
the solar surface has been imaged with unprecedentedresolu-
tion [100,291].† This resolution will increase dramatically in
a few years when the construction of the Advanced Technol-
ogy Solar Telescope is completed in Hawaii [104].
Using the SST, scientists report, “In these pictures we
see the Sun’s surface at a low, slanting angle, aﬀording a
three-dimensional look at solar hills, valleys, and canyons”
[291]...“A notable feature in our best images of sunspots is
that many penumbral ﬁlaments, which are isolated from the
bulk of the penumbra and surrounded by dark umbra, show
dark cores”...“Inspection of our images shows numerous
varieties of other very thin dark lines in magnetic regions”
... “‘hairs’ that are seemingly emanating from pores into
the closest neighbouring granules, ‘canals’ in the granula-
tion near spots and pores, and running dark streaks crossing
penumbral ﬁlaments diagonally” [100].
Since antiquity, solar observers have been fascinated with
structure on the surface of the Sun. Now, as telescopic res-
olution continues to increase, they are documenting, almost
in 3D, the existence of structure on the solar surface with in-
creased certainty. They resort to words like ‘hills’, ‘valleys’,
and ‘canyons’ to describe the surface of the Sun and they fo-
cus increasingly on substructures, like the dark cores of the
penumbra. How can this structural detail be compatible with
gases? Structure remains a property of condensed matter and
∗As a point of interest, the Southern star Achernar, has a tremendous
oblateness which approaches 1.5 [285]. This value cannot be explained using
the standard gaseous models wherein most of a star’s mass is restricted to the
core. As such, scientists have sought to ﬁnd alternative means to account for
this oblateness [286].
†This proof was ﬁrst presented as the eleventh line of evidence [4,35,
36,42]. Solar surface imaging can include frequencies outside visible light.
It continues to reveal the presence of new structures, not described in §2.
These, and those to come, are included herein as a separate line of evidence
as solar surface imaging exposes more structural complexity and temporal
evolution.
gases can support none. Moreover, if the solar surface is but
an ‘illusion’, what point can there be in documenting the na-
ture of these structures? But the problem is even more vex-
ing for the gaseous models, as ﬁlms are currently being taken
of the Sun in high resolution (see Supplementary Materials
for [100] on the Nature website), and our ‘illusions’ are be-
having as condensed matter (see §5.1) [292,293].
Father Secchi, perhaps the most able solar observer of the
19th century, drew with painstaking attention numerous de-
tails on the solar surface which he viewed as real [1]. He
emphasized that “there is thus no illusion to worry about, the
phenomena that we have just exposed to the reader are not
simple optical ﬁndings, but objects which really exist, faith-
fully represented to our eyes using instruments employed to
observe them” [1, p.35–36, V.II]. The authors of the won-
derful SST Nature paper [100] seem to discard illusions, “We
are, however, conﬁdent that the dark cores shown here are
real” [100]. Nonetheless, they maintain the language associ-
ated with the gaseous models, “A dark-cored ﬁlament could
be produced by an optically thin cylindrical tube with hot
walls—perhaps a magnetic ﬂux tube heated on the surface
by the dissipation of electrical currents” [100].
Commenting on [100] in light of accepted theory, John
H. Thomas states, “Computer simulations of photospheric
magnetoconvection show very small structures, but the sim-
ulations have not yet achieved suﬃcient resolution to deter-
mine the limiting size. The horizontal mean free path — in
other words, the average distance traveled without interact-
ing — of a photon in the solar photosphere is about 50km,
and so this might be expected to be the smallest observable
length scale, because of the smoothing eﬀect of radiative en-
ergy transfer. But sophisticated radiative-transfer calcula-
tions show that ﬁne structures as small as a few kilometers
should in principle be directly observable” [294].
The problem for the gas models rests in their prediction
that the photospherehas a density (∼10−7 g/cm3 [148])which
is 10,000 times lower than that of the Earth’s atmosphere at
sea level — surpassing some of the best vacuums on Earth.
Structure cannot be claimed to exist in a vacuum and has
never been demonstrated to be associated with the equations
of radiation transfer (see [292,294] and references therein).
It is inherently a property of condensed matter, without any
need for internal photons. As a result, modeling associated
with the analysis of structural entities on the solar surface,
whichis fundamentallybased onideas of a gaseousSun [292,
294],areunlikelytobeofanylastingvaluewithrespecttoun-
derstandingthecomplexitiesofthephotosphere. Themostel-
egant solution rests in accepting that these structures are real
and comprised of condensed matter.
4.6 Coronal Holes/Rotation #22
Coronal holes (see Fig.18) are believed to be regions of low-
density plasma that open freely into interplanetary space [52,
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295,296].∗ Theyare associated with the presenceof fast solar
winds (see §5.8).
When the Sun becomes active, coronal holes can appear
anywhere on the solar surface [52, 295, 296]. In contrast,
when it is quiet, coronal holes are viewed as ‘anchored’ onto
the polar regions of the solar surface [297, p.10]. This ‘an-
choring’constitutes a powerfulsign that the Sunis comprised
of condensed matter, as this behavior directly implies both
long-term structure within the corona and the existence of a
true solar surface. ‘Anchoring’ requires two distinct regions
in the Sun which cooperate with each other to produce struc-
tural restriction.
Fig. 18: Schematic representation of coronal holes over the polar
caps of a quiet Sun. This ﬁgure is an adaptation based on Fig.2
in [295]. Along with its legend, it was previously published in [52].
The coronapossesses “...a radially rigid rotation of 27.5
days synodic period from 2.5 R⊙ to >15R⊙” [277, p.116]
as established by the LASCO instrument aboard the SOHO
satellite [298]. Rigid rotation of the entire corona strongly
suggeststhatthesolarbodyandthecoronapossesscondensed
matter.
Coronalmaterial† containsmagneticﬁelds lines which, in
turn, are anchored at the level of the photosphere [62]. ‘An-
choring’, once again, requires structure both within the solar
body and within the solar atmosphere. The condensed na-
ture of the corona and coronal structures has already been
discussed in §2.3.7, §2.3.8, and §3.8. It will be treated once
again in §5.5, and §6.6. The relevant structure of the solar
interior will be discussed in §5.1. The presence of ‘anchor-
ing’ within coronal holes and the rigid rotation of the corona
is best explained by condensed matter.
4.7 Chromospheric Extent #23
Eddington recognized the great spatial extent of the chromo-
sphere and pondered on how this material was supported [9,
∗The anchoring of coronal holes was ﬁrst presented as the 22nd line of
evidence [52], while the rigid rotation of the corona was once treated as the
33rd [62]. These two proofs, being closely related to one another, have now
been combined.
†See the wonderful Fig.106 in[1, p.310, V.I]relaying the corona during
the eclipse of July 8, 1842
p.362].‡ At the time, he knew that chromospheric emission
lines (see §3.4, §3.5, and §3.6) could extend up to 14,000km
[9, p.362]. For Eddington,the answer to chromospherechro-
mosphericextent rested upon radiation pressure, but the solu-
tion would prove insuﬃcient [62].
Bhatnagar and Livingston provide a lucid presentation of
the chromosphericscale height problem within the context of
the gaseous models [277, p.140–145]. They recall how ini-
tial ‘hydrostatic equilibrium’ arguments could only account
for a density scale height of 150km [277, p.141]. In order to
furtherincrease this scale height to the levels observed,it was
hypothesized that the chromosphere had to be heated, either
through turbulent motion, wave motion, magnetic ﬁelds, or
5-minute oscillations [277, p.140–145]. The entire exercise
demonstrated that the spatial extent of the chromosphererep-
resented a signiﬁcant problem for the gaseous models. The
great solar physicist Harold Zirin has placed these diﬃcul-
ties in perspective, “Years ago the journals were ﬁlled with
discussions of ‘the height of the chromosphere’. It was clear
that the apparent scale height of 1000 km far exceeded that
in hydrostatic equilibrium. In modern times, a convenient so-
lution has been found — denial. Although anyone can mea-
sure its height with a ruler and ﬁnd it extending to 5000 km,
most publicationsstate that it becomes the coronaat 2000km
above the surface. We cannot explain the great height or the
erroneous models... While models say 2000 km, the data say
5000” [193].
Obviously, a gas cannot support itself [62]. Hence, the
spatial extent ofthe chromosphereconstitutesone of the most
elegant observations relative to the existence of a condensed
solar photosphere. Within the context of the LMH model
[35,39], the Sun possesses a condensed surface. This sur-
face provides a mechanism to support the chromosphere: gas
pressure (see Fig.17) — the same phenomenon responsible
for the support of the Earth’s atmosphere [48].
It was demonstrated in §4.1, that electron gas pressure
cannot prevent a gaseous star from collapsing onto itself, be-
ing that these objects lack real surfaces. However, a liq-
uid metallic hydrogen Sun has a real surface, at the level
of the photosphere. When a gaseous atom within the solar
atmosphere begins to move towards the Sun, it will even-
tually strike the surface. Here, it will experience a change
in direction, reversing its downward vertical component and
thereby placing upward pressure on the solar atmosphere, as
displayed in Fig.17. Gas pressure can simply account for the
spatial extend of the chromosphere in condensed solar mod-
els [35,39]. Moreover,under this scenario, the chromosphere
might be supported by the escape of gaseous atoms from the
solar interior as manifested in solar activity (see §5.1). This
provides an acceptable mechanism in the condensed models,
astheydonotneedtomaintainthehydrostaticequilibriumes-
sential to the gaseous Sun. In any event, chromospheric heat-
‡This proof was ﬁrst presented as the 34th line of evidence [62].
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ing, from turbulent motion, wave motion, magnetic ﬁelds,
or 5-minute oscillations [277], is not required to support the
great spatial extent of the chromosphere in the LMH model.
4.8 Chromospheric Shape #24
Secchi had observed that the diameter of the observable Sun
varied with ﬁlter selection (blue or red) during a solar eclipse
[1, p.320, V.I]. Currently, it is well established that the di-
mensions of the chromosphere are perceived as vastly dif-
ferent, whether it is studied in Hα, or using the HeII line at
30.4nm [243, Fig.1]. The chromosphere also appears to be
prolate [243]. This prolateness has been estimated as ∆D/D =
5.5×10−3 in HeII and 1.2×10−3 in Hα — more extended in
polar regions than near the equator [243]. The shape of this
layer has been demonstrated to be extremely stable, with no
signiﬁcant variation over a two year period [243].∗
The prolate nature of the chromosphere and the extended
structure which the Sun manifests above the polar axis can-
not be easily explained by the gaseous models. A gaseous
Sun should be a uniform object existing under equilibrium
conditions, with no means of generating preferential growth
in one dimension versus another. When the Sun is quiet, the
greater extent of the chromosphere above the poles is asso-
ciated with the presence of large anchored coronal holes in
this region §(4.6). Coronal holes, in turn, manifest the pres-
ence of fast solar winds (see §5.8). A link to the fast solar
winds is made in the gaseous Sun [243], despite the recogni-
tion that the origins of these winds (§5.8), and of the coronal
holes with which they are associated (§4.6), remains an area
of concern within these models [48,52].
Even the oblate nature of the solar body had provided
complications for the gaseous Sun (§4.4). This oblateness
could be explained solely on internal cohesive forces and ro-
tational motion in the LMH model (§4.4). But, the prolate
natureofthechromospherereﬂects somethingmorecomplex.
According to the LMH model, fast solar winds (§5.8) are
produced when intercalate atoms (see §5.1 Fig.19) are ac-
tively being expelled from the lattice of the solar body [48,
52]. During this processes, some hydrogenis ejected, but un-
like the other elements, it is often recaptured to help maintain
the solar mass. In this respect, the solar chromosphere has
been advancedas a site of hydrogenrecondensationin the so-
lar atmosphere(see §5.4,§5.6and[59,61]). It appearsprolate
because, at the poles, more hydrogenis being expelled. Thus,
more is recaptured over a greater spatial area. In analogous
∗To fully understand this proof, it is necessary to simultaneously con-
sider the origins of surface activity (§5.1), coronal holes (§4.6), solar winds
(§5.8), Hα emission (§3.4) and HeII emission (§3.6). If the reader believes it
diﬃcult to follow, he/she may wish to move to other lines of evidence and re-
turn to this section once a more complete picture has been gained. This proof
is listed as a structural proof (§3), even though it results from dynamic (§5)
and spectroscopic (§3) processes, because it is expressed as the steady state
appearance of the chromosphere when the Sun is quiet. In 1997, the sunspot
number was near minimum and the data presented in [243] was acquired at
that time.
fashion, the corona has been designated as a site of electron
recapture within the Sun [60]. With increasing distance from
the solar surface, coronal atoms are increasingly stripped of
their electrons. This is an electron aﬃnity problem, wherein
metallic hydrogenin the solar atmospherescavengesfor elec-
trons and strips them from adjacent atoms [60]. Therefore,
the chromosphere [59] and corona [60] act in concert to re-
capture protons and electrons, bringing them back onto the
solar surface.
In §3.4, it was proposed [59] that the Hα emission is the
direct result of the recondensationof atomic hydrogen,deliv-
ered by molecularhydrogen,onto largercondensedhydrogen
structures, CHS, within the chromosphere. HeII emission re-
sults from the recondensation of atomic hydrogen, delivered
bythe heliumhydridemolecularcation [61],ontothesestruc-
tures (see §3.6).
In the lower chromosphere, neutral molecular hydrogen
exists and can deliver atomic hydrogen with ease, resulting
in Hα emission. However, with increasing height, it becomes
more scarce, as the corona captures electrons. Once deprived
of its sole electron, hydrogen cannot emit.
In contrast, with increased elevation, the helium hydride
cation can become more abundant, as atomic helium can now
harvestlone protons. Of course, neutral heliumhydridein the
ground state is not stable [256,257]. Helium must ﬁrst cap-
ture a lone proton(orﬁrst lose an electronto becomeHe+ and
capture neutral hydrogen) to form the stable molecule. This
readily occurs with increased height. Thus, HeII emissions
are seen at the greatest chromospheric elevations. Since the
helium hydride cation produced at these elevations can mi-
grate towards the solar surface, one is able to observed HeII
lines all the way down to the level of the photosphere.
Such an elegant account, exploiting chemical principles
to understandline emission, cannot be framed by the gaseous
models relative to the prolate nature for the chromosphere.
This includes the possible causes for the diﬀerential spatial
extent of Hα versus HeII lines (see Fig.1 in [243]).
5 Dynamic Lines of Evidence
The dynamic lines of evidence involve time or orientation re-
lated changes in solar structure, emission, ﬂow, or magnetic
ﬁeld. Along with many of the structural (§4) and helioseis-
mic (§6) lines of evidence, they are amongst the simplest to
visualize.
5.1 Surface Activity #25
The surface of the Sun is characterized by extensive activity.†
The solar surface is often viewed as ‘boiling’, or as a ‘boiling
gas’. But, gases anda gaseousSunare unableto ‘boil’. Gases
are the result of such actions. Only liquids can boil, while
†This proof was ﬁrst presented as the ninth line of evidence [35,36].
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solids sublime.∗
Since gases cannot boil, in order to explain activity on
the solar surface, the gaseous models must have recourse to
magnetic ﬁelds and ﬂux tubes. In the case of sunspots (§2.3.3
[4,40,45]), faculae (§2.3.5 [45]), and magnetic bright points
(§2.3.5), these ﬁelds are located within the solar body. In the
case of the chromosphere (§5.6), ﬂares (§2.3.8), and coronal
mass ejections (§2.3.8), they arise from the corona. The ar-
guments are fallacious, as magnetic ﬁelds themselves depend
on structure for formation. Unable to account for their own
existence (see §5.3), they cannot be responsible for creating
such features within a gaseous medium.
The only prominentactive features of the Sun, whose for-
mation appears not to be inherently tied to magnetic ﬁelds,
are granules (§2.3.4 [40,45]). These are thought to be gen-
erated by subsurface heat which is being transported to the
upper visible layers [40,118–122]. A change in ‘gas density’
is required within the photospheric vacuum.
In actuality, those who model granules in the laboratory
(see [40] for a detailed review) understand that they are best
represented as the products of B´ enard convection [314–318],
a process dominated by surface tension, not buoyancy [118,
p.116]. The gaseous models, unable to provide for a real
surface on the Sun, must reject B´ enard convection. The prob-
∗Descriptions of a Sun which is ‘boiling’ can be found throughout the
printed word. Examples occur in 1) children’s books [299], 2) popular writ-
ings [300,301], 3) university level communications [302–305], 4) scientiﬁc
news articles [306,307], or 5) scholarly publications [115,308–313]: 1) “The
sun is a boiling mass of hot gasses” [299, p.21], 2) “It shows rather clearly
that the Sun is a boiling mass of energy, vastly violent and constantly chang-
ing” [300]; “Convection is also at work transferring energy from the radia-
tive zone to the photosphere, with a vertical boiling motion” [301], 3) “The
surface of the Sun shows us a pattern of boiling gas arranged in a distinctive
cellular pattern known as granulation” [302]; “Solar plasma emitted from
the Sun is a boiling oﬀ of the Sun’s atmosphere” [303]; “It is easy to think
of the sun as benign and unchanging, but in reality the sun is a dynamic
ball of boiling gases that scientists are only beginning to understand” [304];
“Our Sun is an extremely large ball of bubbling hot gas, mostly hydrogen
gas” [305], 4) “We don’t yet have a model that explains these hills” [Jef-
frey R.] Kuhn said, although he suspects that they are caused by the inter-
action of boiling gas and the sun’s powerful magnetic ﬁeld” [306]; “The
researchers found that, as expected, this tumultuous region resembles a pot
of boiling water: hot material rises through it, and cooler gases sink” [307],
5) “Under poor to fair seeing conditions, sometimes the solar limb appears
boiling, this gives some idea about the degree of air turbulence” [115, p.54];
“The surface of the Sun boils in an active manner as the result of the contin-
uous production of energy inside the Sun” [308]; “The hot corona boiling oﬀ
the surface of the Sun toward the cold void of interplanetary space consti-
tutes the solar wind” [309]; “The current general idea on the global balance
... is that energy conducted down from the low corona must ‘boil oﬀ’ mass
from the chromosphere ...” [310]; “Near its surface, the Sun is like a pot of
boiling water, with bubbles of hot, electriﬁed gas — actually electrons and
protons in the forth state of matter known as“plasma” —circulating up from
the interior, rising to the surface, and bursting out into space” [311]; “The
sun is a churning mass of hot ionized gas with magnetic ﬁelds threading their
way through every pore and core, driven by energies boiling out from the in-
terior where the fusion of hydrogen into helium at a temperature of 15 million
K liberates the nuclear energy that keeps the cauldron boiling” [312]; “The
magnetic ﬁeld guides these ﬂows, thus inﬂuencing on the average the radial
distribution in the ‘boiling’ layer” [313].
lem is further complicated with the realization that granules
obey the 2D laws of structure (see §2.3.4) and that explosive
phenomena, associated with ‘dark dot’ formation, can be ex-
plained solely on the basis of structural considerations [126]
(see §2.3.4). To add to the suspension of disbelief, propo-
nents of the gaseous models maintain that the photosphere
exists at the density of an ultra-low pressure vacuum (∼10−7
g/cm3 [148]). With respect to surface activity, all eﬀorts by
the gaseous models to understand the observed phenomena
can be seen to collapse, whenfaced with the simple challenge
that their solar surface is only an ‘illusion’ [4]. Scientists are
confronted with the intellectual denial of objective reality.
The LMH model [35,36] can account for solar activity,
since it allows for structure and takes advantage of the con-
sequences. Granular convection can be explained with ease,
as a LMH Sun possesses a true surface and the associated
tension required for B´ enard convection [314–318].
The emissive behavior of the Sun (see §2.3) strongly ar-
gues that the photosphere is comprised of a layered struc-
ture much like that found in graphite (see Fig.2) and ﬁrst
proposed in metallic hydrogen [39] by Wigner and Hunting-
ton [88]. Layered materials like graphite are known to form
intercalation compounds [48,79–83] when mixed with other
elements (see Fig.19). In the case of metallic hydrogen, this
implies that the non-hydrogenelements occupy interlayerlat-
tice points [48], while the hexagonal hydrogen framework
remains intact. It is the science of intercalation compounds
which is most closely linked to the understandingof solar ac-
tivity [48].
Within graphite, the diﬀusion of elements across hexag-
onal planes is hindered (see [48] for references), while dif-
fusion within an intercalate layer is facilitated. The same
principles are being invoked within the layered metallic hy-
drogen layers thought to exist in the Sun. Graphite interca-
lation compounds [79–83] are known to undergo exfoliation,
an often violent process (see [79,p.9] and [83, p.406], where
sudden phase transitions in the intercalation region from con-
densed to gaseous results in the expulsion of the intercalate
atoms. In the laboratory, exfoliation can be associated with
a tremendous expansion of lattice dimensions, as the gaseous
expansion of the intercalate layers acts to greatly increase the
separation between groups of hexagonal planes [79–83].
It is the process of exfoliation which can guide our un-
derstanding of solar activity. Exfoliation can be seen to result
in the active degassing of the intercalation regions existing
within the Sun. When the Sun is quiet, it is degassing primar-
ily at the poles. This results in the fast solar winds (see §5.8)
and coronalholes (see §4.6 [52]) in this region. It leads to the
conclusion that the hydrogen hexagonal planes in the polar
convection zones† tend to be arranged in a direction which is
orthogonal to the solar surface.
However, in the equatorial convection zones, the hexago-
†A solar layer beneath the photosphere.
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Fig. 19: Schematic representation of a proposed metallic hydrogen
intercalation compound, wherein protons occupy the hexagonal lat-
tice planes and non-hydrogen elements are located in the intercala-
tion region. Intercalation compounds are characterized by a ‘stage
index’, n, which accounts for the number of hexagonal planes be-
tween intercalate layers. In this case, n=6. This ﬁgure was previ-
ously published as Fig.3 in [48].
nal hydrogen planes are hypothesized to be oriented parallel
to the solar surface. Under the circumstances, atoms in the
intercalation regions cannot freely diﬀuse into the solar at-
mosphere. They remain essentially trapped within the Sun,
as reﬂected by the presence of slow solar winds above the
equator. Over half the course of the eleven year solar cycle,
intercalate elements slowly increase in number until, ﬁnally,
theSunbecomesactive(seeFig.15)andexfoliativeprocesses
begin. The intercalate atoms begin to break and displace the
hexagonal hydrogen planes, as they work their way beyond
the conﬁnes of the photosphere. Coronal holes become vis-
ible at random locations throughout the Sun, indicating the
reorientation of hydrogen planes in the interior. With time,
the Sun degasses its equatorial region and returns to the quiet
state.
In this regard, the series of images displayed in Fig.15
are particularly telling, as they illustrate that helium levels
in the lower solar atmosphere increase signiﬁcantly with so-
lar activity (examine carefully the periphery of the central
image obtained in 2001 compared with images obtained in
1996 or 2005).∗ The Sun appears to be degassing helium, as
previously concluded [48]. This further strengthens the ar-
gument that it does not, as popularly believed, possess large
∗Best performed using the high resolution image on the NASA
SOHO website: http://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/gallery/images/large/
304cycle.jpg.
amounts of helium in its interior (see [47] for a detailed dis-
cussion). Rather,carefulobservationofthesolarcyclereveals
that the Sun must be comprised primarily of hydrogen, as it
constantly expels other elements from its interior. The no-
table exception, as was seen is §3.3, relates to lithium [54].†
Relative to solar activity, the liquid metallic Sun allows
for the buildup of true pressure in its interior, as intercalate
elements enter the gas phase. This could account for changes
in solar dimension (§4.3) and shape (§4.4, §6.3) across the
cycle. It also explains the production of solar ﬂares in accor-
dance with ideas coined long ago by Z¨ ollner [3,189]. In a
robust physical setting, mechanical pressure is all that is re-
quired, not energy from the corona. The same can be said of
prominences,whose layeredappearance(Fig.20) highly sug-
gests that they are the product of exfoliative forces within the
Sun. Prominences reﬂect the separation of entire sheets of
material from the Sun, exactly as found to occur when exfo-
liative forces act within graphite [48].
Fig. 20: An assembly of solar images obtained in the HeII line
at 30.4 nm displaying the layered appearance of prominences.
NASA describes this image as follows, “A collage of promi-
nences, which are huge clouds of relatively cool dense plasma
suspended in the Sun’s hot, thin corona. At times, they can erupt,
escaping the Sun’s atmosphere. For all four images, emission
in this spectral line of EIT 304Å shows the upper chromosphere
at a temperature of about 60,000 degrees K. The hottest areas
appear almost white, while the darker red areas indicate cooler
temperatures. Going clockwise from the upper left, the images
are from: 15 May 2001; 28 March 2000; 18 January 2000, and
2 February 2001.”. Courtesy of SOHO/[EIT] consortium. SOHO
is a project of international cooperation between ESA and NASA.
(http://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/gallery/images/promquad.html
— Accessed on 9/20/2013).
†Deuterium and tritium, as hydrogen isotopes, should remain in the
hexagonal proton planes. Like lithium, within a LMH model of the Sun, they
should be retained within the solar body, with only small numbers escaping
in the solar winds.
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5.2 Orthogonal Flows #26
Theorthogonalnatureofmaterialﬂow inthephotosphereand
corona (see Fig.21) provides one of the simplest and most
elegant lines of evidence that the Sun is comprised of con-
densed matter.∗ In 1863, Carrington established the diﬀeren-
tial rotation of the photosphere [67,68]. His studies revealed
that solar matter, at the level of the photosphere, experiences
a net displacement in a direction parallel to the solar surface.
Yet, solar winds (§5.8) are moving radially away from the
Sun. This orthogonal ﬂow of matter at the interface of the
photosphere and the atmosphere just above it demands the
presence of a physical boundary. Such a surface is unavail-
able in the gaseous models, but self-evident in a liquid metal-
lic hydrogen setting.
Fig. 21: Schematic representation of the orthogonal photospheric
and coronal ﬂows associated with Carrington’s diﬀerential rotations
[67] and the solar winds.
5.3 Solar Dynamo #27
As ﬁrst noted by GeorgeEllery Hale [107],the Sun possesses
strong magnetic ﬁelds which can undergo complex windings
and protrusions [12].† Magnetic ﬁelds are ubiquitous on the
solar surface and within the corona. They are not manifested
solely in sunspots (§2.3.3). As seen in §2.3.5, strong ﬁelds
can be observed in faculae and magnetic bright points, while
weak ﬁelds are present above the granules (§2.3.4) and in
coronal structures (§2.3.8).
Within the context of the gaseous models, solar magnetic
ﬁelds are believed to be produced by the action of a power-
ful solar dynamo [319,320] generated at the base of the con-
vection zone near the tachocline layer, well beneath the solar
photosphere [12]. A dynamo represents a self-sustained am-
pliﬁcation of magnetic ﬁelds, produced in conjunction with
ﬂow in conducting ﬂuids. In the laboratory, they are stud-
ied using liquid metals, typically molten sodium [321–324].
∗This proof was ﬁrst presented as the tenth line of evidence [35,36].
†This proof was ﬁrst presented as the twelfth line of evidence [35].
Dynamo behavior must always involve the ﬂow of conduc-
tive ﬂuids across magnetic ﬁelds. This, in turn, “induces
electrical currents, which, under appropriate ﬂow and mag-
netic ﬁeld conﬁgurations, can sustain the ﬁeld against dissi-
pation” [319].
Perhaps the greatest driving force for understanding the
behavior of dynamos in the laboratory has been the presence
of planetary and stellar magnetic ﬁelds [319–324]. It is not
reasonable to apply these studies to a gaseous Sun.
All dynamolaboratoriesrelyontheuseofmoltensodium.
This substance acts as an incompressible conductive liquid
metal [321–324].‡ To generate dynamo eﬀects under exper-
imental conditions, ﬂow is typically induced into the metal
using mechanical devices like pumps or turbines [321–324].
External induction coils are present which can provide ini-
tial magnetic ﬁelds to help either “seed” or “drive” the stud-
ies [321–324].
It is important to note that macroscopic structure is being
imposed in these systems. In every case, the ﬂow of liquid
metallic sodium is being conﬁned and directed by structure
(tubes, vats, canisters) [321–324]. Insulating materials are
always present, whether provided by the presence of pressur-
izing argon at 80 p.s.i. in a vat [321,322] or by the inabil-
ity of molten sodium to direct its own ﬂow when propelled
through pipes [323,324]. Experimental geometries are care-
fully selected (see e.g. [323, Fig.1]), including the location
of induction coils [321,322]. Mechanical devices are provid-
ing energyto drivethese systems and external static magnetic
ﬁelds supplement the sampling.§
In this respect, Lowe and Wilkinson constructed the ﬁrst
working model of a geomagnetic dynamo [328]. It was com-
posed of solid iron alloy cylinders, rotating within a casting
of the same material, wherein a small amount of mercury
maintained the required electrical contact [328]. In relaying
this design, Lowe and Wilkinson insisted that, “Self-exciting
dynamos are very common on the surface of the Earth, but
these rely on the insulation between wires to direct the in-
duced currents into an appropriate path; they are multiply
connected” [328].
These conditions are unlike those in gaseous stars which,
by their verynature, are devoidof structure, have no ability to
“direct the induced currents into an appropriate path” [328],
and are incapable of acting as insulators. The situation has
been summarized as follows, “Whereas technical dynamos
consist of a number of well-separated electrically conduct-
ing parts, a cosmic dynamo operates, without any ferromag-
netism, in a nearly homogeneous medium” [324]. With these
‡Conveniently, the density of liquid metallic sodium (ρ∼0.927 g/cm3
[325, p.4–128]) approaches that hypothesized to exist at the tachocline layer
in the gaseous models of the Sun (ρ∼0.2 g/cm3 [326]).
§Much like in medicine, where MRI can be performed using only the
Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld (∼0.5 gauss) [327], it is impossible to perform dynamo
experiments within the laboratory in the absence of an initial ambient static
ﬁeld magnetic ﬁeld, as has been recognized (e.g. [323]).
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words, astrophysicaldynamosfell outside the realm of exper-
imental science, precisely because they are thoughtto exist in
objects, like gaseous stars, unable to impart a physical archi-
tecture.
Astrophysics cannot hope that magnetic ﬁelds impart ‘il-
lusionary’details andemissive propertiesto photosphericob-
jects (e.g. sunspots and faculae), while at the same time re-
quiring that real structure exists in a gaseous Sun. This struc-
ture must somehow enable the formation of powerful mag-
netic ﬁelds and the buildup of a solar dynamo. The fact re-
mains that the generation of strong magnetic ﬁelds on Earth
always requires the action of condensed matter. As they have
no structure, gases are unableto generatemagneticﬁelds on a
macroscopic level. They are simply subject to their action. It
is improper to confer upon gases behavior which cannot even
be approached in the laboratory.
It is hard to envision that hydrogen in non-metallic form,
as is currently hypothesized to exist in the gaseous stars, will
be able to match the conductivity observed in a real metal
(see Fig.2 in [329]). Gases obviouslycannotpossess conduc-
tion bands and, therefore, lack the central element required
to generate powerful magnetic ﬁelds on Earth. At the melt-
ing point, liquid sodium has a conductivity (∼107Ω−1 m−1
[321–324]) which very much approaches that observed in the
solid [321–324]. Near this point and in the solid state, con-
duction bands are responsible for the conductivity measured
in sodium.∗ Hence, it should not be surprising that, just as the
metal melts, some quantum mechanical conditions involved
informingtheseconductionbandsremains(i.e. thereremains
some interatomic order). Otherwise, a substantial change in
conductivity would be evident.
With all these factors in mind, it is reasonable to sug-
gest that the structural lattice present in liquid metallic hy-
drogen provides a superior setting to account for dynamo ac-
tion in the Sun. Metallic hydrogen should be able to support
real structure. Protons would occupy the hexagonal planes
(see Fig.2) and electrons ﬂow in the conductionbands neces-
sary to generate magnetic ﬁelds. A LMH Sun should display
a density, throughout its interior, similar to molten sodium.
Conductive paths could be set up in the hexagonal hydrogen
(i.e. proton) planes which can beneﬁt from the insulating ac-
tion of intercalate elements (see Fig.19). As a direct conse-
quence, changes in the dynamo and in the magnetic ﬁeld in-
tensity, in association with the solar cycle, can be accounted
for as a byproduct of exfoliative forces (see §5.8). When the
intercalate elements are expelled from the Sun, conductive
shorts are created between hexagonal hydrogenplanes which
were once insulated from one another. This provides a mech-
anism to both build and destroy the solar dynamo. Further-
more, by turning to this substance as a solar building block,
∗Thermal vibrations can lower conductivity as temperatures are in-
creased, but this eﬀect is neglected in this case since both solid and liquid
phases can exist at the melting point. Thus, any eﬀect of thermal vibrations
should be similar at this temperature in both phases.
laboratorydynamoexperimentsbecomelinkedto a substance
which may come to have great importance on Earth [92,98],
not only in the distant stars.
5.4 Coronal Rain #28
Innocuous ﬁndings can lead to the greatest discoveries.† In
this respect,coronalrain[330–333]will notpresentanexcep-
tion. This subtle eﬀect consists of “cool and dense matter”
which is “ubiquitous”within the solar atmosphereand which
is constantly falling towards the solar surface [330–333]. It
is said to be composed of a “a myriad of small blobs, with
sizes that are, on average 300 km in width and 700 km in
length” [333]. When these aggregate, they produce show-
ers [333]. Coronal rain has been associated with coronal
loops and attempts have been made to link its existence to
loop substructure [334].
As coronal rain falls towards the surface, its rate of de-
scent does not match that expected from gravity considera-
tions alone [333]. From the standpoint of the gaseous solar
models, it appears that coronal rains and showers are retarded
by the eﬀects of gas pressure in the solar atmosphere [333].
These models rely on cycles of heating and condensation to
explain coronal rain [332,333]. But these arguments are not
consistent with the belief that the lower chromosphere has a
density of only ∼10−12 g/cm3 [115, p.32] and that gas pres-
sure cannot exist (§4.1) in these models. How can conden-
sation take place within a hot corona (see §3.7) while main-
taining a gaseous state, which even at photospheric densities,
would only be ∼10−7 g/cm3 [148]? How can a vacuum retard
the rate of descent of these particles? With respect to the ex-
istence of coronal rain, the gaseous models of the Sun simply
lack the necessary ﬂexibility to provide a reasonable account
of this phenomenon.
Alternatively, the LMH model [35,39], has advanced that
condensed matter populates the outer solar atmosphere (see
§2.3.6, §2.3.7, §2.3.8, §3.4, §3.5, §3.6, §3.8, §4.6, §4.7, §4.8,
§5.5, §5.6, §5.7, and §6.6). Cool/dense coronal and chro-
mospheric layers consequently stand as pillars of this model
[56–60]. In this regard, the presence of coronal rain can be
more readily explained if one permits true condensation to
occur within the solar atmosphere.
As highlighted in §2.3.7 and §2.3.8, the K-corona should
be viewed as a region containing diﬀuse metallic hydrogen
[57,60]. However, given the lack of pressure which exists in
the K-corona, this metallic hydrogencannot regenerate itself.
Rather, coronalmetallic hydrogenhas entered the solar atmo-
sphere after being expelled from the solar body during active
periods (see §2.3.8, §5.5, §6.6 and [57,58,60]).
ThoughcoronalLMH would be unableto self-regenerate,
it should be able to provide a surface upon which other ma-
terials could condense. This appears to be what is happening
with coronal rain.
†This proof was ﬁrst presented as the 23rd line of evidence [53].
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In this regard, it is important to note that coronal rain is
usuallyvisualizedinHα andCaII[334]. Theseemissionlines
are chromospheric in nature (see §3.4 and §3.5). Their use
in detecting coronal rain strongly suggests that this material,
unlike the coronal loops (§5.5) with which it is often associ-
ated [334], is actually condensing chromospheric material.∗
Thus, much like water vapor on Earth condenses in the
morning on the grass, hydrogen, in non-metallic form, ap-
pears to generate a dense condensate onto the coronal metal-
lic hydrogenframework. This could explainwhy coronalrain
can been seen ﬂowing down coronal loops [334]. As the
two substances are distinct, the hydrogen condensate slowly
drifts back down to rejoin the solar surface. Since coronal
rain remainsattracted to the metallic hydrogensurfacesof the
corona, it is unable to simply respond to the forces of gravity
and its descent appears to be retarded.
Consequently, the analysis of coronal rain and its behav-
ior appears to provide wonderful examples of the interplay
between structure and function within the solar atmosphere.
It strongly suggests that two distinct forms of condensed hy-
drogen are present in this region: 1) dense molecular hydro-
gen in the chromosphere [92] and 2) metallic hydrogen in
the corona. Coronal rain is assisting in the harvest of hy-
drogen atoms from the corona. In unison, the metallic hydro-
genframework,uponwhich it is condensing,acts to scavenge
electrons from non-hydrogen atoms [56–60], which it could
channel either to the solar body, or directly to coronal rain.
In this manner, the corona functions to help preserve both the
mass and charge balance of the Sun.
5.5 Coronal Loops #29
Coronal loops can be readily observed, both in the contin-
uum [178–180] (see §2.3.8) and using distinct atomic emis-
sion lines (see §3.5 and §3.6), as shown in see Fig.22. They
represent “inhomogeneous structures”, which appear to be
attached to the solar surface and which can extend well into
the outer atmosphere [335, p.83–84]. They can be relatively
small (1Mm in length and 200km thick) or have great phys-
ical extent (several million meters to “a substantial fraction
of the solar radius” with diameters of 1.5Mm) [336]. While
loops do not seem to possess substructure at the resolutions
currently available [336], they may display such features on
scales of about 15km [336], a value well beyond current res-
olutions. Based on the analysis of coronal rain, it has been
suggested that coronal loops have substructures smaller than
300km [334].
As discussed in §5.4, coronal loops are associated with
the presence of coronal rain. In this regard, the former may
well represent a metallic hydrogen framework within the so-
lar atmosphere unto which chromospheric matter, like coro-
nal rain, can condense. This would appear to be conﬁrmed
∗Chromospheric matter is likely to be comprised of condensed matter
where molecular interactions between hydrogen atoms persist [92].
Fig. 22: Coronal loops visualized in helium, oxygen, neon, calcium,
magnesium, or iron. Temperatures associated with each image have
been inferred from the gaseous solar models. They correspond
to 20,000K, 250,000K, 400,000K, 630,000K, 1,000,000K, and
2,000,000K, respectively. NASA describes this image as follows,
”CDS can produce images of the Sun at many wavelengths. In
addition to hydrogen, the Sun’s atmosphere contains atoms of
common elements like helium, oxygen and magnesium. In the high
temperature conditions of the Sun’s atmosphere, these atoms emit
light at diﬀerent wavelengths depending on the temperature of the
gas containing them. Therefore by tuning into diﬀerent wavelengths
we can make images of material which is at diﬀerent temperatures.
This capability is illustrated in the picture above, where CDS has
taken images of magnetic loops of material which extend high into
the Sun’s atmosphere. These loops have been rendered more easily
visible by observing them when they occur near the limb of the
Sun, and hence they are highlighted against the dark background
of space. The elements and their characteristic temperatures are
indicated on the individual images. One of the surprises that
the new SOHO/CDS data have produced is to show that loops at
diﬀerent temperatures can co-exist in the same regions of the Sun’s
atmosphere. The white disk plotted on the oxygen image shows the
Earth to the same scale.” Courtesy of SOHO/[CDS] consortium.
SOHO is a project of international cooperation between ESA and
NASA. (http://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/gallery/SolarCorona/
cds015.html — Accessed on 9/29/2013).
in Fig.22, as both chromospheric lines (see §3.4, §3.5, §3.6)
and coronal lines (see §3.8) can be detected within coronal
loops.
Coronalloopsholdaninterestinglineofevidenceforcon-
densed matter. It has been observed that “the hydrostatic
scaleheight...hasalwaysthesameverticalextent,regardless
of how much the loop is inclined, similar to the water level in
communicatingwater tubeswith diﬀerentslopes”[335,p.84]
(see Fig.23).
The vertical height to which some coronal loops appear
ﬁlled with matter does not change depending on inclination.
Theloopis containingmatterwhichbehavesas aliquid. Con-
versely, if the loop was merely plasma, the eﬀects of vertical
extent on loop appearance would be diﬃcult to justify.
In this regard, it may well be that the manner in which
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Fig. 23: Schematic representation of the vertical extent of scale
height (dashed line) in coronal loops. Material ﬁlls the loop up to
the scale height. If the loop is signiﬁcantly inclined from the ver-
tical axis, then it can be somewhat evenly ﬁlled with matter. The
analogy can be made with water ﬁlling a tube which is more or less
inclined [335, p.84].
coronal loops appear to ‘ﬁll’ with height might represent a
build up of condensed hydrogenonto these structures. As the
loops assume an increasingly vertical position, material of a
chromospheric nature should slowly settle towards the base
of these structures, as it makes its descent down to re-enter
the solar interior (see §3.4, §3.5, §3.6). Gaseous solar models
are unable to rival this explanation.
5.6 Chromospheric Condensation #30
As discussed brieﬂy in §3.4, the chromosphere is ﬁlled with
spicules [337] which seem to extend as disoriented hair be-
yond the surface of the Sun.∗ As demonstrated in Fig.24,
spicules can be observed in Hα. They can also be seen in
otherchromosphericemissionlines,includingthosefromcal-
cium and helium (see §3.5, §3.6 and [150, p.8]).
The gaseous models of the Sun have no simple means to
account for the formation of these structures.† Proponents of
thesemodelshaveexpressedthattwoclasses ofspiculesexist.
Type II spicules are short-lived (10-150s), thin (<200km),
and said to fade [338]. Type I spicules have a 3–7 minute
lifetime and move up and down [338]. It has been stated that
Type II spicules might be responsible for heating the corona
[338], but this claim, along with the very existence of Type
II spicules, has been challenged [339]. Nonetheless, despite
the densities brought forth, spicules are still believed to be
propelling matter into the corona.
Counterto these ideas, themetallic hydrogenmodelholds
that spicules are the product of condensation reactions (see
§3.4, §3.5, §3.6 and [59,61]). They enable hydrogen atoms,
gatheredin thesolar atmosphere,torejointhesolar body. The
greatest clues for such a scenario come from the analysis of
spicularvelocities whichappearto be essentially independent
of gravitational forces [209–215].‡
∗This proof was ﬁrst presented as the seventh line of evidence [35,56,
59,61].
†Spicules extend well into the lower corona where densities, according
tothe gaseous models, could benogreater than ∼10−15 g/cm3, i.e. the density
of the upper chromosphere [148]. The associated densities are ∼10−12 of the
Earth’s atmospheric density at sea level (∼1.2x10−3 g/cm3 [149]).
‡Some authors have attempted, although not very convincingly, to es-
Fig. 24: A series of images displaying spicules in Hα on the so-
lar limb. These images are displayed through the courtesy of the
Big Bear Solar Observatory which have described the series as fol-
lows, Limb Spicules: The Figure shows the limb of the Sun at dif-
ferent wavelengths within the H-alpha spectral line (from 0.1 nm
bluewards to 0.1 nm redwards of the line center). Some of the
spicules (jets) extend above height of 7000 km. The images have
been processed with a high pass ﬁlter.” http://www.bbso. njit. edu/
images.html — Accessed on 9/30/2013.
Spicules seem to move up with nearly uniform speeds
[206, p.61]. These speeds can actually increase with eleva-
tion [150, p.45–60]. Spicules can rise in jerky fashion or stop
quite suddenly [150, p.45–60]. They can “expand laterally
or split into two or more strands after being ejected” [337].
All of this behavior, and the ability to document it, sug-
gests that spicules are not devoid of density against an even
sparser background. Rather, they seem to be the product of
condensation. It is almost as if much of the material in the
chromosphere exists in a state of critical opalescence, that
strange state wherein matter is not quite liquid and not fully
gaseous [35].§ Just a slight disturbance can cause the entire
substance to rapidly condense. Such a process would be es-
sentially independent of direction (vertical or horizontal), but
tablish a relationship between spicular velocities and gravitational forces
(e.g. [337]).
§The author has previously described the situation as follows, “Criti-
cal opalescence occurs when a material is placed at the critical point, that
combination of temperature, pressure, magnetic ﬁeld, and gravity wherein
the gas/liquid interface disappears. At the critical point, a transparent liq-
uid becomes cloudy due to light scattering, hence the term critical opales-
cence. The gas is regaining order as it prepares to re-enter the condensed
phase” [35].
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would be guided by local ﬂuctuations in material concentra-
tions. This would explain the erratic behavior and orientation
of spicules.
Theformationofspicularmaterialsuggestsprocessesthat
are being observed near the critical point of a dense form
of hydrogen [92] in the chromosphere. In moving from the
coronato the photosphere,the eﬀect of gravitybecomesmore
important and, though temperatures might not be changing
much (see §2.3.7), material in the chromosphere could be
falling suﬃciently below the critical point to allow for rapid
condensation [35].∗
Whether or not critical phenomena are being expressed
in the chromosphere [35], it remains relatively certain that
spicules themselves represent sites of condensation in the so-
lar atmosphere, as manifested both by their dynamic behav-
ior and by the emission lines with which they are associated
(§3.4, §3.5, §3.6 and [59,61]). It is highly likely that spicules
are not propelling matter into the corona, but rather, that they
are enabling hydrogen,present in the solar atmosphere, to re-
assume a condensed state and return to the solar body. In
this case, they act to harvest hydrogen and return it to the
photospheric intergranular lanes [59], as illustrated above in
Fig.14.
As with coronal rain, the chromospheric matter which
makes up spicules should be comprised of dense hydrogen
which is non-metallic, as it retains some hydrogen-hydrogen
molecular interactions within its lattice [92]. This dense form
of hydrogen, upon entering the pressurized environment of
thesolarinterior,couldthenbetransformedbacktothemetal-
lic state [59].
5.7 Splashdown Events #31
Following violent ﬂares, matter can be seen falling, in large
fragments, back onto the solar surface.† The phenomenonre-
sembles a huge mass of liquid projected into the air and then
crashing back to the ground. A particularly impressive event
was witnessed on June 7, 2011 [340, 341]. Solar material
was ejected, as a great, almost volcanic appearing event, oc-
curredonthephotosphere. Solarmatterwas projectedfarinto
the corona, reaching heights well in excess of 500,000km.
Upon reaching a certain impressive altitude, the ejected pho-
tospheric matter was seen to fall back onto the solar body.
Striking the surface, the descendingmaterial producedstrong
brightening at the impact points.
These events elegantly support the contention that ﬂares
andCMEs aredrivenbythebuildupofpressurewithintheso-
lar interior, not by transferring energy from the corona [189].
Most importantly, following the ejection of material from a
ﬂare, the return of mass towards the solar surface can be dis-
tinctly visualized. The associated impact points provide clear
∗There could be substantial opposition to the idea that critical phenom-
ena are being observed in the chromosphere. However, spicule formation
seems to reﬂect the scale length eﬀects which characterize these processes.
†This proof was ﬁrst presented as the 24th line of evidence [53].
evidence that the ejected material and the surface upon which
it splashes are comprised of condensed matter.
5.8 Solar Winds and the Solar Cycle #32
Solar winds have presented astronomy with a wealth of in-
formation, especially when addressing variations in helium
abundances [342–351].‡ Two kinds of solar winds can be
monitored. They are known as slow (<400km/s) and fast
(400–800km/s)winds[349]. Theydiﬀeronlyslightly intheir
particlesﬂuxes (2.7×108 cm−2 s−1 versus1.9×108 cm−2 s−1,
respectively), though they can have signiﬁcant variations in
theirprotondensities(8.3cm−3 versus2.5cm−3, respectively)
[349]. Fast solar winds are typically associated with coronal
holes [52,349].
For the gaseous solar models, the origin of solar winds
depends on the presence of a hot corona, which thermally
expands as gravitational forces decrease with distance [352].
The body of the Sun is not involved, as a gaseous Sun must
remain in perfect hydrostatic equilibrium, i.e. the forces of
gravity must be exactly balanced with electron gas and radia-
tion pressure [13, p.6–7].
In bringing forth a solution for the origin of solar winds,
Parker [352] would carefully consider earlier ﬁndings [353,
354]. Biermann had studied the orientationof comet tails and
concluded that coronal particles were ﬂowing away from the
solar body [353]. At the same time, Uns¨ old and Chapman
deduced that the Sun was expelling charged particles respon-
sible for geomagnetic storms and computed the associated
densities [354]. Parker would make the logical link between
these events, but required for his solution that the space occu-
pied by coronal matter expanded as it moved away from the
Sun [352]. In order to permit this expansion, he postulated
that the corona must exist at millions of degrees [352]. He
believed that the outer corona could remain very hot, since
Chapman had calculated, a few years before [355], that ion-
ized gases could possess tremendous conductivities. There-
fore, heat could be channeled from the lower corona to the
outer solar atmosphere, to drive the solar winds.
As a result, the gaseous models have required the impos-
sible from the corona. The latter must be heated to temper-
atures well beyond those of the solar core (see §3.8) using
processes based on magnetic ﬁelds [148, p.239–251]. Then,
it must transferthis energyin two directions. First, the corona
must be able to drive all violent activity on the solar sur-
face [12], like ﬂares and coronal mass ejections (see §5.1
and [179]). Second, it must allow energy,throughits elevated
conductivity [355], to reach the outermost layers of the solar
atmosphere. In this manner, the corona itself can provide the
thermal energy required to drive the solar winds [352].
But, if energy can dissipate into the outer corona through
elevated conductivity,how can it be available to drive surface
activity? Howdoesthedirectionallyoppositeﬂowofheatin a
‡This proof was ﬁrst presented in [47,48,52].
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conductivematerial, like thecorona,notconstitutea violation
of the Second Law of Thermodynamics?∗ Furthermore, why
require that heat be transferred into the corona from the solar
interior prior to its application elsewhere in the Sun? Why
not simply let the solar body do the work?
In any event, to maintain the requirements of hydrostatic
equilibrium [13, p.6–7], the Sun must let its ultra-low den-
sity vacuum-like corona maintain every unexplained process.
It does so by transferring energy from the solar interior us-
ing magnetic ﬁelds, even though gases are unable to generate
such phenomena §5.3.
Therequirementsthatthecoronaishotalsointroducesthe
problem of the cool K-coronal spectrum (see §2.3.7), which
must, in turn, be explained with relativistic electrons. How
could relativistic electrons survive in a conductive medium?
Resorting to this proposal hampers the search for the under-
lying causes of the solar cycle.
Conversely, Christophe Robitaille has theorized that the
Sun is expelling non-hydrogen elements synthesized within
its interior (private communication and [48]).† In the LMH
model, the Sun possesses a true graphite-like layered lattice
(see Fig.2) over much of its volume, except perhaps, in the
core.‡ It is knownin graphite,that layeredlattices canaccom-
modate the intercalation of atoms [18], as has been illustrated
in Fig.19. In this case, protons occupy the hexagonal planes,
electrons are ﬂowing in conduction bands, and non-hydrogen
atoms are found in the intercalation regions. These atoms
can freely diﬀuse in the intercalation zones, but would expe-
rience restricted diﬀusion across hexagonal hydrogen planes
(see Fig.19). Such simple considerations, within the con-
text of intercalate structures, can readily account for the solar
winds [47,48,52].
In this model, the tremendous pressures within the solar
interior provide the driving forces for the solar wind. Non-
hydrogen atoms in intercalation regions are being expelled
from the solar body by simple mechanical action, in accor-
dance with known exfoliative processes in graphite [48]. For
instance, an atom traveling at 800km/s could leave the cen-
ter of the Sun and escape at the surface in only ﬁfteen min-
utes [52].§
Duringquiet solar periods, the known presence of fast so-
lar winds over coronal holes [52,349] could be readily ex-
plained. It requires that the intraplanar axis (A in Fig.2)
of metallic hydrogen, in the polar convection zone, be po-
∗It is already diﬃcult to accept that a low density vacuum could transfer
its energy to the solar surface. This scheme becomes even more strained
when coronal energy ispermitted toﬂowfreely, using conductive paths, away
from the Sun. The only solution implies a violation of the First Law of
Thermodynamics, i.e. energy is being created in the middle of the corona.
†Lithium provides one notable exception, as seen in §3.3 and [54].
‡A body center cubic structure, as proposed in computational studies of
dense plasmas by Setsuo Ichimaru [97], would be appropriate for the solar
core (see §6.5).
§This compares to thousands, perhaps millions, of years for a photon to
leave the core of the gaseous Sun (see §2.3.1 and [42]).
sitioned orthogonally to the solar surface [52]. This would
enable the rapid ejection of intercalate atoms from the solar
interior at the poles when the Sun is quiet.¶ In the convection
zonebelow the solar equator,the intraplanaraxis (A in Fig.2)
would be rotated by 90◦, becoming parallel to the solar sur-
face. This would act to restrict the degassing of intercalate
atoms, resulting in slow solar winds above the equator.
A clearer understanding of solar winds provides new in-
sight into helium abundances [47]. It has been argued that
current estimates of solar helium levels are largely overesti-
mated[47]. Evidencesuggests that, duringactive periods,the
Sun is expelling helium from its equatorial region, not retain-
ing it (see Fig.15) [47].
Helium levels in the solar wind can vary substantially
with activity. When the Sun is quiet, the average He/H ra-
tio in the slow solar wind is much less than 2%, often ap-
proaching <0.5 % (see Fig.1 in [348]). However, when the
Sun is active, the ratio approaches 4.5% [348]. Relative he-
liumabundancescanrise substantiallywith solar activity,like
ﬂares [347], and the He/H ratio increases dramatically during
geomagnetic storms [343]. Extremely low He/H ratio values
of 0.01, rising to 0.08, with an average of 0.037 have been
reported, when the Sun was quiet [343]. He/H ratios can vary
greatly, especially in slow solar winds [343,346]. Therefore,
astronomers have assumed that solar winds cannot be used to
assay this element [347]. However, it is more likely that what
is being observed has not been correctly interpreted.
Extremely low He/H ratios challenge the premise that the
Sun has an elevated helium abundance [47,241,242], send-
ing shock waves throughout cosmology (see [47] for more
detail). As helium can be essentially absent from the so-
lar wind, astronomers, rather than infer that the Sun has a
low helium abundance, assume that the elements must not be
properly sampled. Helium must be gravitationally settling in
the Sun (see [48] for a detailed discussion) or is being de-
stroyed on the way to the detectors by processes occurring in
the corona [347, p.298].
The fast solar wind is thought to represent a less biased
appraisal of elemental abundances [347, p.295], precisely be-
cause helium is being ejected from the Sun and subsequently
appears abundant. Aellig et al. report that the fast solar wind
has a helium abundance of 4–5% throughout the course of
their ﬁve year observation (see Fig.2 in [348]).
These results can be readily explained when considering
that the Sun is condensed matter. When the Sun is quiet, it is
degassing its intercalation regions, primarily from the poles.
Large amounts of helium can accordingly populate the fast
solar wind. When solar activity is initiated, the Sun begins to
degas its equatorial regions. Much of this helium then travels
along with slow solar winds to our detectors, and those con-
centrations are likewise elevated. However, when the Sun is
¶Coronal holes persist above the poles during periods of reduced solar
activity (see §4.6).
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quiet, virtually no helium reaches our detectors in the slow
solar winds, as this element is now trapped in the equatorial
intercalation regions. This scenario provides strong motiva-
tion for concluding that the Sun is actively degassing helium
and that the true internal abundances of this element must be
much lower than currently estimated [47,241,242].∗
Not only can the LMH model account for the production
of solar winds, but it advances an underlying cause of the
solar cycle: degassing of the solar body [48,52]. When the
Sun is quiet, fast solar winds are able to degas the convection
zonesbelowthepoles. This helpsto explainwhysunspotsare
never seen at these latitudes. However, duringthis period, the
equatorial regions are experiencingrestricted degassing. This
is due to the parallel orientation of the hexagonal hydrogen
planesinlayeredmetallic hydrogenlattice, withrespecttothe
solar surface. Such an orientation prevails in the underlying
convection zone when the Sun is quiet. Solar activity is ini-
tiated when active degassing of the equatorial planes begins.
This occurs in association with a rotation or partial break-
down of the hydrogen planes, as was seen when discussing
sunspots (§2.3.3). This is the reason why coronal holes can
appear anywhere on the solar surface when the Sun is active,
as discussed in §4.6. When accounting for solar winds, coro-
nal holes, and solar activity, the LMH model far surpasses in
insight anything oﬀered by the gaseous models.
6 Helioseismic Lines of Evidence
Seismology remains a science of the condensed state. Even
so, proponents of the gaseous models adhere to the belief
that helioseismology can claim otherwise. In this section,
a group of six helioseismic conclusions will be brieﬂy ex-
amined. Each provides compelling evidence that the Sun is
comprised of condensed matter. It might be argued that other
helioseismic lines of evidence could be extracted. Only six
have been selected for their scientiﬁc impact.
6.1 Solar Body Oscillations #33
The Sun acts as a resonant cavity.† It sustains oscillations,
as sound waves travel (see Fig.25), within its interior [356–
360]. The most prevalent solar oscillation has a period of
5 minutes, but many more modes exist [356–360]. Thus, the
solar surfaceis reﬂectinginternal audiowaves and this causes
the entire solar body to ‘ring’, as it succumbs to seismic ac-
tivity.
Thoughscientists currentlyutilizehelioseismologytojus-
tify the gaseous models [356–360], the conclusions would be
better suited to a condensed Sun. It is not reasonable that a
∗In this regard, it should be remembered that the chromosphere and the
corona are working to actively recapture hydrogen, protons, and electrons.
This would act to elevate the He/H ratio detected in any solar wind. In ad-
dition, since the Sun is degassing intercalate regions and its average stage
index (see Fig.19) may be quite large, the solar body might best be viewed
as composed almost entirely of hydrogen.
†This proof was ﬁrst presented as the ﬁfth line of evidence [35,36,42].
Fig. 25: Variations in sound speed within the Sun. Red regions
are hotter than the standard solar models, while blue regions are
cooler. Thisimage hasbeen provided courtesyof SOHO/[Michelson
Doppler Imager] consortium. SOHO is a project of international co-
operation between ESA and NASA. (http://sohowww.nascom.nasa.
gov/gallery/images/mdi025.html — Accessed on 10/1/2013).
photosphere, with a density of only ∼10−7 g/cm3 [148], can
act as a resonant cavity. Within the gaseous models, the Sun
has no distinct surface, hence it cannot provide a physical
boundary to sustain solar oscillations.
Fig.25 displays slight diﬀerences in sound speed with the
standard gaseous model. A detailed analysis of such stud-
ies can be proﬁtable. Bahcall et al. [361] have also compared
theoreticalresultswithexperimentalhelioseismicﬁndingsfor
standard gaseous models. Absolutely amazing ﬁts are ob-
tained throughout the solar interior, but the authors fail to
providecomparisonsforthe outer5% of the Sun (see Figs. 12
and 13 in [361]). Yet, all observational data is being acquired
precisely from this region. Therefore, any perceived experi-
mental/theoretical agreement has little validity.
As was concluded in §3.1, the Sun presents the observer
with a distinct surface in the UV and X-Ray bands. This sur-
face is covered by low-frequency 3 mHz oscillations [362].
Evidence for a distinct surface has also been presented by
gamma-ray ﬂares (see §3.2). The Sun behaves as a resonant
cavity in the audio bands, implying a true surface. But the
gaseous models must maintain that the solar surface is but
an ‘illusion’, to somewhat poorly account for limb darkening
(see §2.3.2). Unfortunately, illusions make for poor resonant
cavities. It is more logical to infer that the Sun has a distinct
surface over the entire span of relevant wavelengths (audio to
X-ray), as provided by condensed matter.
Despite denial that the Sun is either liquid or solid, as-
tronomers refer to solar seismic events as “similar to earth-
quakes” [362]. Such analogies are in keepingwith the known
truth that seismology is a science of condensed matter. The
same can be said for the Sun.
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6.2 Mass displacement #34
On July 9, 1996 a powerful X-ray ﬂare disrupted the solar
surface, as illustrated in Fig.26 [362,363].∗ This image was
obtained through Doppler methods. Consequently, material
moving towards the observer appeared brighter, while matter
propagating away from the detector seemed darker. There-
fore, the ﬂare itself was bright.
Fig. 26: Doppler image of a solar ﬂare and the associated distur-
bance on the solar surface acquired by the NASA/ESA SOHO satel-
lite [362]. Courtesy of SOHO/[Michelson Doppler Imager] consor-
tium. SOHO is a project of international cooperation between ESA
and NASA.
Kosovichev and Zharkova [362] support the notion, cen-
tral to the gaseous models, that ﬂares are being excited with
coronal energy. They suggest that “a high-energy electron
beam (is) heating the cool chromospheric ‘target’”. Surface
activity is driven, not from the interior of the Sun, but from
the coronal vacuum. Nonetheless, the displacement of mate-
rial observed in Fig.25 strongly supports Z¨ ollner’s ideas re-
garding the nature of solar ﬂares, as previously discussed in
§5.1 and §5.7. It appears that the ﬂare was produced when
pressurized material was ejected from the solar body beyond
the photospheric surface.
But, when the ﬂare emerged,it producedenormous trans-
verse waves on the surface of the Sun. The crest to crest dis-
tances are on the order of 10 Mm. Kosovichev and Zharkova
[362] describe these transverse waves as “resembling ripples
from a pebble, thrown into a pond” and maintain that the
behavior can be explained with computations involving gas
models. Still, they visualize “ripples on a pond”, a direct ref-
erence to behavior which can only be observed in condensed
matter. Gases can sustain longitudinal, not transverse waves.
∗This proof was one ofthe earliest [4,29] and was presented, at one time,
as the sixth line of evidence [35].
Attempts to generate these waves, not only in a gas, but in an
ultra-low-density vacuum, challenges scientiﬁc reason.
6.3 Higher Order Shape #35
Seismological studies have revealed that the Sun is not per-
fectlyoblate(§4.4)butrather,is characterizedbyhigherorder
quadrupolarand hexadecapolarshapeterms which appearde-
pendent on the solar cycle [364].† Higher order shape terms
involve forces beyond those producedwith simple rotation of
a homogeneous liquid mass. They imply internal structure
within the Sun. Hence, they stand as a sublime indication that
the solar body possesses real structure beyond the core.
It wouldbe extremelydiﬃcultto justify that fullygaseous
objects could ever sustain observable internal structural ef-
fects. Yet, the higher order quadrupolar and hexadecapolar
shape terms must arise from internal structure. Conversely,
within the context of the LMH model, higher order shape
terms would be expected. It has already been mentioned that
the hexagonal hydrogenplane orientation (see Fig.19), at the
level of the convectionzone, could account for coronal holes,
solar winds, and the solar cycle (see §5.8). Hexagonal hy-
drogen planes could give rise to large layers, moving over
one another, whose orientation relative to the solar surface
could slowly vary from equatorial to polar regions (i.e. par-
allel versus orthogonal).‡ This would give rise to true under-
lying structure in the convection zone, as expressed in higher
order shape terms.
6.4 Tachocline and Convective Zones #36
The Sun possesses a convection zone characterized by diﬀer-
ential rotation [356–360].§ While a gas can easily be thought
to undergo diﬀerential rotation, the Sun is characterized by
another region: a tachocline layer separates the convection
zone from the solid solar core (see §6.5).
The tachocline regionacts as a shear layer within the Sun.
This layer is known to be prolate in nature [360,365–367].
Thetachoclineis generallythickerandshallowerat thehigher
latitudes [360,366]. It seems to display some temporal vari-
ability across the solar cycle [366], strongly suggesting, once
again,that structuralchangesare taking place within the solar
body (see §5.8 and §6.3).
When considering the tachocline layer, it is important to
recall that shear stresses require the presence of a physical
plane. For instance, the equation for shear stress, τ, states
that τ=F/A, where F=force and A=Area. It is not possible
†This proof was ﬁrst presented in [50], as supportive of §4.4. How-
ever, solar oblateness does not depend on the use of helioseismology for its
determination (§4.4) and has been invoked by Jeans [27,28] as providing a
mechanism to generate binaries [3]. As for higher order shape, it is indica-
tive of forces which diﬀer from those involved in creating oblateness. Upon
reconsideration, higher order shape now stands on its own as a separate line
of evidence.
‡This resembles tectonic shifts on Earth. Such a parallel was drawn by
Luc Robitaille (personal communication).
§This proof was ﬁrst presented as the nineteenth line of evidence [50].
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to have a shear stress without acting on a surface, or an orga-
nizedlattice planeofatoms, asprovidedbycondensedmatter.
Imaginary planes cannot experience shear forces.
Consequently, the shear nature of the tachocline, and the
fact that it displays a prolate nature, provides clear evidence
that the solar body is physically structured. Furthermore, it
appears that this is an area of the Sun which can undergo
changes with the solar cycle. These results are most grace-
fully explained by the LMH model.
6.5 Solar Core #37
As was suggested in §6.4, the core of the Sun undergoessolid
body rotation [368].∗ This conclusion, has been reached by a
virtual who’s who of authority in helioseismology [368]. In
the central portion of the Sun, “...the rotation rate appears
to be very little, if at all. Its value is 430nHz” [368].
Solid body rotation in the solar interior directly implies
that the body of the Sun cannot be gaseous. This rotation
requires the presence of powerful cohesive forces within the
Sun. None can exist in a gaseous object.
The observation is more in line with Setsuo Ichimaru’s
conjecture (§2.3.1 and §5.8) that the central portion of the
Sun can be considered to exist as a one-component plasma
of metallic hydrogen [97, pp.103 & 209]. Ichimaru adopted
the body-centered cubic structure in his studies [97–99] and
this lattice conﬁguration would make sense at the center of
the Sun.
In this respect, Ichimaru based the density of metallic hy-
drogenin the core on conclusions derivedfrom gaseousmod-
els. If the photosphere of the Sun is truly condensed, then
the values he adopted (56.2 g/cm3 [98, p.2660]) would be
much too elevated. In a liquid model, the density cannot vary
much throughout the solar body, remaining near 1.4 g/cm3
(i.e. slightly lower at the photosphere and slightly higher in
the core). At the center of the Sun, we are merely witnessing
a change in lattice structure from a layered Type-I lattice over
most of the photosphere, to a more metallic layered Type II
lattice in the convection zone, and ﬁnally to a body-centered
cubic lattice in the core. Intercalate atoms would be present
withinTypeIandTypeIIlayeredlattices. Iftheychangefrom
the condensed to the gaseous phase, these intercalate atoms
could slightly reduce the average densities of these layers.
The LMH model is more in keeping with physical obser-
vations within the Sun. It is not reasonable to advance that
gases rotate as solid bodies. Condensed matter enables the
formation of a solid core which can account for the observed
rotations.
6.6 Atmospheric Seismology #38
Helioseismology has been extended to the outer solar atmo-
sphere [214, 369–372].† Coronal and chromospheric stud-
∗This proof was ﬁrst presented as the twentieth line of evidence [50].
†This proof was ﬁrst presented as the 29th line of evidence [58].
ies [214,369–372] have successfully detected seismic waves
in this regionof the Sun and the presenceof both incompress-
ible and compressible waves is now well-established. These
are viewed as magnetohydrodynamic waves (MHD) in na-
ture.‡
The existence of incompressible transverse waves in the
solar atmosphere [214,369–372] suggests, once again, that
this region of the Sun contains condensed matter. These have
beenobservedinspicules[214]andwithinthechromospheric
level [372]. Their detection implies that the densities of these
solar layers are well in excess of those which typify Earthly
vacuums.
As a point of interest, it is known that comets can send
shock waves throughout the solar corona and chromosphere.
On January 29, 2013 (see [373]), a comet begins to disrupt
the solar atmosphere when it is more than 1RJ away from
the solar surface. At this location, the corona has no density
(<10−15 g/cm3, the density of the upperchromosphere[148]),
accordingto the gaseousmodels. It is unfeasiblethat an ultra-
low-pressure vacuum could be able to respond to the entry of
a comet in this manner. The ability of comets to trigger shock
wave propagation throughout the solar atmosphere indicates
that this is a region of elevated density. This conclusion is in
keeping with the LMH model of the Sun.
7 Elemental Lines of Evidence
7.1 Nucleosynthesis #39
It has been gloriously stated that the elements were formed in
the stars.§ In this, there appears to be much truth [374–388].
From its inception, stellar nucleosynthesis has always been
closely linked to stellar evolution [129,374–378].
The idea that the Sun could synthesize helium was ﬁrst
proposed by men such as Gamow [377, 378], Bethe [379–
381], von Weis¨ acker [382] and Hoyle [383,384]. The p-p
reaction, wherein two protons combine to make a deuteron,
while relying on positron and neutrino emission, would come
to play a vital role in 4He synthesis within low mass stars
[374, p.118]. For stars with a greater mass than the Sun,
Bethe and von Weis¨ acker, in 1938 and 1939 [380–382], ad-
vancedthat 4He was beingformedin a simple cycleinvolving
nitrogen, carbon, and oxygen (CNO).
Earlyon,HansBethe hadarguedthat“noelementheavier
than 4He can be built up in ordinary stars” [381]. With those
words,theSunwas crippledandstrippedofits abilitytomake
any element beyond helium.
Bethe hadreachedhisconclusionbasedontheprobability
of nuclear reactions in the gas phase and at the temperatures
of ordinary stellar cores [381, p.435]. If this was true, how
did the Sun come to acquire the other elements? For Bethe,
the answer appeared straightforward, “The heavier elements
found in stars must therefore have existed already when the
‡See [372] for a brief, but well compiled, literature review.
§This proof was ﬁrst presented in [44,48].
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star was formed” [381]. Extremely large and hot, ﬁrst gen-
eration stars, had, soon after the Big Bang, created the heavy
elements [389]. These elements merely represented contam-
ination in the Sun, a product of objects extinguished long
ago.
At the time that the CNO cycle was outlined [380–382],
the discovery of metabolic cycles was creating a fury in biol-
ogy. Just a few years before, in 1932, Hans Krebs (Nobel
Prize, Medicine and Physiology, 1953) had discovered the
urea cycle [390]. He would go on to outline the tricarboxylic
acid (TCA or Krebs) cycle in 1937 [391], the discovery for
which he gained international acclaim. It cannot be doubted
that these great pathways in biology inﬂuenced astrophysical
thought. Cycles seemed all powerful.
Biological cycles initially concealed their many lessons.
It would take years to fully understand that they were highly
regulated entities. Biological cycles required a complement
of reactions and cofactors (small activator molecules or ions)
which could either sustain the levels of intermediates or ac-
tivate key enzymatic reactions. Similar regulation would be
diﬃcult to envision in the case of the CNO cycle. As a result,
can this cycle truly occupy central positions in the synthesis
of 4He in the stars? Why confound the process by resorting
to a cycle, when simple reactions between hydrogen atoms
should be suﬃcient for all stars?
Itwouldseemfortuitousthatpreciselytheproperamounts
of carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen has been distributed within
stellar interiors, to permit these reactions to take place. If
starsaretrulygaseous,howdotheyensurethattheseelements
are not destroyed, or used up, by competing nuclear reactions
— something which can be prevented or exploited to advan-
tage in biology? Unlike a biological cell, with its intricate
means of forming, separating, and transferring metabolites,
the gaseous star cannot control the course of a single reac-
tion. Everything must occur by chance. This complication is
directly opposed to the subsistence of cycles.∗
Concerning nucleosynthesis, proponents of the gaseous
models requirethe improbable. Hobbledby theory,theymust
claim that ﬁrst generation stars created the heavy elements.
Moreover,they advance that, while mankind has successfully
synthesized many elements, the Sun is unable to build any-
thing beyond helium. First generation stars which no longer
exist had done all the work [389]. These conclusions, once
again, call for the suspension of disbelief. It is much more
reasonableto assume thatthe Sunhas the abilityto synthesize
all the naturally occurring elements, based on their presence
in the solar atmosphere.
In turninghis attention to dense plasmas, Ichimaru recog-
nized that they could provide additional freedom in elemen-
tal synthesis [97–99]. These ideas have merit. In the LMH
∗Note that the author has proposed a cycle in §3.6. In this case however,
the formation of triplet He has not been left to chance. It is the direct product
of a systematic chemical reaction. The other reactant in the cycle, hydrogen,
is present in excess.
model, dense structures enable the synthesis of heavy ele-
ments which is not restricted to the solar core, but expressed
in the convection zone where the intercalation regions can be
found.
Ametallichydrogenframeworkcanrestrictprotonstolat-
tice points in the hexagonal plane and conﬁne other atoms to
the intercalatelayer[48]. Solar pressureandlattice vibrations
could act in concert to enhance the probability of nuclear re-
actions. Two adjacent protons, in the hexagonal hydrogen
plane, could give rise to a deuterium atom, with the asso-
ciated positron and neutrino emission [388]. This deuterium
couldthenreact withanother,leadingdirectlyto thesynthesis
of 4He. Alternatively, it could fuse with a proton, leading to
the formation of 3He. Both 4He and the light helium isotope,
3He, would be immediately ejected into the intercalation re-
gion [48].† Over time, the intercalation region could sustain
other nuclear reactions and become the birthplace of all nat-
urally occurring heavy isotopes. The Sun and the stars gain
the ability to synthesize all of the elements [44,48].
In this regard, it is well-known that solar ﬂares can give
tremendous 3He abundance enhancements [180]. Eruptive
ﬂares have been known to produce 3He/4He ratios approach-
ing 1 [186], and thousand-fold enhancements of this ratio
have been observed [392]. These ﬁndings can be better un-
derstood in a solar model wherein 3He is being preferably
channeledinto intercalationregionsover 4He. 3He could then
displayanenhancementover 4He whenreleasedintothesolar
atmosphere during activity.‡ It would be diﬃcult to account
for the ﬁnding for the gaseous models, but the result can be
reasonably explained using the LMH model.§
8 Earthly Lines of Evidence
Theearthlylinesofevidencemaybethemostpowerful. They
are certainly the most far reaching. Climate dictates our fu-
ture and the survival of humanity.
Thus, it is ﬁtting to close this discussion with the climatic
line of evidence. This acts to highlight that there is much
more to studying the Sun than intellectual curiosity. As such,
the ‘Young Sun Problem’ and the great Maunder minimum of
the middle ages are brieﬂy discussed.¶
†3He could also emit a positron to make tritium, 3H. Remaining in the
hexagonal plane, this hydrogen isotope could then react with a single proton
to make 4He, which could then be expelled into the intercalate region.
‡This requires simply that the reaction of a deuterium atom with a proton
is preferred over its reaction with another deuterium atom. This would be
expected in a hyrogen based Sun.
§The solar neutrino problem has not been addressed in this work as a
full exposition would involve too much discussion. Suﬃce it to state that
diﬃculties involved in obtaining proper neutrino counts highly suggest that
the Sun is sustaining other nuclear reactions beyond the simple synthesis of
4He.
¶These constitute a single line of evidence as they are both related to
climatic changes on Earth.
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8.1 Climatic #40
8.1.1 The Young Sun Problem
The gaseous models infer that, when the Sun was young,
it was much cooler than it is at present [393–395]. Once
thoughttobefaintanddissipatingmuchlessheatontothesur-
face of the Earth, a gaseous Sun became increasingly warm
over time. Thus, the Sun was once thought to be faint, dissi-
pating little energy onto the Earth. Two billion years ago, the
mean temperature of the Earth’s surface would have been be-
low the freezing point of water [393]. A paradox arises, since
geological studies have revealed that water existed on Earth
in liquid state as early as 3.8 billion years ago [393–395].
In order to resolve this problem, Carl Sagan was one of
the ﬁrst to advance that the answer could be found in the
Earth’s atmosphere [395]. If the young atmosphere was rich
in CO2, then the greenhouse eﬀect and global warming [396]
provided an explanation [393–395]. Everything appeared to
be resolved [393].
Still, some remained unsatisﬁed with the greenhouse so-
lution. Several stated that a young Sun was more massive
and accordingly,hotter [393, p.457]. In this scenario our Sun
lost enormous amounts of material over the years through “a
vigourous, pulsation driven, solar wind” [393, p.457]. The
young Sun could have been ﬁfteen times more luminous than
now, simply as a consequence of these changes in mass [393,
p.458].
But, it is diﬃculttoconceivehowa gaseousstar, violently
expelling mass despite great gravity, will cease to do so as
gravitational forces decrease. Nonetheless, these basic ideas
have survived, although with less dramatic changes in mass
loss [397]. In this approach, the gaseous young Sun was not
faint, but bright [397]. This was more in keeping with warm
temperatures both on the Earth and on Mars [397]. Green-
houseeﬀects couldnotsimultaneouslyexplaintheseﬁndings.
In the end, the LMH model has a distinct advantage rel-
ative to the young Sun problem. Only the gaseous equations
of state demand that a star like the Sun must become increas-
ingly luminous as it evolves.∗ But over time, a Sun based on
condensedmatter, shouldcool fromthe most luminous(Class
O) to the coolest star type (i.e. Class M).
Some may highlight that, if our Sun was once an O class
star, there should be no water on Earth. The supposition is
not valid. When the Earth was young, scientiﬁc consensus
states that it was molten (see e.g. [399]). This can be easily
explained if the Sun was once an O Class star, but not if it
was a faint gaseous object. The Earth, like our Sun, cooled
∗The author has previously addressed Lane’s law and the increased lumi-
nosity gained by the gaseous stars as they evolve [3]. With respect to stellar
evolution, the LMH model will advance that stars cool as they evolve and do
not increase in luminosity. The brightest stars (Classes O and A) are actually
the youngest, while the faintest are the oldest (Class M). This is completely
contrary to current beliefs in astronomy. Stellar evolution will be addressed
in considerable in detail in an upcoming work [398].
over time. The LMH model is much more in accordancewith
observational facts in this regard.†
8.1.2 The Maunder Minimum
A great minimum appeared in the Sunspot cycle during the
middle ages. This minimum was ﬁrst recognized by Sp¨ orer
and Maunder [400–404]. It is known today as the Maunder
minimum [403]. Many believe that the Maunder minimum
was associated with a ‘little ice age’ on Earth [403]. The con-
clusion is particularly timely, since the Sun may be entering
another minimum in 2013, as solar activity apparently drops
to a 100 year low [405].
What causes these minimae? In gaseous models, the an-
swers will be diﬃcult to ascertain, as these ideas have dif-
ﬁculty accounting for any solar activity. As for the LMH
model,it is based onthe tenantthat solaractivity must befun-
damentally related to degassing of intercalate atoms. Perhaps
the Maunder minimum arises because the Sun has been thor-
oughly degassed, either through an unknown internal mecha-
nism or an external force.
In this regard, it may be important to recall that comets
appear to send shock waves through the solar atmosphere as
they come near the Sun [373]. These shock waves could be
degassing our star beyond normal, hence reducing the need
for future solar activity. Shock degassing may seem unlikely.
However, comets do have periodic motions around the Sun.
One or more could cyclically return to cause such eﬀects. In
this respect, the comet ISON is arriving in just a few days
[406]. It will be interesting to note the shock wave it com-
mands as it orbits the Sun.‡
8.2 Conclusion
Throughout these pages, a trial has unfolded relative to the
constitution of the Sun. Prudent considerationof the question
requires the objective analysis of solar data. Observations
must be gathered and rigorously consideredin light of known
laboratory ﬁndings. Such were the lessons imparted long ago
when Gustav Kirchhoﬀ ﬁrst contemplated the nature of the
Sun [26].
Kirchhoﬀ’s approach has now been repeated. A wealth
of information has been categorized and meticulously eval-
uated. Data spanning every aspect of the solar science has
been included. Not a single fact was deliberately omitted or
ignored. Rather, the full complement of available evidence
has been weighed and described. The Sun itself was permit-
ted to oﬀer full testimony. In completing this exercise, a total
†The mystery of the appearance of water on a planet that was once
molten has not been properly addressed by anyone to the author’s knowl-
edge.
‡Shock related degassing of the Sun should be viewed as something
positive. A star unable to properly degas might well exfoliate, as discussed
in [48], and become a red giant or a supernova. Therefore, shock degassing
may well be necessary, even if Earthly temperatures subsequently fall for
rather long periods of time.
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of forty lines of evidence have been addressed in seven broad
categories. Each has spoken in favor of condensed matter.
Of these, the Planckian lines of evidence, as outlined in
§2, will always merit the preeminent positions, since they di-
rectly reveal true lattice structure at the atomic level. The
solar spectrum, limb darkening, and the directional emissiv-
ity of many structures (sunspots, granules, faculae, magnetic
bright points, spicules, the K-corona, and coronal structures)
highlightthatmetallicandnon-metallicmaterialcanbefound
within the Sun.
The spectroscopic lines of evidence may well be the most
elegant. It is not only that they provide obvious clues for
a solar surface, but that they ﬁnally expose the underlying
cause of line emission within the chromosphere and corona.
In this regard, molecular hydrogen and the metal hydrides
strongly suggest that the chromospheric ﬂash spectrum re-
ﬂects the presence of condensation reactions in the solar at-
mosphere. Yet, it is triplet helium which has rendered the
most deﬁnitive declaration. It appears that an activated he-
lium cycle does indeed exist in the chromosphere, harvesting
hydrogen atoms and enabling them to rejoin the solar sur-
face. In concert, the cool-LMH-containing K-corona scav-
enges electrons, thus helping to preserve solar neutrality. The
associated light emission from highly ionized ions speaks to
the power of spectroscopic observation.
The structural lines of evidence remain the simplest to
understand. The many arguments concerning solar collapse,
density, dimension, shape, appearance, and extent, are simul-
taneously straightforward and disarming.
Perhapsthe most intriguinglines of evidenceare dynamic
manifestations of solar activity. Surface activity, the boiling
action of the Sun, and the orthogonal arrangement of its pho-
tospheric/coronal ﬂows leave no opportunity for a gaseous
Sun. The existence of a solar dynamo, with its requirement
for the interplay between conductors and insulators, oﬀers no
more. Coronal rain and loops, along with spicular velocities
and splashdown events, require the presence of condensed
matter. Slow and fast solar winds point to an object con-
stantly striving to expel material, emphasizing the dynamic
aspects of a condensed Sun.
Few sciences are more tied to condensedmatter than seis-
mology. The Sun with its oscillations, mass displacements,
shape, internal layers (convectionzone, tachocline,andcore),
and atmospheric waves, has highlighted that it belongs in the
company of solids and liquids.
Elemental lines of evidence call for a complete revision
of scientiﬁc thought relative to how the Sun derives its en-
ergy. First generation stars must join the company of other
untenable theories, as an unchained Sun is ﬁnally permitted
to synthesize all of the elements.
The sole earthly line of evidence was climatic. In ages
past, the Earth was molten. The Sun must have been much
more luminous than it is today, leading to the conclusion that
it was born as an O-class star. Its temporal variations across
the ages, might be best understood as an ever-present need to
eject elements from its interior.
Finally, a conclusion must inevitably be drawn. Can a
gaseous Sun truly survive, based solely on mathematical ar-
guments, when not a single observational line of evidence
lends it support? In the end, such an arsenal of observational
proofs has been supplied that there can be little doubt in the
answer. Formulascanneversupersedeobservationalﬁndings.
Hence, only a single verdict can be logically rendered. The
Sun must be comprised of condensed matter.
The consequences are far reaching. They call for a new
beginning in astronomy. Nonetheless, there is hope that a
reformulation of astrophysics can bring with it a wealth of
knowledge and discovery. As scientists turn their thoughts to
a condensed Sun, may they renew their fervor in the pursuit
and understanding of stellar observations.
Epilogue
No more appropriate closing words can be uttered than those
of Cecilia Payne, she who established that we live in a hy-
drogen based universe [86]: “The future of a subject is the
product of its past, and the hopes of astrophysics should be
implicit in what the science has already achieved. Astro-
physics is a young science, however, and is still, to some
extent, in a position of choosing its route; it is very much
to be desired that present eﬀort should be so directed that
the chosen path may lead in a permanently productive direc-
tion. The direction in which progress lies will depend on the
material available, on the development of theory, and on the
trend of thought ...The future progress of theory is a harder
subject for prediction, than the future progress of observa-
tion. But one thing is certain: observation must make the
way for theory, and only if it does can the science have its
greatest productivity ...There is hope that the high promise
of astrophysics may be brought to fruition.” Cecilia Payne-
Gaposchkin [407, p.199–201].
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